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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,

HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C., October 1, 1984.

Hon. JAMES R. JONES,

Chairman,Committee on the Budget,
Cannon House Office Building.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Budget Process Task Force has devel-

oped the following report on the reconciliation process. The Task
Force met on October 2, 1984 to formally approve the report.
As you know, reconciliation has grown into a key enforcement
tool of the congressional budget process in the last five years. The
Task Force felt it would be useful to look back on how reconciliation has been used and how it evolved as an element of the Congressional Budget Act.
Basically the report follows reconciliation from passage of the
Budget Act to our most recent reconciliation effort in the fiscal
year 1985 budget. It explores both the process and many of the
major issues associated with reconciliation in recent years. Also included is a review of specific program and revenue changes made
through reconciliation, and a survey of legislation proposing
changes in the process.
The Task Force believes that this report will be useful to the
Budget Committee and to the Congress as a record of the important legislative action achieved through reconciliation in recent
years. The hope is that it car serve as a resource for the committee
in implementing the reconciliation process in future budget resolutions. Sincerely,
LEON E. PANETTA,

Chairman,Budget Process Task Force.
(III)

FOREWORD
As chairman of the Committee on the Budget, I wish to commend to all members this report on the reconciliation process. Congressman Leon Panetta, who serves as chairman of the Task Force
on the Budget Process, and all the other task force members have
performed an excellent job. Not only have these members successfully shepherded Congress through the reconciliation process but
they have also produced an excellent summary and legislative history of its evolution.
There are doubtless many opinions as to the merits of the reconciliation process but I think one would be hard pressed to argue
that it is not a valuable procedure in Congress' efforts of deficit rein using this
duction.
procedure.This report chronicles Congress' experience
JAMzS R.
JONES,
Chairman,Committee on the Budget.
IV)
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A REVIEW OF THE RECONCILIATION PROCESS
INTRODUCTION
In recent years the reconciliation process has become an important element of the congressional budget process. Since 1979, reconciliation has been used to reduce Federal deficits by some $360 billion through spending cuts and tax increases. DXspite the extent of

its use, and the large deficit reductions that have resulted from reconciliation, much confusion still exists over the way the process
has been implemented. The House Budget Committee's Task Force
on Budget Process has issued this report, A Review of the Reconciliation Process, primarily to trace the evolution of the reconciliation
process from the Congressional Budget Act to the way it currently
operates, but also to record the spending cuts and revenue increases that have been enacted through the process. The Task
Force hopes that this report will serve as a resource for those examining the reconciliation process, and as a guide for the House of
Representatives in the use of reconciliation in the future.
e report is organized in the following manner. First, an explanation of how reconciliation arose from development of the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974 (also referred to in this report as the Budget Act), how reconciliation was
envisioned in the act, reconciliation provisions of law and a general
discussion of how the reconciliation process has evolved. Second, a
legislative history of the reconciliation process from 1976 to the
present is set forth. Third, a discussior. of general issues underlying
the reconciliation process. Fourth, details of program reductions
and tax increases which have resulted from reconciliation. Fifth, a
summary of legislation seeking to reform the reconciliation process, and finally, an appendix with a summary of spending reductions resulting from reconciliation over the years and other material.
Reconciliation and Development of the Congressional Budget Act
The reconciliation concept was developed during hearings on the
budget reform legislation of 1974. It was proposed that Congress
use the same method for finalizing its budget as used by the executive branch (see House Committee on Rules, hearings on Budget
Control Act of 1974, 93d Cong., 1st sess., 1973, pp. 316-318). As indicated, the purpose of the reconciliation process is to implement the
determinations made in the second resolution (see Rules, hearings,
p. 317 above). Its derivation is generally from H.R. 7130 and the
Senate Rules and Administration Committee bill.
H.R. 7130 (93d Cong., 1st sess.) mandated a second resolution by
September 15 of each year, 2 weeks before the start of the new
fiscal year. This resolution was to be the "final determination" by
(1)
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Congress, though it could be subsequently revised by an optional
resolution which could call for any necessary actions to implement
the spending, revenue, and debt levels established in the congressional budget. This optional resolution was the forerunner for what
is now the reconciliation process.
In its version of S. 1541, (93d Cong., 1st sess.) the Senate Government Operations Committee sought to combine ceilings at the start
with some opportunity for reconciliation at the end (S. Rept. 93579). The first budget resolution would serve as a ceiling, but not to
the extent of preventing action on spending bills in excess of the
budgeted levels. Even though they had been enacted, appropriations could not take effect until special triggering legislation had
been approved, and this could be done only if the spending
amounts were consistent with the budget totals. If the budget
totals had been exceeded, Congress would have to go through a prescribed sequence of steps in an effort to reconcile the discrepancies.
First, it would consider a ceiling enforcement bill rescinding appropriations to bring them into line with the congressional budget.
Second, if this was not possible, Congress would adopt a second
budget resolution. Third, it would then adopt a ceiling enforcement
bill consistent with the second resolution. Fourth, if it was not possible to adopt a second budget resolution or a pursuant enforcement bill, Congress would consider a rescission bill providing pro
rata reductions in controllable appropriations.
The Senate Rules and Administration Committee formulated a
comprehensive reconciliation process similar in its significant aspects to that in H.R. 7130. The figures in the first budget resolution
would be targets and the appropriations process would proceed
without impediment. Congress would adopt a second budget resolution specifying any changes it wished to have made in expenditures, revenues, and debt. These changes would be implemented by
means of reconciliation legislation (S. 1541, S. Rept. 93-688).
Finally, the two bodies agreed to a budget process which provided for a first budget resolution establishing targets for spending
and revenue decisions, a second budget resolution establishing
binding spending ceilings and a revenue floor, and a reconciliation
procedure which could be used to implement the binding decisions
contained in the second resolution. Additionally, other procedures
in the Budget Act such as deferred enrollment and referral to the
Committee on Appropriations could impact on legislation which exceeded the targets in the first resolution. As the Budget Act. has
been incorporated into congressional practices all of these elements
have served as means to aid Congress in implementin its spending
and revenue priorities. The most complicated procure, to those
inside and outside of Congress, may be reconciliation.
Reconciliation as Set Forth In the Congressional Budget Act
Under the Congressional Budget Act the basic purpose of the reconciliation procedure is to implement the spending and tax policy
decisions agreed to in a budget resolution. Section 310(a) of the
Congressional Budget Act provides for a second concurrent resolution on the budget to contain language that directs one or more
standing committees to report certain changes in laws, bills, and
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resolutions. For example, Congress could adopt a budget resolution
directing the Appropriations Committee to reduce spending in bills
already enacted or reported, or to rescind carryover balances; other
committees could be directed to decrease the amount of new entitlement authority enacted or reported that year in laws and/or
bills under their jurisdiction.
In general, reconciliation language directs one or more committees in the Congress to submit legislation increasing or decreasing
revenues, spending or the limit on the public debt. If the reconcilhation directive involves more than one committee in each House,
then all committees affected by the directive are to submit their
recommendations to the appropriate Budget Committee, which is
required to report to the House or Senate, without substantive revision, a reconciliation bill or resolution or both.
Under the act reconciliation language in a budget resolution
deals only with total spending (inc lauding entitlement programs)
and/or revenue directives to a committee and not with specific program reductions or specific tax measures.
The reconciliation process can be implemented by a bill, a concurrent resolution, or both, depending on the procedures used by
Congress in its consideration of spending bills. If appropriations,
entitlements, and other budget authority legislation proceed to enactment in the ordinary manner, reconciliation will be by means of
a bill. However, if Congress exercises the option provided in section
301(b) requiring that spending legislation not be enrolled until the
congressional budget process as been completed, the reconciliation
process will be implemented by a concurrent resolution directing
the enrolling officer in each House to make certain changes in the
bills which have been held. Both a reconciliation bill and a resolution will be needed if Congress uses its section 301(b) option in the
same year that it directs that changes be made in revenues or the
public debt.
No special floor procedures have been developed for consideration in the House (accordingly, the rules of the House would a ply
as to amendments, etc.). However, tight deadlines confronting Congress have compelled the use of expediting methods. The Senate
procedures are to be the same as are used for budget resolutions,
with the exception that debate is to be limited to 20 hours. (Section
310(e).)
Section 310(a) of the Congressional Budget Act provides that any
concurrent resolution on the budget shall "to the extent necessary"
specify the total amount by which budget authority, new spending
authority, revenues, statutory limit on the public debt, or any combination thereof, is to be changed. Further, this section also directs
the committee of jurisdiction to determine and recommend the necessary changes to accomplish the recommended total.
Section 310(a) states:
The Committee on the Budget of each House shall report to its House a concurrent resolution on the budget which reaffirms or revises the concurrent resolution
on the budget most recently agreed to with respect to the fiscal year beginnimg on
October 1 of such year. Any such concurrent resolution on the budget shall also, to
the extent necessary(1)specify the total amount by which(A) new budget authority for such fiscal year;
(B) budget authority initially provided for prior fiscal years and
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(C) new spending authority described in Section 401(cX2XC) which is to
become effective during such fiscal year, contained in laws, bills, and resolutions within the jurisdiction of a committee, is to be changed and direct that
committee to determine and recommend changes to accomplish a change of
such total amount;
(2) specify the total amount by which revenues are to be changed and direct that
the committee having jurisdiction to determine and recommend changes in the revenue laws, bills, and resolutions to accomplish a change of such total amount;
(3) specify the amount by which the statutory limit on the public debt is to be
changed and direct the committees having jurisdiction to recommend such change;
or
(4) spify and direct any combination of the matters described in paragraphs (1),
(2), and (3).
Any such concurrent resolution may be reported, and the report accompanying it
may be filed, in either House notwithstanding that that House is not in session on
the day on which such concurrent resolution is reported.

Section 310(c)-(f) outlines the requirements regarding reporting
of a reconciliation measure, floor procedures, timing and adjournment, as follows:
(c) Reconciliation Proess.-If a concurrent resolution is agreed to in accordance
with subsection (a) containing directions to one or more committees to determine
and recommend changes in laws, bills, or resolutions, and(1) only one committee of the House or the Senate is directed to determine and
recommend changes, that committee shall promptly make such determination and
recommendations and report to its House a reconciliation bill or reconciliation reso
lution, or both, containing such recommendations; or
(2) more than one committee of the House or the Senate is directed to determine
and recommend changes, each such committee so directed shall promptly make
such determination and recommendations, whether such changes are to be contained in a reconciliation bill or reconciliation resolution, and submit such recommendations to the Committee on the Budget of its House, which upon receiving all
such recommendations shall report to its House a reconciliation bill or reconciliation resolution, or both, carrying out all such recommendations without any substantive revision. For purpoes of this subsection, a reconciliation resolution is a
concurrent resolution directing the Clerk of the House of Representatives or the
Secretary of the Senate, as the case may be, to make specified changes in bills and
resolutions which have not been enrolled.
(d) Completion of Reconciliation Process.--Congress shall complete action on any
reconciliation bill or reconciliation resolution reported under subsection (c) not later
than September 25 of each year.

(e) Procedure in the Senate(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), the provisions of section 306 for the consideration in the Senate of concurrent resolutions on the budget and conference reports thereon shall also apply to the consideration in the Senate of reconciliation
bills and reconciliation resolutions reported under subsection (c) and conference reports thereon.
(2) Debate in the Senate on any reconciliation bill or resolution reported under
subsection (c), and all amendments thereto and debatable motions and appeals in
connection therewith, shall be limited to not more than 20 hours.
(f Congress May Not Adjourn Until Action Is Completed.-It shall not be in order
in either the House of Representatives or the Senate to consider any resolution providing for the adjournment sine die of either House unless action has been completed on the concurrent resolution on the budget required to be reported trder subsection (a) for the fiscal year beginning on October I of such year and, if a reconciliation bill or resolution, or both, is required to be reported under subsection (c) for
such fiscal year, unless the Congress has completed action on that bill or resolution,
or both.

The Evolution of Reconciliation
As will be seen from the following legislative history of reconciliation from fiscal year 1976 to fiscal year 1985, the process has not
always been implemented exactly as envisioned by the Congressional Budget Act. Instead the process has evolved, partially be-
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cause the Budget Act does not spell out every detail about the process, but more importantly because of the year to year experiences
with reconciliation and the goals of each budget resolution. In retrospect, however, reconciliation in practice has not strayed very far
from the original premise-it is still based on the fundamental
principles set forth in the act. The following summarizes those
areas where reconciliation has paralleled the Budget Act, and
where it has followed a different path.
First the House has retained the basic concept of reconciliation
as set forth in the Budget Act-that budget resolutions may direct
committees to "determine and recommend changes in laws" (section 310(c) of the act). For the past 5 years the House has ps
budget resolutions directing committees to report legislation to
meet the spending, and in sotne years, revenue goals set in the
budget resolution.
Second, when committees have submitted reconciliation legislation to the House Budget Committee the Committee has packaged
this legislation without substantive revision as directed by the
Budget Act. However, it should be noted that on occasion the
Budget Committee has sought to amend reconciliation bills once
they have reached the House floor.
Third, as required by the Budget Act, reconciliation instructions
have focused on spending reduction and tax increase totals by committee, rather than direct changes in specific spending programs or
tax provisions.
One major variation from the Budget Act's reconciliation procedure has been the use of reconciliation instructions in the first
budget resolution. Placing reconciliation in the first resolution
came early in the process in 1980 (fiscal year 1981) both to allow
enough time for passage of a reconciliation bill before the end of
the year and because of the perceived necessity to act early in the
year to reverse the economic downturn. It was generally believed
that large reconciliation bills could not be developed, reported out
of committee, considered on the floor and agreed to in conference
with the Senate in the time normally remaining at the end of the
year after passage of a second budget resolution. Over the past 5
years, the period of time between passage of a budget resolution
and passage of the reconciliation bill has generally supported this
change from reconciliation as envisioned in the Budget Act.
Another variation from the reconciliation process as set forth in
the Budget Act involves committees going directly to the House
floor with their reconciliation legislation rather than reporting
their legislation to the House Budget Committee. This procedure
was utilized in 1982 after the reconciliation experience of 1981, in
which an 800-page substitute was adopted by the House in the
glace of reconciliation legislation reported by House committees.
owever, for purposes of conference the bills considered separately
in 1982 were later packaged into an omnibus reconciliation bill.
Furthermore, in 1983 and 1984 the House returned to the basic
procedure envisioned in the Budget Act, and legislation from the
committees was again packaged by the Budget Committee into one
reconciliation bill.
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Finally, other practices, have developed over the past 5 years.
" Multiyear reconciliation instructions;
"* Limiting reconciliation, on the spending side, to entitlement
and other direct spending programs;
* Measuring reconciliation legislation against the Congressional Budget Office's baseline to determine the magnitude
of spending cuts and revenue increases.
These areas are explored further in the following reconciliation
legislative history and in the section on reconciliation issues.

RECONCILIATION HISTORY
Fiscal Year 1976
The Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act was
signed on July 12, 1974. The act envisioned that the Budget Committees would not be fully operational until the fiscal year 1977
budget cycle (in calendar 1976). But the act also provided for a trial
run-if both House and Senate Budget Committees agreed, they
could begin implementation of the act in whole or in part in fiscal
year 1976.
For fiscal year 1976 the Budget Committees reported, and Congress agreed to, both a first and second budget resolution. These
resolutions included only the budget aggregates, not functional categories. The first resolution was 16 lines long.
Significantly, the second budget resolution (H. Con. Reu. 466),
adopted December 12, 1975, included a reconciliation directive. This
reconciliation directive differed in many respects from those in the
budget resolutions since fiscal year 1981.
(1) The directive was part of the basic resolution, not a separate
section. Within the statement of the budget agregates was the language: ". .. and the House Committee on Ways and Means and
the Senate Committee on Finance shall submit to their respective
Houses legislation to decrease Federal revenues by approximately
$6,400,000,000.

..

(2) The fiscal purpose was a deficit increase, not deficit reduction.
At the time, the effects of the 1974 recession were still considered
severe, and a continuation of the previous year's fiscal stimulus
policy was agreed to. The specific intent was "to maintain the personal income tax withholding rates and extend the temporary corporate tax reductions in the 1975 Tax Reduction Act." (Conference
report on H. Con. Res. 466, H. Rept. 94-698, p. 4.)
(3) The dollar target was "approximate."
(4) Because only one committee in each Chamber was reconciled,
the committees were directed to report to the floor rather than to
submit language to the Budget Committees.
(5) Lastly, the directive was part of the second budget resolution
rather than the first.
In fact, the Ways and Means and Finance Committees had already begun work on a significantly broader tax reform, which
eventually became the Tax Reform Act of 1976. Responding to the
reconciliation directive, the Senate Finance Committee attached an
extension of the expiring provisions to a minor House bill on December 12, 1975, the day the budget resolution was agreed to. That
bill, H.R. 5559, passed the Senate on December 15. A conference
agreement was filed on December 16, and agreed to on December
17. President Ford vetoed the bill, arguing that it should be accompanied by dollar-for-dollar spending cuts. The veto was sustained
(7)
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by the House on December 18, by a 265 to 156 vote (short of the
required two-thirds).
After some negotiations, the Senate Finance Committee attached
both an extension of the expiring provisions and language promising spending cut-3 to a minor House bill, H.R. 9968, on December
19, 1975. Later in the same day the House considered the Senatepassed version of H.R. 9968 under suspension, passed it after modifying the language on spending cuts, sent it back to the Senate,
and the Senate accepted it. The bill was signed on December 23,
1975, and became Public Law 94-164. Its provisions lasted through
June 30, 1976, and were estimated to reduce revenues by about $16
billion on an annual basis or abouL $8 billion for the 6-month term
of the bill.
Development of Legislative Savings, Fiscal Years 1977-80
Reconciliation can be traced back to the first budget resolutions
which assumed legislative savings as part of their overall budget
targets. A legislative saving is a reduction in budget authority and
outlays which is achieved by enacting changes in current law mandating spending (i.e., entitlements and other similar spending). This
differs from appropriations which are yearly changes in dollar
levels.
A legislative saving requires action to eliminate or modify a current law by the authorizing committee with jurisdiction. However,
the creation of new laws or modification of present ones is often a
lengthy and cumbersome process. This section reviews the years
when the committees were unable to make legislative savings assumed in the budget resolutions. This experience set the stage for
the use of reconciliation starting with fiscal year 1981.
Fiscal Year 1977
First ConcurrentResolution on the Budget
In 1977, the first full year of implementation of the new congressional budget process, the first budget resolution assumed savings
of $3,027 million for fiscal year 1977 and a 5-year savings of $25,832
million from a series of legislative reforms in such areas ;ts food
stamps, the Federal wage board system, AFDC program reform, increased petroleum reserve sales, and most importantly, the elimination of the 1-percent kicker for Federal retirees (H. Rept. 941030, pp. 17-21).
Battle for Major Reform
The so-called 1-percent kicker provision, which was enacted in
1969, adjusted the cost-of-living payments for military and Federal
civil service retirees to a level higher than the cost-of-living index.

At that time the impact over the preceding 5 years was that retired pay had increased by 63 percent while the cost of living had
increased by only 50 percent. Other Federal programs which are
indexed for price changes such as Social Security, food stamps, and
white collar civilian and military pay, had not been overadjusted
for inflation in the same way. The budget resolution for fiscal year
1977 assumed elimination of the kicker as part of the overall legis-
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lative savings package. This was estimated to save almost $200 million in fiscal year 1977 and a total of $3.5 billion over a 5-year
period. The legislative history of the 1-percent kicker reform in
1977 is a good illustration of the difficulty involved in enacting just
one of these legislative reforms.
The administration supported elimination of the 1-percent kicker
provision in the President's fiscal year 1977 budget request (Budget
of the U.S. Government, 1977, p. 134). The House Armed Services
Committee supported elimination of the kicker in their March 15
report (see sec. 301(c) of the Budget Act) but made their support
contingent on similar action for civilian retirees. However, the Defense Department Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1977 (H.R.
12438). as reported and passed by the House on April 9, was silent
on the kicker. The Senate-passed Defense authorization bill eliminated the kicker, but again made the action contingent on similar
treatment for civilian retirees. The House accepted the Senate's
provision regarding the kicker and it became law.
However, the Defense Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 1977
(H.R. 14262) included funds for the kicker as reported from the Appropriations Defense Subcommittee. A floor amendment was offered by the chairman of the House Budget Committee, Representative Brock Adams, which succeeded in eliminating the funds
during floor debate on June 17 by a vote of 331 to 64 (H6091, Congressional Record 1976). Since the Senate bill did not add funds for
the 1-percent kicker, as signed into law, the provision was changed
but it was still contingent on implementing the same provision for
civilian retirees. Finally, with the enactment of the Legislative
Branch Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 1977 (H.R. 14238), a
similar provision was included for civilians and the 1-percent
kicker was repeaac-i.
This early and important accomplishment stood alone for several
years as continuing efforts to include legislative savings in budget
resolutions were unsuccessful. The advantages of packaging savings
in one legislative vehicle was not evident in the beginning years;
but as successive attempts failed to encourage individual committee actions on legislative savings through budget resolutions, the
groundwork was laid for the fiscal year 1981 reconciliation effort
which extended to eight committees.
In many cases, "he inability of the Congress to achieve these legislative savings resulted both from the newly elected and organized
administration's failure to suumit the legislative reform legislation

to Congress as well as from the reluctance of the appropriate congressional committees to act on the legislation. For instance, in
1977 the legislative proposal to achieve the $50 million in AFDC
savings did not arrive from the new administration until May on
the same day as the Ways and Means Committee's Public Assistance Subcommittee markup of an omnibus SSI/AFDC/Social Services bill. No departmental representative participated in the
markup even though their participation was requested. The Social
Security reform legislation, also part of the administration's legislative reduction package, was still in OMB at the time of markup,
and was not even mentioned in Secretary Califano's testimony on
the financing of Social Security the week before markup of the
Social Security Act Amendments of 1977.
38-412 0 - 84 - 3
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Fiscal Year 1978
First ConcurrentResolution on the Budget
In fiscal year 1978, the first budget resolution again assumed a
series of legislative savings totaling $1,944 million for fiscal year
1978, and $26,391 million over 5 years (H. Rept. 95-189, Appendix
G, Legislative Savings). These savings were targeted at such areas
as Social Security financing and benefit reforms, standard deduction for work expenses in the AFDC program, limitation on hospital revenues for medicare and medicaid, and again on wage board
reform. In addition, an assumption was included for savings
through repeal of the "trigger" provision which could provide automatic appropriations increases for three community services, reconstruction, and facilities expansion programs. The trigger went
into effect when the combined appropriation for basic educational
opportunity grants, college work study, secondary educational opportunity grants, and the national direct student loan programs
equaled or exceeded $2.8 billion. Presidents Ford and Carter both
suggested repeal of the trigger, but the Education and Labor Committee recommended its funding.
The Senate budget resolution did not explicitly target legislative
savings reforms in its first budget resolution although the resolution did assume some reductions in current spending levels. The
Senate report stated: "The Committee recognizes an urgent need
for Congress to move quickly to curb the severe inflation in medical care costs, endorses legislation to reduce this inflation, and estimates outlay savings in the health function to reflect enactment of
such legislation. (S. Rept. 95-90)
Second ConcurrentResolution on the Budget
By the time of the second resolution, the assumed savings in outlays for fiscal year 1978 were reduced from $1,944 million in 1978
outlays to $1,015 million, mostly as a result of inaction by the
House on the legislative savings legislation.
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50
Outlays ...................................................................
50
Allowances wage boardBudget authority ....................................................
42
Outlays ...................................................................
42

6
eandlew
wunm

FAiyea 1978

C(Syt

295

18

275

2,060
2,060

50
50

2,000
2,000

NA
11,000

5
300

NA
10,700

NA.................
7,843
400

4,000

276 ......................................................
276 ......................................................
686
686

20
20

666
666

7,576
26,391

466
1,015

7,031
21,707

Total:
Budget authority ...............................................
Outlays ..............................................................

739
1,944

NA--Ne epl.
Sour. Second Conu

Ramto

mh Budget for FecaYear 1978. Repot No.95-582.
on

None of the legislative savings assumed in the second budget resolution for fiscal year 1978 were enacted. Several of these savings
were assumed again in the next year's budget resolution.
The Senate report on the second concurrent resolution on the
budget for fiscal year 1978 assumed a reduction in agriculture programs and included the first reconciliation directive for spending
(S. Rept. 95-399). The Senate report stated:
This Congressional Budget Resolution contains, for the first time in the
course of the budget process, such a reconciliation instruction, directing the
Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry to reduce agriculture outlays to $4.1 billion which is that committee's share of $5.6 billion in total outlays set forth in this Resolution for Function 350: Agriculture. The Second
Budget Resolution level of $5.6 billion itself is $1.25 billion higher than provided
for in the First Budget Resolution.

However, this reconciliation directive was dropped out on the
Senate floor, and therefore not part of conference with the House.
Fiscal Year 1979
First ConcurrentResolution on the Budget

The f'ical year 1979 first budget resolution assumed outlay savings of $2,251 million. The largest of these savings was in the area
of hospital cost containment ($730 million) and medicaid quality
control ($320 million) with savings in such other areas as child nutrition benefit reforms, impact aid, and again the wage board
reform and AFDC work deduction which had not been achieved the
previous year.
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COMPARISON OF LEGISLATIVE SAVINGS
[In mlom of doas)
Predmnt. fiscal year 1979
Mudoet
authority
050 Wage board ............................................................

270
500
550

600

Committee recommendation
Budget authoity

Outls

- 136

- 135

OutaS

- 136

- 135

-54
-54
-54
-54
Dual compensation and others ...............................
Uranium enrichment .......................
-163
-163
-163
-163
Impact aid ..............................................................
- 76
- 58
- 76
- 58
Hospital cost containment-Medicaid ...................
-100
-100
-85
-85
Hospital cost containment-Medicare ..................................................
-630 ..............................
-730
Common audit-Medicaid and medicare ................
-35
-41
-35
-41
Quality control
medicaid' .....................................
-399
-399
-320
-320
Clinical lab .........................................................................................................................
-66
- 16
Home dialysis .......................................................................................
+7
................
-12
Payments to Railroad Retirement Trust Fund .........
- 50 ........................................................................................
Social Security general retirement ........................................................
- 644 ..............................
-264
AFDC work deduction .............................................
-119
-119
-119
-119
Special milk ...........................................................
-112
- 95 ..........................................................
Child nutrition benefit reforms .......... .................
-105
-121
-93
-109
Eliminate incentive payments in interstate child
-21
- 21 ..........................................................

support cases.

700 flight training ........................................................
Reimbursements to VA for medical treatment to
privately insured veterans.
Limit travel expenses for veterans seelung nonservice-connected medical care.
ANowances: Wage board ...................................

-100
-120

-100
-100
-100
- 120 ..........................................................

-38

- 38 ..........................................................

-47

-45

-47

-45

Total ..............................................................
-1,675
-2,876
-1,244
-2,251
'SubseqMe to m sms
of t bude, tht Depatment of HEW
decided that the- a..k, suIns coudi
= Nt vohld tohruh
ad
twaie n as
Wd isabmiu
mWunot to required.
Sou. Fr9 Co ret Rne ontihe
Budge for Fcal Yea1979. H.Rept. 95-1055, Pd, 167.

Second Concurrent Resolution on the Budget

B the time the second resolution was reported on August 8,
lays' the savings estimate had been reduced to $707 million in outlays because "in many cases the House has not acted to achieve
these reforms." (H. Rept. 95-1456, p. 116.)
The outcome of the legislative savings efforts was a fiscal year
1979 total of $19 million in a child nutrition program and a slightly
larger outyear savings in one of the medicare reforms.
LEGISLATIVE SAVINGS
[kimio ofd"lWsJ
FAl Yea 1979 W
oist

Resolutim

Ulm

Fa Yw199ona

-ug

-md

050 Wage board (military) ...................................................................
- 136
-94
-93
-135
-30
-30
Dual compensation
-30
. -........................................................................
30
500 Impact Aid .....................................................................................
- 76
-58
550 Limitation on hospital revenues for medicare and medicaid ..........
-85
- 200
-815 ........................
Common audit-medicare and medicaid ................
-35
-41
-35
-41
Quality control--medicaid .............................................................
- 272
-272
-272
-272
-14
Clinical lab ....................................................................................
-14
- 14
-30
600 Social security general retirement ..........................................................................
-150
.. ......................... o .............. ,,
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LEGISLATIVE SAVINGS-Continued
[I ROOMs d dohs)
RFsci Ye. 1979 Fist Budget

SeN*

AFDC work deduction .....................................................................
Child nutrit n benefit reform .........................................................
920 Wage board (civilian) ....................................................................
Total ................................................................................

- 1 19
- 93
- 47
- 907

Rsci Yer 1979 Second
Resbogt•,

- 119 ............................................
-109
-19
-19
- 47
- 23
- 22
-1,190

- 487

- 707

Sour Secon
Concuren Resoubon onfti Budge
fr FeWc
Yes 1919. Repor
No.95-1456.

Fiscal Year 1980
First ConcurrentResolution on the Budget

In fiscal year 1980, the efforts to achieve legislative savings were
greatly accelerated with the formation of a Budget Committee Task
Force on Legislative Savings, which was chaired by Representative
Leon Panetta. Other members of the Task Force included Chairman Robert Giaimo, Majority Leader Jim Wright, Representatives
Timothy Wirth, Bill Nelson, Del Latta, and Eldon Rudd. On March
26, a "Dear Colleague" was sent out by the chairman of the task
force to the House accompanied by a Budget Bulletin outlining the
legislative savings assumed in the President's budget and the congressional committees with jurisdiction over these legislative
changes (see Appendix B). This Budget Bulletin became the vehicle
for focusing the House on the status of legislative savings as committees submitted March 15 views and estimates reports with their
recommendations for the coming year, as the Budget Committee
marked up a budget resolution and as the House acted on the
pieces of legislation which could be used as the vehicle for various
spending reforms.
In early March, letters were sent out by the chairman of the task
force to authorizing committee chairmen encouraging them to
review potential budgetary savings carefully as they prepared to
submit their March 15 reports. The committees in their March 15
reports indicated support for $2.5 billion. During Budget Committee mark up on the First Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1980,
an amendment was offered adding a new section to the budget resolution. This section directed the committees to report new spending authority within their jurisdiction including legislative savings
by July 1, 1979, and to include in the 1980 March 15 reports proposals for additional legislative savings in the programs under
their jurisdiction (H. Con. Res. 107, section 5, H. Rept. 96-95, p. 3).
The intent was "to encourage committees to think about possible
new areas of legislative savings." The Budget Committee accepted
this amendment.
The First Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1980 assumed savings of nearly $6 billion, including $1.4 billion in hospital cost containment with a 5-year impact of $21,820 million. In addition, the
legislative savings package included $317 million in veterans' re-
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forms, $2,285 million in general revenue sharing, $404 million in
medicare and medicaid, as well as a number of savings of lesser
amounts. This was the first year the report on the budget resolu-

tion included the outyear impact of the budget year savings. The
cumulative 5-year impact of the legislative savings assumed by the
committee was outlay savings of $55.774 billion with the largest cumulative impact of $21.820 billion in hospital cost containment
reform (H. Rept. 96-95, Appendix D Legislative Savings, p. 207.
(See Appendix A of this report for table.)
Action on Legislative Savings

In order to work more effectively with the administration on legislative savings, the Budget Committee Task Force on Legislative
Savings took a number of measures.
Early in the year several meetings took place with a White
House Task Force on the Congressional Budget, which had been
newly established to work in conjunction with Congress on budget
issues. The White House group met several times with the chairman of the Legislative Savings Task Force to work on an individualized approach to help bring about passage of as many of the legislative savings as possible. A tacking system was established by
the chairman of the Task Force to keep pressure on the administration for submission of the savings legislation. On June 18, the
chairman of the Task Force wrote to Jim McIntyre, Director of
OMB, urging the administration to send the remainder of the legislative proposals to Congress:
.. . It has recently come to my attention that the administration has not yet
submitted legislation to implement its proposal for three legislative savingsmedicaid program improvements, wage board reform, and the elimination of indexing in state vocational rehabilitation grants. Unfortunately, the fact that the
administration's proposals are not available has given the committees with jurisdiction over these issues an excuse for not considering the issues at all this
year.
...
I would appreciate your assistance in seeing that these last few "stray
sheep" are brought into the fold, so that we can urge the committees to commence hearings at once.

Efforts branched out in a number of directions as Budget Committee Chairman Giaimo testified before the joint hearings held by
the Ways and Means Committee's Subcommittee on Health and
the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee's Subcommittee
on Health and Environment on April 19 in favor of the hospital
cost containment savings. The chairman of the Legislative Savings
Task Force also testified in favor of the hospital cost containment
savings on April 9. Arguments were made about the importance of
controlling the entitlement programs indexed by law to the cost of
living in a effort to keep the deficit down to $28.4 billion and move
toward a balanced budget. The President's projected deficit of $28.4
billion in fscal year 1980 assumed that $4.4 billion would be saved
through legislative reform.
Budget Committee efforts to achieve legislative savings were expanded to the leadership level when a meeting was held in April
with the Democratic Steering and Policy Committee to focus attention on the need for action by the House. A memorandum was sent
a few days later from Chairman Giaimo to the Speaker detailing
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each savings assumed in the budget resolution and explaining the
importance of achieving these savings in order to implement the
budget resolution passed by the House.
Second Concurrent Resolution on the Budget
The Second Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1980 assumed legislative savings of $2.7 billion (H. Rept. 97-435, Appendix F, Legislative Savings). The Committee report stated:
• . . There has been congressional inaction on a number of assumed savings.
Three of the largest differences sire in the areas of (1) general revenue sharing
which was included in the First Budget Resolution as a savings of $684 million
in budget authority and $674 million in outlays but is not assumed in the
Second Budget Resolution due to House rejection of the savings proposal, (2)
hospital cost containment which were assumed in the First Budget Resolution
to save $100 million in budget authority and $1,400 million in outlays has been
reduced to $50 million in budget authority and $40 million in outlays due to
changed estimates of savings related to economic conditions and a later assumed implementation date, and (3) medicare and medicaid program reforms
which were assumed in the First Budget Resolution at $505 million but has been
increased in the Second Budget Resolution to $965 million reflecting enhanced
prospects for action in this area.

However, the second resolution continued to support a number of
reforms stating "the Committee realizes that it is proposing an ambitious plan to the House but feels that restraint in Federal spending and ultimately a balanced Federal budget demand these efforts." (H. Rept. 96-436, p. 68)
One significant further development took place in fiscal year
1980 when the Senate Budget Committee again reported a resolution containing reconciliation language pertaining to expenditures.
The Senate report stated: "The Committee realizes that the reconciliation process has not been utilized before, even though the
Budget Act assumes that it may frequently occur. The Committee
believes that reconciliation must be undertaken now." (S. Rept. 96331, p. 12.) The conference report on the budget resolution contained reconciliation directives for Senate committees only and, the
Senate's action established some precedents for later reconciliation
efforts. (S. Rept. 96-582, section 3.)
The House report accompanying the second budget resolution (H.
Rept. 96-435) explained these reconciliation efforts in the following
way:
THz RECONCILIATION PROCEss
The reconciliation process has been utilized on only one budget resolution to date,
the Second Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1976, which directed the Ways and
Means and Finance Committees to submit legislation decreasing revenues by $6.4
billion. This year the Senate Budget Committee has reported a resolution containing
reconciliation language pertaining to expenditures. S. Con. Res. 36, the Second
Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1980, directs seven committees to reduce spending
by a total of $3.15 billion in budget authority and $4.0 billion in outlays.
Reconciliation language directs one or more committees of the Congress to submit
legislation increasing or decreasing revenues, spending, or the limit on the public
debt. The purpose of the reconciliation process is to require committees to implement the decisions made in the second budget resolution. If the reconciliation directive involves more than one committee in each House, then all committees affected
by the directive are to submit their recommendations to the Budget Committee
which will assemble all the recommendations into one package for action by the full
House or Senate.
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Reconciliation language in a budget resolution deals only with total spending and
not with any particular program or functional category. With respect to committees
with jurisdiction over entitlement programs, the reconciliation process extends only
to entitlement legislation which is to become effective during the upcoming fiscal
year. Of course, language in the Committee report may amplify .the Committee's
intent with respect to programs and functions affected by the reconciliation process.
In reporting the Second Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1980, the Budget Committee has not included reconciliation language. This position reflects the fact that
House committees have, by and large, met the targets set in the First Budget Resolution and recognizes that there may be practical difficulties inherent in the reconciliation process.

Reconciliation, Fiscal Years 1981-85
FISCAL YEAR

1981

First ConcurrentResolution on the Budget
Budget Committee action
The use of reconciliation as a tool to achieve deficit reductions
came into full bloom in 1981 when the First Budget Resolution for
Fiscal Year 1981 (H. Con. Res. 307) reported by the House Budget
Committee contained reconciliation instructions directing eight
House and eight Senate authorizing committees to report legislation saving $9.059 billion in outlays in fiscal year 1981. The following is a breakdown of each committee's assigned savings.
[In mdhons of dollars

Budget
authority

Outlays

House committeeWays and Means ...........................................................................................................................
Interstate and Foreign Com merce .......................................................
..........................................
Post Office and Civil Service ................................................ ........................................................
Veterans' Affairs .............................................................................................................................
Public Works and Transportation ..................................................................................................
Education nand Labor .......................................................................................................................
Agriculture ......................................................................................................................................
Arm ed Services ...............................................................................................................................

- 717
- 200
- 3,639
- 400
- 150
- 839
- 520
- 3,263

- 1,869
- 270
- 4,204
- 400
- 550
- 786
- 520
- 3,188

Total ...........................................................................................................................................

- 6,925

- 9,059

Source. H. Wl. 96-857, p. 14.

In addition, the Ways and Means Committee was directed to
raise $22.2 billion in revenues.
The experience with largely unsuccessful attempts to achieve legislative savings voluntarily combined with the urgency of the economic climate to bring about experimentation with the reconciliation process. On page 13 of the Committee report (H. Rept. 96-857)
the need for reconciliation was explained:
The Committee is determined that the Federal budget for fiscal year 1981 will
be balanced in fact and not just on paper. But if the Congress is to begin the
new fiscal year with its books in the black for the first time in over a decade,
Congress must act to cut back on existing programs as well as hold the line on
budgetary increases. This means that the authorizing committees must report
and the Congress enact changes in existing law to realize $9.059 billion in
outlay savings. In addition, the Committee recommends changes in present tax
laws that will result in $22.2 billion in new revenues to the Federal treasury.
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Failure to take the steps necessary to realize these legislative savings and
new revenues will result in a budget deficit of $29.3 billion rather than a surplus of $2.0 billion. To insure that the goal of a budget surplus is not illusory,
the Committee recommends implementation of two as yet unused procedural
devices: The reconciliation process and a procedure whereby certain spending
bills would be held at the Speaker's desk rather than being enrolled and sent to
the President for signature.

The Committee report also explained why reconciliation was
being used in the first budget resolution instead of the second
budget resolution as was envisioned in the Congressional Budget
and Impoundment Control Act:
The Budget Act contemplated that it might be necessary to implement an extraordinary procedure, known as reconciliation, in order to implement the policies implicit in the budget resolution. Under the framework set forth in section
310 of the Congressional Budget Act, the reconciliation process would be implemented in the second budget resolution for a given fiscal year. However, due to
the necessity of acting quickly and effectively to balance the budget and realizing that there may not be time to act on reconciliation instructions before the
end of the Second Session of the 96th Congress, the Committee has included reconciliation instructions in the first budget resolution.
Section 301(b(2) of the Budget Act provides the authority for this action. This
section provides that the first budget resolution may require any procedure
"which is considered appropriate to carry out the purpose of this Act".

And Representative Panetta, in his additional views (p. 272 of
the report), provided further explanation of the need for reconciliation in the first budget resolution:
In order to insure the success of keeping the budget in balance, the Committee took another historic step in its markup. It recommended that these savings
be reconciled. This is historic not only because it is the first time the House
Budget Committee has recommended reconciliation, but because it is the first
time reconciliation has ever been invoked in a first budget resolution.
The Committee took the approach of including reconciliation in the first resolution because it believes that this method is fairer to the committees and fairer
to the budget process than using reconciliation in the second resolution. With
this approach, committees can be given more than the 10 days provided in the
Budget Act for second resolution reconciliation to act on proposals. The reported resolution sets June 15 as the deadline for action, giving committees substantial leadtime to have hearings, consider alternatives, and report legislation. In
addition, it insures that the changes in mandatory spending law are made sufficiently before the start of the fiscal year so that agencies can issue regulations
or make other programmatic changes to be sure the savings begin on October 1.
Under the second resolution approach, legislation may be enacted days or a few
weeks before the start of the fiscal year, thus undercutting potential savings.
Finally, too, the first resolution approach allows the Budget Committee time to
fully evaluate the legislative actions that have been taken and incorporate this
information into their second resolution marks. Under the second resolution
method, the Committees on the Budget have no idea at the time of markup
whether or how reconciliation will finally be implemented and what precise
savings figures will be, leading almost certainly to a third resolution to adjust
estimates after action is completed. The approach the Committee took this year
is a far more responsible one.

The Committee report addressed the issue of whether reconciled
committees were restricted to specific spending reductions, or
whether the committees had flexibility to pick and choose which
programs would be reduced:
Although the Committee may suggest certain specific reforms in making its
reconciliation recommendations, the authorizing committees are free to determine what provisions of law will be changed and how those changes will be
made. The only requirement is that the committee realize the total amount of
savings specified in the reconciliation instruction.

38-412 0 - 84 - 4
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However, for the benefit of the committee3 involved in reconciliation examples of areas for spending reductions and revenue increases were provided on pages 15 and 16 of the Committee report.
The table referred to follows:
[In millions of dollars)

Budget
authority

Health programs:
Hospital cost containment
.........................................................................................
- 100
Revision to make medicare benefits for the working age supplementary to private insurance .......
Elimination of bonus to hospitals for provision of routine nursing services to medicare
beneficiaries ................................................................................................................................
Limitation on payments to hospitals to the nursing home rate for long-term case services ...........
-117
Implementation of joint audit for medicare and medicaid ...............................................................
Establishment of financial penalties to deter abuse of medicare and medicaid programs ...............
Competitive bid purchasing for equipment and services .................................................................
Other health care cost control proposals ........................................................................................
Federal com sensation reform ...................................................................................................................
- 2,803
Income security programs:
Disability insurance reforms, including revision of benefit computations, increased work
incentives administration and other changes ......................................................................................................
Food stamp program reform s.........................................................................................................
- 520
Child nutrition and special milk program reforms ...........................................................................
- 533
Changes to the public assistance program ......................................................................................
- 500
Reform of the railroad industry pension fund .........................................................................................................
Annual cost of living for retirees:
ovi
an ..........................................................................................................................................................
Military ..................................................................................................................................
- 460
Federal worker compensation forms ...............................................................................................
- 5
Veterans benefits and services:
Elimination of GIbil benefits for correspondence courses and general flight training ....................
Elimination of certain dental benefits ..............................................................................................
- 400
Reimbursement by health insurers for certain medical care given insured veterans ..............................................
Guaranteed student loans ................................................................................................................

- 301

Unemployment benefits for farmer CETA workers ..........................................................................
- 200
Postal subsidies ..............................................................................................................................
- 836
Highay ceiling .......................................................................................................................................................
Coast Guard user fees ....................................................................................................................
- 150
Total ...........................................................................................................................................
- 6,925

- 780

-520

2,728
- 69
- 520
- 507
- 500
- 70
- 640
- 460
- 5
- 400
- 274

- 200
- 836
- 150
- 1 50
9,059

In the revenue area possibilities could include implementation of oil and a
hazardous substances cleanup fund, increase in airport and airway trust fund
taxes, withholding on interest and dividends, phase-in removal of tax exempt
housing bonds, change in railroad retirement taxes.

Finally, a June 15 reporting date for reconciliation submissions
was set in the resolution.
Floor consideration
The first budget resolution was adopted by the House in a 225 to
193 vote on May 7, 1980 (H3350). Prior to its adoption, Representative Udall offered an amendment to strike the reconciliation instructions in the resolution.
In the debate on May 7, Chairman Udall argued that the committees had too little time to develop reconciliation legislation and
that reconciliation should take place in the second rather than the
first budget resolution (H3318).
Any study of the Budget Act and its legislative history makes it crystal clear that
the Budget Committee, by reporting a bill with this reconciliation provision, asks
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the House to reverse the solemn decision made by both Houses in the conference
committee in 1974. There may be arguments about some points in the legislative
record, but no one can doubt that the whole budget scheme is designed to give us a
target operation in the first resolution and binding ceilings in the second one. This
was a compromise debated strenuously and firally settled in the conference committee and ratified by the House and Senate.
The procedure brought to the floor by the Budget Committee this time simply
passes the buck to the committee chairmen. I think all of us are ready to do our
duty, to wield a painful ax if we have to, but it ought to be done 4 months from
now, as all of us had a right to expect based on previous action on budget resolutions.
This is an attack on the budget process, but more than that, it is an attack on the
committee system. There are, in my opinion, no compelling reasons for creating a
precedent for invoking reconciliation in the first budget resolution. There are all
inds of good reasons for not disrupting the budget process this year. Once permitted, reconciliation in the first resolution would become a matter of routine and regular procedure. Hereafter, the first resolution would set ceilings, not targets, and
the Congress would be controlled by one budget resolution adopted early in the
year. Many weeks before relevant hearings could be held on which rational decisions could be based, irrevocable ceilings would be established with which all spending bills would have to conform.

Prior to the debate Chairman Udall and 15 other committee
chairmen sent a letter to Speaker O'Neill outlining their concerns
about reconciliation in the first budget resolution.
COMMIrfEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS,
U.S. Housz OF RzPRE5ENTATIVK5,
Washington, D.C., March 27, 1980.
Hon. THOMAS P. O'Nzzi, Jr.,
The Speaker, US. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C
DEAR MR. SPFAKER: We are opposed to the inclusion of reconciliation in the First
Concurrent Resolution on the Budget.
Such action would have the effect of converting the spending limitation specified
in the First Concurrent Resolution from targets to fixed ceilings. Ceilings were contemplated and proposed during initial consideration of the Congressional Budget
Act in 1974 but rejected by both Houses in favor of maintaining the First Concurrent Resolution as a target for guidance of the Appropriations and Standing Committees.
The reasons for that rejection are as valid today as they were in 1974. Given the
time available to the Budget Committee, it is impossible for it to become well
enough acquainted with all federal programs and activities to know where to apply
appropriate economies program by program. The standing committees, with expertise in the programs in their respective jurisdictions, should attempt to translate the
targets into program detail.
Invoking reconciliation in the first step of the congressional budget process undermines the committee system, reposing in the Budget Committee authority to legislate substantively with respect to the nature and scope of federal activities. Such a
procedure which infringes on the legitimate roles of authority and appropriations
processes, is not required in achieving a balanced budget.
Balancing the budget should be accomplished by the spending committees in light
of their evaluation of the priorities of the activities in their jurisdictions. The depth
of the cut in any one program category should not be predetermined by the Budget
Committee. It may suggest general overall reductions; it should not direct specific
program cuts.
We understand that there is likely to be one substitute, and possibly a substitute
to a substitute to the Concurrent Resolution to resolve problems that have arisen
since the Budget Committee ordered it reported. We urge your assistance in having
included in any such substitute, language appropriately deleting reconciliation in
the First Concurrent Resolution. In the event that there is not to be a substitute, we
seek your assistance in having deleted from the First Concurrent Resolution provisions dealing with reconciliation by whatever means may be appropriate.
Sincerely,
Morris K. Udall, James M. Hanley, Frank Thompson, Jr., Henry S.
Reuss, Ray Roberts, Harold T. Johnson, Carl D. Perkins, Jamie L.
Whitten, John M. Murphy, Peter W. Rodino, Jr., Neal Smith, Ronald
V. Dellums, Don Fuqua, Melvin Price, Clement J. Zablocki, Harley 0.

Staggers.
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Also included in the Record (H3318) was a list of 77 organizations, from the American Legion to the International Association of
Machinists, that supported the Udall amendment.
Speaking in opposition to the amendment Representative Panetta focused on the section of the Budget Act supporting the use of
reconciliation in the first budget resolution (H3319):
It is, in fact, built into the Budget Act itself under section 310. We have built it in
under the first resolution under section 301(b)2, which states that the committee
may recommend any procedure "which is considered appropriate to carry out the
purposes of the act.'

He also recalled the largely unsucces.-ful attempts to achieve savings without reconciliation in 1979 ibidd.):
Last year we targeted $2.7 billion in legislation savings in the second budget resolution. We achieved about $200 million out of that $2.7 billion savings that was supposedly targeted and which the committees were supposed to go after, $200 million
out of $2.7 billion. That was after we had a first budget resolution that targeted
almost $6 billion in savings.

Finally, he addressed the issue of whether committees would
have enough time to develop reconciliation (ibid):
The third point is with regard to time. The gentleman from Arizona says we
ought to wait until September. The fact is that we are dealing with severe time constraints as it is. This summer we are going to be engaged in national conventions
which means we will not have that much time here. We are going to be spending 1
month in September in which the resolution or the Budget Act only provides tor 10
days for the committees to report back on reconciliation.
If you think there is chaos now in a 30-day period in which we provide until June
15, imagine a 10-day period in which the committees have to report b'ck reconciliation on some of the major issues that are here. There are severe time costf;raints.

The debate moved on to the issue of whether committees had to
make spending reductions based on the areas targeted by the
House Budget Committee, or whether they had the flexibility to
look at alternative areas. Chairman Giaimo spoke on this issue
(H3323):
Now, in arriving at that judgment as to how much the committees could save, the
Committee on the Budget is not usurping the power of the committee. The gentleman from Ohio (Mr. Seiberling) knows, however, that there are many, many progranms where the money could be saved. For example, the programs in the President s legislative reform packages have come before the Congress for some years
and have annually been either ignored or not acted upon by the committees. These
could be the programs in which the mandate of the House could be fulfilled, if the
House adopts our budget resolution.
For example, we tell the appropriate committees to eliminate the twice-a-year
cost-of-living adjustment for Federal retirees.
Now what will happen? They may substitute some other savings if they wish. We
want them to come up with a total dollar amount in savings. We suggest these programs as possible areas and in fact historical areas where it has been demonstrated
that there is at least a possibility of making these savings.

As did Representative Latta, ranking Republican of the House
Budget Committee (H3325):
Reconciliation instructions will not encroach on the jurisdictions of the authorizing committees, as some of my colleagues have argued. While the Budget Committee
has suggested certain cost savings to the various committees, committees are by no
means bound to these proposals. Using their expertise and knowledge of their areas
of jurisdiction, these committees are free to report out alternative ways of reducing
spending.
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In his remarks Representative Latta also reviewed the poor results of the voluntary legislative savings effort of 1979, and noted
that committees had not been enthusiastic about recommending reductions in entitlement programs in their March 15 reports for
fiscal year 1981 as requested in the Second Budget Resolution for
Fiscal Year 1980 (U3324). Finally Chairman Giaimo reviewed the
series of meetings between congressional leaders and administration officials that led to the policy decisions represented in the
fiscal year 1981 budget resolution (13338).
Conference report
The conference agreement on H. Con. Res. 307 contained x-econciliation intructions to eight House and nine Senate authorizing
committees to report legislation to achieve savings in fiscal year
1981 by june 20.
In addition a Senate provision was agreed to in conference which
required the House and Senate Appropriations Committees to
report legislation reducing spending by $3.0 billion in budget authority and $1.0 billion in outlays for fiscal year 1980 not later
than JTune 16, 1980.
In a dispute over the level of defense spending contained in the
report, the conference agreement was rejected by the House in a
242 to 141 vote (May 29, 1980, H4320), and in a 202 to 120 vote
(H4328) the Hcuse voted to return to conference on the resolution.
The revised conference report was agreed to by a 205 to 195 vote
on June 12, 1980 (H4892). The reconciliation instructions remained
unchanged from the first conference report.
Floor considerationof reconciliation
1I.1. 7765, the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1980, was passed
on September 4, 1980, in a 294 to 91 vote (H8395). Prior to final
passage, the House agreed to an amendment to strike the superfund provisions in the bill, and another amendment that delayed
for 1 year the implementation of the trade adjustment assistance
amendments. Finally, the House agreed to an amendment by Mr.
Bauman that struck provisions in the bill changing the twice-ayear COLA (cost-of-living adjustments) for military and civilian retirees to once a year by a vote of 309 to 72 (H8393). This resulted in
a loss of $800 million in fiscal year 1981 reconciliation savings.
The following is a summary of the spending reductions made in
the House-passed reconciliation bill:
(inmniam d di

Interstate and Foreign Commerce:
Amtrak ...................................................................................................................................................................
Railroad rehabilitation ............................................

......................................................................................................................

Health ...........................................................................................................................................
Railroad retirem ent ........................................................................................................................
Ways and Means:
Health ............................................................................................................................................
DI...................................................................................................................................................

- 155

- 23
+ 27

- 170
- 24

+4
- 118

- 754
- 235
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[• ,dinMs ofMiars)
Hos-passed reconciliation hW
Budget
authority

Outlay

A FDC .............................................................................................................................................................................................

Unemployment compensation .........................................................................................................
Trade adjustment assistance ..........................................................................................................
Post Office and Civil Service.
Pay entitlements ............................................................................................................................

- 70
- 1,277
.

- 70
- 1,277

78

-153

Public service cost subsidies ..........................................................................................................
- 250
Forgone revenue subsidies .............................................................................................................
- 216
Public Works and Transportation:
Highway reductions ................................................................................................................................................
irport/airway .................................................................................................................................
- 300
Highway safety ............................................................................................

- 250
-.21

C OLA .............................................................................................................................................................................................

- 700
- 60
................................................................................

Education and Labor:
Child nutrition ................................................................................................................................
Student Loans .................................................................................................................................
FEC A...............................................................................................................................................
Veterans:
Medical care ..................................................................................................................................
Flight training and correspondence .................................................................................................
Debt collection ..............................................................................................................................
Burial benefits .................................................................................................................................
Vetera ns COLA
.............................................................................................

...............................................

- 480
- 251
- 33

- 483
-189
- 33

- 1 09
- 63
-116
- 87

- 109
- 63
-116
- 87

................................

Armed Services: COLA
............................................................................................................................................................................
Small Business: SBA disaster loans ........................................................................................................
- 800
Total ...........................................................................................................................................

- 4,23 9

- 600
- 5,744

Also included in the bill was $3.6 billion worth of fiscal year 1981
revenue increases.
Conference
Twelve subconferences were set up to settle the conference issues
in H.R. 7765. The conferees agreed to legislation achieving the following savings in fiscal year 1981.
COMPARISON OF FIRST AND SECOND BUDGET RESOLUTION RECONCILIATION ASSUMPTIONS
[In millions of dollars]

Committee: Program

First budget
resolution
assumption
&1ud40Outlays
authority

House-pa
reconciliation bWil
Budget

authority
Budgets
Outlays

Second budget
Conference
resolution
agreement
assumption
Bde
Outlaysauthority
Budget
utas Budget Outlays
authority
authority

Interstate and Foreign Commerce:
Amtrak ............................................................................
-100 ................ -1 55 ............... -1 55 ................ --172
Railroad rehabilitation .....................................................................................................
- 70
- 13
- 70
-13
Railroad retirement .....................100
+ 27
- 24
+ 27
- 24 ..................
Health ............................................................
- 200 - 200
- 23 -170
- 23 -170
-12 - 915
Ways and Means:
Health .............................................................................
-1,200
+ 4 - 754
+ 4 - 754 ..................
DI
....................................................................................
- 00 -118
- 235 -118
-235
-118
- 235
AFDC..............................................................
- 500 -5500 ..........................................................................................
...
Unemployment compensation .......................... -200
-200
- 70
- 70
+50
+ 50 -32
-147
T
rade adjustment assistance ...........................................................
-1 ,277 - 1,277 - 1,277 - 1,277 ..............................
Social security benefits prisoners, etc
..........................................................................................
+ 1 - 35
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COMPARISON OF FIRST AND SECOND BUDGET RESOLUTION RECONCILIATION ASSUMPTIONSContinued
[in miin of daasJ

First bude
reso=utV
Committee Program

H

ssed

rewonkiation bi

assumptio
Budget Oute"ys
authority

Ou s

Second budget

resolution

- 300
-300

- 700 ...............
-50
-300

agreement

assumption8BudgOetly
B
Budget authority
OuBay Jut" Oly

Post Office and Civil Service:
Pay entitlements .............................................................................
-178
153
- 78
CO LA
..............................................................
- 500 -- 500 ...............................................
Public service cost subsidies ...................... -500 -500
-250
-250
-250
Forgone revenue subsidies .............................................................
- 216 - 216 - 216
Public Works and Transportation:
Highway reductions ........................................
Airport/airway ..............................................

Coneenfce

- 700 ................
-60
-300

-153

-18

- 52

-4400 ..............................

-250
- 216

-250
- 161

-250
- 161

- 700 ................
-55
-300

- 657
-60

Highw ay safety ...............................................................................................................................................
- 5 - 15
Education and Labor:
Child nutrition .................................................
-500
-500
-480
-483
-480
-489
-375
-375
Student loans ..................................................
-350
-350
-251
-189 -432
-418
-432
-418
FECA ..............................................................................................
- 33
- 33
- 33
- 33
-33 33
Veterans:
Medical care ...................................................
-400
-400
-109 -109 -109
-109 -109 -109
Flight training and correspondence ................................................
-63
-63
-32
-32
-32
-32
Debt .....................
Unspeciflied
-116
-116
-144
-144
-144
-144
Burial benefits ................................................................................
. - 87
- 87 .............................................................
Veterans COLA
................................................................................................................
- 71
- 81 - 202 - 208
Armed Services: COLA ..............................................
-400
-400 ............
-300
-300 ..................
Small Business: SBA disaster loans .........
800 -600
-800
-600
-800
-600
-800
-600
Total ...................

Revenues ..................................................................

- 4,950 - 6,400 - 4,239 - 5,744 - 4,652 - 6.558 - 3,092 - 4,631

4,200

4,000

4,000

3,645

The conference report (Report No. 96-1479) was agreed to in the
House by a vote of 334 to 45 (Hi1703) on December 3, 1980.
The bill was signed by the President and became Public Law 96499 on December 5, 1980.
FISCAL YFAR 1982
First Concurrent Resolution on the Budget 1
Budget Committee action
Responding to newly elected President Reagan's fiscal year 1982
budget, which proposed large spending cuts in Federal domestic
spending programs, the House Budget Committee reported a first
budget resolution, H. Con. Res. 115 (Rept. No. 97-23), containing
reconciliation instructions to 14 House authorizing committees and
10 Senate authorizing committees to report legislation saving
$15.823 billion in outlays in fiscal year 1982, $20.684 billion in outlays in fiscal year 1983, and $24.807 billion in outlays in fiscal year
1984. There were no reconciliation instructions on revenues.
For the first time, the Committee included outyear (fiscal years
1983 and 1984) reconciliation instructions. However, the 2 outyears
SIn S. Con. Res. .50, Congress reaffirmed the first budget resolution as the second budget resolution required pursuant to section 310(a) of the Budget Act.
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were simply projections of the fiscal year 1982 budget year, and not
binding in any way in terms of enforcement procedures.
The Committee report also suggested specific areas under each
committee's jurisdiction for spending reductions. Below is the list
provided in the Budget Committee report accompanying the first
udget resolution:
SPENDING RECONCILIATION BY HOUSE COMMITTEES
(in "Miof dONi

19821983
Budgot
Deay

Agriculture:
User fees for Federal grain inspection services.......
-24
Interest charged on grain reserve loans ......................................
Phase out grai facility loans .....................................................
Eliminate emergency feed program .............................................

-24

1984
atert

-m
-24

-24

-24
-24
- 165 ..................
...................
- 120
-60 .........
-63
-60
-50
Eliminate interest subsidies on FmHA loans .
... ............. - 1 .......... -136
-268
-1
Us fees for cotton and totacco grading ..............
- 24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-486
Total ...................................................................
-48
-374
-48
-357
-274

Armed Savices:
Annual cust-of-living adjustment for retired miil.
tary ....................................................................
Accelerated sales from the strategic stockpile ........
Total ...................................................................

-457
-572
-1,029

Education and Labor:
GSL .................................. .......................... ,, -320
Pall grants/BEOGs ..................................................
-700
Child nutrition benefits ............................................
-1,000
Total ...................................................................
2,020

- 165 ........................................
-100 ..........
-110

-484
-572

-484
-572

-1,056

-1,056

-273
-537

-716

-348

-514
-594

-1,327

-1,109

-1,000

-1,350

-300

-1,700

-1,650

-457
-572
-1,029

-460
-226
- 686

-304

-460
-226
-686

-357

1,810

2,414

2,408

3,331

3,116

-99

-99

-150

-150

-160

-160

-200
-150
-500
-949

-200
-80
-450
-829

-200
-150
-700
-1,200

-200
-120
-600

-300
-150
-1,000

-300
-120
-900

-1,070

-1,610

-1,480

Energy and Commerce.

Merchant seaman entitlement and health care.
Fair value pricing of uranium enrichment services ...........................
Railroad retirement benefits ....................................
Medicaid...........................
TotWl
..........................

-5..........-4..........-3

Foreign Affairs: COLA for foreign service officers ..........

Government Operations: General revenue sharing ............
Interior and Insular Affairs: Fair value priing of
uranium enrichment services '....................................
Merchant Marine and Fishereies: merchant seaman
entitlement and health care ' .....................................

- 5 ....................

- 4 ....................

- 3

-340

-255

-340

-340

-340

-340

-200

-200

-200

-200

-300

-300

-99

-99

-150

-150

-160

-160

Post Office and OWvl
Servam

Dual compensation ..................................................
Pay raise of 4.8 percent for civilian employees ......
posw sib. ...........................
Annual COLA for Federal retirees ............................
Decrease reserves for Federal employees health
program..............................................................
ota ............................................ ..................

-52
-4,266
-622

-480
-

-58
-6,528
-784

-499

-58
-6,703

-784

-481

-63
-8,102
-847
-484

-63
-8,365
-847

-468

-104

-.....
1o9.......................1..........8...
,.. o..
................ o......4

5,524

-7,869

Public Works and Transportation: Highway safety ...........

-123

-31 .........-

Science and TechIoIogyt. Fair value pricing of uranium
e rchment s e ri I..................................................

- 200

-200

-200

-8,026

-9,496

31.........
-200

-300

-9,742

-31
-300
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SPENDING RECONCILIATION BY HOUSE COMMITTEES-Continued
(Inmillion o dollars]
1982
Budget

authoi;y

1984

1983
()tp

Budget

out

autauthority

Budge

otlays

Small Business: Reduction of SBA disaster loan fund ......

-118

-71

-152

-144

-211

-192

Veterans:
Elimination of flight and correspondence benefits...
Elimination of class IIdental benefits .....................
ULmitation on burial benefits ...................................
Total ...................................................................

-32
-36
-42

-332
-36
-42

-28
-38
-42

-28
-38
-42

-24
-40
-42

-24
-40
-42

- 110

- 110

- 108

- 108

- 106

- 106

- 1,500
- 50
- 1,300 ....................
-850
-400
- 1,185
-690
- 550
-600
-400
- 500

- 1,000 ....................
--3,000 ....................
-1,350
-300
-690
-325
-600
- 600
- 500
-600

- 1,500
- 4,250
- 1,350
-325
-600
-600

-2,885

-5,785

-2,240

-7,140

-1,825

-8,625

- 13,052

- 15,823

- 15,427

- 20,684

- 17,879

- 24,807

Ways and Means:
Medicare .................................................................
- 100
Social security cash benefits ......................................................
Umemployment compensation .............
650
Trade adjustment assistance ...................................
- 1,185
AF
DC improvements/SSI .........................................
-550
Social services- Title XX
........................................
-400
Total .......................
Grand Total .........................................................
Joint lurisdictio-amounts counted only once intotals.

Source first Concurrent Resolution on the Budget for Fiscal Year 1982, H.Rept. 97-23, Pages 54-55.

The Committee report also iioted: "The authorizing committees
are free to determine what provisions of law will be changed and
how those changes will be made. The only requirement is that the
committee realize the total amount of saving." (Page 55.)
Finally, the Committee resolution set June 15, 1981, as the deadline for reporting reconciliation legislation.
Floor consideration
On May 7, 1981, during floor consideration of the first budget
resolution, the House of Representatives adopted a substitute
amendment to H. Con. Res. 115, which was offered by Mr. Latta,
ranking Republican of the House Budget Committee. This amendment reconciled 17 House committees requesting savings of $36.6
billion in fiscal year 1982, $48.2 billion in fiscal year 1983 and $58
billion in fiscal year 1984. This substitute amendment was adopted
by a vote of 253 to 176 (H2055).
Not only was the magnitude of the reconciliation savings in the
Republican substitute much greater but the scope of the directive
was greatly expanded to include authorization reductions-an area
not contemplated for reconciliation in the Congressional Budget
Act. For example, the House Education and Labor Committee was
directed to "report changes in laws within the jurisdiction of that
committee sufficient to reduce appropriations for programs authorized by that committee so as to achieve savings in budget authority
and outlays as follows: $12,736,000,000 in budget authority and
$10,395,000,000 in outlays

. .

." In addition, the committee was di-

rected to report changes in law which provide direct spending authority as defined in section 401(c)2(C) to reduce budget authority
by $800,000,000 and outlays by $765,000,000. A comparison of the
38-412 0 - 84 - 5
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reconciliation directive reported by the Budget Committee and the
Latta substitute adopted on the floor is shown below by committee.
Out of the total reconciliation instructions required by the Republican substitute, about one-third was directed to entitlement or
direct spending savings and two-thirds was directed to reductions
in authorizations.

[in millons of dollars)
1982
Houe Committee

Budget
authority

Agriculture:
House Budget Committee ...................... . 48
Republican substitute ..............................................
-2,181
Armed Services:

1983

1984

Outlays Budget
authority

O

Budget
authority

outlays

-374
-2,487

357
-2,811

- 274
-3,741

-486
-3,484

-48
-2,981

-1,029
- 1,029
- 1,056 - 1,056
-686
-686
Republican substitute ..............................................
-966
-966
-899
-899
-511
-511
Banking, Finance, and Urban Affairs:
Hhouse Bbudget Com mittee ..............................................................................................................................................................
Republican substitute ..............................................
-12,914
-757
-15,219
-1,930 -17,735
-3,256
District of Columbia:
House Budget Com mittee ..............................................................
.............................................................
.................................
Republican substitute ..............................................
-39
-40
-56
-64
-72
-69
Education and Labor:
House Budget Committee ........................................
-2,020
-1,810
-2,414
-2,408
-3,331
-3,116
Republican substitute ................
-13,544 -11,160
-16,192 -14,714 -19,815
-17,990
Energy and Commerce:I
House Budget Committee ........................................
-949
-829
-1,200
- 1,070 -1,610
-1,480
Republican substitute ..............................................
-6,403
- 5,303
- 7,229 -6,670
-7,783
-7,448
Foreign Affairs:
House Budget Committee ...................................4...........
-3
Republican substitute ..............................................
-150
-101
-196
-167
-245
-230
Government Operations:
House Budget Committee ........................................
-340
-255
-340
-340
-340
-340
Rrepublican substitute ............................................................................................................................................
......................
Interior and Insular Affairs:
House Budget Committee ...............
-200
-200
-200
-200
-300
-300
Republican substitute .................
-815
-369
-796
-564
-774
- 654
Judiciary:
House Budget Com mittee ..............................................................................................................................................................
Republican substitute .............................................
-815
-369
-796
-564
-774
-654
Merchant Marine and Fisheries: '
House Budget Committee ........................................
-99
-99
-150
-150
-160
-160
Republican substitute ..............................................
-257
-125
-239
-211
-262
-251
Post Office and Civil Service:
House Budget Committee ........................................
-5,524
-5,430
-7,869
-8,026
-9,946
-9,742
Republican substitute .............................................
-4,737
-5,163
-6,304
-6,738
-7,390
-7,728
Public Works and Transportation:
House Budget Committee ........................................
-123
- 31 ....................
- 31....................
-31
RepJblican substitute ...................... -6,606
-6,241
-1,348
-5,122
-3,565
-5,720
Science and Technology:
House Budget Committee ........................................
-200
-200
-200
-200
-300
-300
Republican substitute ..............................................
-78
-39
-83
-59
-102
-90
Small Business:
House Budget Committee ........................................
-118
-11
-152
-144
-211
-192
Republican substitute ..............................................
-371
-247
-487
-459
-554
-533
Veterans' Affairs:
House Budget Committee ........................................
-110
-100
-108
-108
-106
-106
Republican substitute .............................................
-110
-110
-108
-108
-106
-106
Ways and Means:
House Budget Committee ........................................
-7,140
-1,825
-8,625
-2,240
-5,785
-2,885
House Budget Committee ........................................
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[in millions of dollars
1982
House Committee

Budget

1983
outlays

authority

Republican substitute ......................... 4,809
Totals:
House Budget Committee ........................................ -13,052
Republican substitute ..............................................
-53,693

-8,613

1984

Budget

Budget

authority

authry

-5,111

-9,628

-15,823
-15,427 -20,684
- 36,606 - 60,630 -48,243

-5,341

- 10,356

-17,879
- 70,212

- 24,807
- 58,023

'House Budget
Committee figures include some assumptions under multiple jurisdiction-these are counted only once in the House Budget
Committee totals. Thesame istrue of Latla totals, they are less than the individual pieces

On the House floor, Representative Panetta explained the differences between the Committee resolution and the Latta substitute
this way (H1704, May 1, 1981):
The reason that the Latta substitute directs more than $20 billion more in
reconciliation is that it follows the Senate decision to direct committees to act
not only on legislative reforms or savings but to reduce authorization levels in
existing programs by over $24 billion. Thus, instead of allowing the Appropriations Committee to reduce spending through the normal appropriations process,
the Latta substitute instructs authorizing committees to change laws within

their jurisdiction sufficient to reduce appropriations for programs authorized by
the committees by specific amounts.

The substitute resolution also included, in section 303, language
allowing the committees to report smaller reductions in authorizations if they reported larger reductions in entitlement programs,
"so long as the total amount of budget authority and outlay reductions for each fiscal year is the same or greater than the amounts
assigned the committee in the budget resolution."
Finally, the substitute kept the reporting date for committee reconciliation legislation on June 15, 1981.
Conference report
The reconciliation directives contained in the conference report
retained the broader scope of reconciliation to include both entitlement programs and authorizations. It set the following targets for
House committees:
(Inmillions of dollars)

Agriculture:
Reductions indirect spending .................................
Reductions inauthorizations .............
Aimed Services: Reductions indirect spending ................
Banking Finance and Urban Affairs: Reductions in
authorizations .............................................................
District of Columbia:
Reductions inauthorizations ...............
Education and Labor:
Reductions indirect spending .................................
Reductions inauthorizations ...................................
Energy and Commerce:
Reductions indirect spending .............
Reductions inauthorizations ...................................
Foreign Affairs: Reductions inauthorizations .........

1984

1983

1982
House Committee

Budget
authority

OutlaysBudget
authority

outl

Budget
authority

Outlays

- 232
-- 1,976
-966

- 693
-1,828
-966

- 362
-2,480
-899

- 580
-3,091
-511

- 525
-3,000
-511

.- 1,398 - 17,827

- 2,369

- 13,177

- 400
-2,606
-899

- 640 -15,572

-39

-40

-56

-1,963
-10,136

-1,946
-8,138

-2,916
-11,991

787
-4,598
250

-1,103
-4,081
-130

-1,082
- 4,898
- 275

- 64

- 72

-69

-2,277
-3,995
- 10,745 -14,349

3,801
13,219

-1,716
-4.599
-200

-1,355
-4,930
-300

-2,247
-4,789
-300
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[in rda of dolWW
1982
Budget
outlays
ya"

Hom CImittee

Interior and Insular Affairs: Reductions in authorizations ............................................................................
Merchant Marine and F'isheries:
Reductions indirect spending .................................
Reduction inauthorizations ...................................

Pos Ofice and Civil Service:

Grand total ...................

outlays

1984
Budget

authwdy

uthot

- 755

- 309

- 736

- 504

- 714

- 594

-192
-147

-192
-15

-379
-60

- 379
-32

-491
-71

-491
-60

Reductions indirect spending ....................Reductions inauthorizations ...................................
-4,737
Publ Works and Transportation:
Reductions indirect spending ....................Reductions inauthorizations ...................................
-6,346
Science and Technology: Reductions inauthorizations .....
-78
Small Business Reductions inauthorizations ...................
-526
Veterans' Affairs: Reductin indirect spending ..............
-110
Ways and Means:
Reductims indirect spending .................................
-3,699
Reductions inauthorizations ...................................
-978
House total .........................................................
Elninate doud counting ................................................

1983
Budget

- 51,692
+ 882

513....................
- 414 ....................
-4,650
-6,304
-6,324
-7,390

- 357
-7,371

185........... -900 ................
-1,033
-5,122
-2,665
-6,241
-39
-90
-59
-102
-390
- 564
-541
-554
-110
-108
-108
-106

-1,365
-4,355
-83
533
-106

-8,247
-994

-9,573
- 1,6716

-3,660
-1,294

-9,247
-1,312

-3,511
-1,647

- 36,242 - 59,012 -47,725
- 67,837 - 57,393
+ 882 + 1,180 + 1,180 + 1,498 + 1,498

+92

+92

+ 179

+179

+191

+191

+24

+152

+54

+54

+132

+132

-50,694

-35,116

-57,599

-46,312

-66,016

-55,572

On the issue of where committees would make cuts to comply
with the reconciliation directives, Representative Latta stated in
debate on the conference report that: "We have attempted to give
the committees as much latitude as possible to make their own decisions about which programs they must reduce and by how much.
So long as the amount of savings in entitlement programs and nonentitlement programs equel or exceed the amounts specified in the
reconciliation instructions the Budget Committee will not seek to
dictate to the committees precise program cuts (H2336)."
The conference report also kept the language allowing committees to meet the reconciliation reductions in authorizations with reductions in entitlement programs.
Finally, the conference agreement moved up the reporting date
for reconciliation legislation to June 12, 1981. Fifteen House committees had just over 3 weeks to report some $136 billion in outlay
savings over 3 years.
The conference report on H. Con. Res. 115 was agreed to on May
20, 1981, by a vote of 244 to 155 (H2340).
The ReconciliationBill
Committee action
Due to the complex and far reaching nature of the reconciliation
directive, the conferees also approved a set of guidelines for use by
House and Senate committees. They were sent out to the House
committees on May 19 as a Dear Colleague from Mr. Panetta. The
guidelines follow:
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Guideline~q
1. A baseline against which legislation implementing the savings
will be measured has been developed by the Congressional Budget
Office. Basically, it takes the current level of spending for Federal
programs and increases that level to account for inflation in fiscal
years 1982, 1983, and 1984. Each committee involved in reconciliation will be provided with a baseline for each of the programs
under its jurisdiction within the next few days.
2. The reconciliation instructions cover the fiscal years 1982,
1983, and 1984. The House Committees are not instructed to reconcile spending in fiscal year 1981, although the Senate Committees
are instructed for fiscal year 1981.
3. The reconciliation instructions are aimed at authorization
levels as well as direct spending. Certain authorizations for programs expire in fiscal year 1981. Program levels in fiscal year 1981
are projected forward into the coming fiscal years even if the existing authorization for the program is scheduled to expire: therefore,
if the program is reauthorized in fiscal year 1982 at a level sufficient to reduce spending, the authorizing committees will be credited with reconciliation reductions.
4. A committee will be allowed to substitute savings in direct
spending programs for savings in authorization programs as long
as the committee's total savings meet its reconciliation target. Conferees agreed that the reverse action will not be acceptable, thus
savings in authorization programs cannot be substituted for savings in direct spending programs.
5. The reconciliation proposals submitted by committees should
achieve net savings. Thus, if a committee includes any spending increases in its legislation, they must be offset by additional savings
beyond the committee's specific reconciliation instruction.
6. Revenue increases, with the exception of user fees, will not be
credited toward a committee's reconciliation target.
Of the 15 committees involved in reconciliation only one, the
Energy and Commerce Committee, was not able to agree on a package of legislation. Instead, two separate legislative proposals, one
developed by the chairman of the committee and the other by the
ranking minority member were both subject to a tie vote in committee. Both proposals were submitted to the Budget Committee,
but since neither was recommended by the Energy and Commerce
Committee neither could be included in the reported bill.
The other 14 committees were able to report out legislation
making reductions i-n over 200 Federal programs, and submitted
this legislation to the House Budget Committee. A CBO analysis of
the legislation submitted by all committees (including the package
recommended by the chairman of the Energy and Commerce Committee) indicated that the entire reconciliation package totaled
$37,489 million in fiscal year 1982, surpassing the reconciliation directives for outlays in fiscal year 1982 ($35.1 billion) by $2.4 billion.
On June 22, 1981, a summary of the legislation reported by the 14
committees and the legislation developed by the chairman of the
Energy and Commerce Committee was included in the Congressional Record at H3154. The following is a breakdown by committee of
the cuts made.
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HOUSE RECONCILIATION COMPARISON
[In million ot doalars]
Instructmns to Committees (May 20,
1981)Fismlear Fiscalyear
1982r
198

Commnttee submions (June 12,
1981)-

Fial l year
198

Fil yltyear
1982

- 3,671

-- 2,247

Fiscal y aic•ly
1983o
1984

Agriculture ...........................................................

BA

- 2,208

- 3,006

Armed Services ....................................................

0
BA

Banking, Finance, and Urban Affairs ...................

BA

District o Columnbia .............................................

BA

-2,521
- 966
-966
-13,177
-640
-39
-40
-12,099
-10,084
-5,385
-5,184
- 250
-1I0
-755
-309
-339
-207
-4,737
-5,163
-6,346
-1,218
-78
-39
- 526
-390
- 110
-110
-4,677
-9,241

-2,842
- 899
-899
-15,572
-1,398
- 56
-64
-14,907
-13,522
-5,980
-6,315
- 275
-200
-736
-504
-439
-411
-6,304
-6,738
-5,122
-3,565
-90
-59
- 564
-541
- 108
-108
-4,954
-10,559

-3,525
-2,596
-3,552
-4,382
511
- 966
- 897
- 513
-513
-511
-966
-897
- 17,827 -13,207
- 17,476 - 19,490
-2,369
-760
-i,870
-4,264
- 72
-39
-56
- 72
-79
-40
-64
-79
-18,344 -11,880
-14,758
-18,053
-17,020
-9,903 -13,361
-16.050
-6,285
-7,424
-7,037
- 5,596
-7,036
-6,324
-7,583
-6,615
- 300
- 250
- 275
- 318
-300
-172
-247
-300
-714
-1,095
-690
-993
-594
-818
-171
-922
-562
-242
-642
-666
-551
-105
-612
-653
-1,390
-5,246
-6,463
-7.203
-7,728
-5,309
-6,629
-7,418
-6,241
-6,374
-4,929
-6,036
-5,720
-1,647
-3,550
-5,691
-102
-1,581
-1,741
-1,852
-1,740
-1,437
-83
-751
- 554
- 526
- 564
- 554
-533
-541
-533
-390
- 106
-110
- 108
- 106
-106
-116
-113
-110
- 5,158 -4,268
-4,107
-3,443
-11,248
-9,240
-7,431
-8,440

-57,599
-46,312

- 66,016
-55,572

Education and Labor ............................................
Energy and Commerce ........................................
Foreign Affairs .....................................................

O

O
O
BA
O
BA
O

BA
0
Interior and hisular Affairs ...................................
BA
0
Merchant Marine and Fiseries .............. BA
0
Post Office and Civil Service ................................
BA
0
Public Works and Transportatio .........................
BA
0
Science and Technology .......................................
BA
0
Small Business .....................................................
BA
0
Veterans' Affairs ..................................................
BA
0
Ways and Means ..................................................
BA
0
Grand total adjusted for jurisdictional
overlapI .................................................

BA - 50,694
0 -35.116

- 2,917

- 54,352 -61,193
-37,674 -46,634

- 3,907

-67,306
-55,149

'This total cludmn
the Energy
a&d
Commerce Committee's proposals recommended
bythe chairman of that committee.

The Budget Committee compiled, without substantive revision,
the committee submissions, excluding the legislation from the
Energy and Commerce Committee, and on June 19, 1981, reported
H.R. 3982, the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981 (H. Rept. 97158). On June 18, Chairman Jones introduced H.R. 3964, which consisted of the committee submissions, including the legislation recommended by the chairman of the Energy and Commerce Committee. In his request for a rule to the Rules Committee, Chairman
Jones requested a rule making the text of H.R. 3964 in order for
purposes of amendment.
Floor consideration
The rule (H. Res. 169) recommended by the House Rules Committee for consideration of H.R. 3982 (consisting of the text of H.R.
3964) provided for separate votes on the following Republican proposals: (1) reducing existing and eliminate new social security student benefits, terminate social security minimum benefits and
make further reductions in the AFDC program; (2) the Energy and
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Commerce minority package submitted to the House Budget Committee on June 12; (3) making further cuts in the student loan and
child nutrition programs; (4) incorporate eligibility requirements in
the food stamp program; (5) cutting further funding for subsidized
housing units and increase low-income tenant contributions for
rent; and (6) annualizing cost-of-living increases for civilian Federal
retirees.
On the floor on June 25, 1981 (H3382), the House rejected the
Rules Committee reported rule by a vote of 217 to 210 and adopted
a substitute rule offered by Representative Latta by a vote of 216
to 212 (H3387). The rule, as amended, was a "modified closed rule,"
which allowed only limited amendments: one offered by Representative Broyhill on legislation falling under the jurisdiction of the
Energy and Commerce Committee, and any amendments, considered en bloc, to be offered by Representative Latta.
The next day, June 26, after an extremely partisan debate, a substitute amendment known as the Gramm-Latta II amendment was
agreed to by a vote of 217 to 211 (H3962). The Broyhill amendment
was then withdrawn, and on final passage H.R. 3982 as amended
was adopted by a vote of 232 to 193 (H4035).
Conference on H.R. 8982
Due to the number of program areas contained in the reconciliation bill, the conference involved 184 House Members (including 10
Members of the House Budget Committee as general conferees) and
69 Senators. The House conferees were appointed on July 15.
In order to manage the va.t number of issues the conference was
broken down into 58 subconferences which were formed based on
committees with jurisdiction over the program areas in the reconciliation bill. Some of the subco,-ferences handled only one or two
minor issues while others were responsible for a series of complicated issues of large dollar magnitude. Guidelines for the conference were also developed.
The conference finished its work in under 3 weeks and on July
31 the conference report was agreed to by the House. A comparison
of the reconciliation instructions in the first budget resolution and
the final reconciliation savings achieved is shown below.
COMPARISON OF HOUSE INSTRUCTIONS WITH OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1981
[In millions of dollars]
Instructions to comrmittees (May 20.

1981) -

year
Fiscal
1982

year
Fiscal
1983

-2,208
-2,521

-3,006
-2,842

Agriculture:
Budget authority .......
............
Outlays .......................
Armed Services:
Budget authority ......................................

Outlays ...... ..... .................
Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs:

. .........

-3,671
- 3,525

fiscal year
1982

Fiscal year
1983

Fiscal year
1984

-2,449
-3,264

-3,042
-3.878

-3,930
-4,661

- 966

- 899

- 511

- 846

966

- 899

- 767

- 511

- 374

- 882

- 731

- 374

................

............. - 13,177

- 15,572

.- 17,827

640

- 1,398

- 13,566

- 2,369

- 15,954

- 481

- 18,402

- 1,154

- 2,115

...................
.........

-39
-40

-56
- 64

- 72
-79

Budget authority ...............................

Outlays ....................-...........
District of Columbia:
Budget authority ..........
Outlays .................

.

year
Fiscal
1984

Conference
agreement (July 29. 1981)-

-39
-40

- 56
- 58

- 72
-69
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COMPARISON OF HOUSE INSTRUCTIONS WITH OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1981-

Continued
[in million of dollarsJ
Instructions to committees (May 20.

Conference agreement (July 29, 1981)-

1981)-

Fiscal year
1982

Fiscal year
1983

Fiscal year
1984

Fiscal year
1983

Fiscal year
1984

-7,297

-12,414
-10,749

-14,261
-13,881

-7,955

-7,457

-6,686

-7,115

-7,710

-6,961

-376
-286

-524
-463

-538
-515

Fiscal year
1982

Education and Labor:

12,099 - 14,907 - 18,344
Outlays .............................................................
- 10,084 -13,522 -17,020
Energy and Commerce:
Budget authority ...............................................
-5,385
- 5,980 - 6,285
Outlays .....................
-5,184
-6,315
-7,036
foreign Affairs:
Budget authority ......................................
- 250
- 275
- 300
Outlays ..............................................................
-1 30
- 200
- 300
Government Affairs:
Budget authority ...........................................................................................................
Outlays...... ..........................................................................................................
Interior and Insular Affairs:
Budget authority ...................
-755
-736
-714
Outlays ..............................................................
- 309
- 504
- 594
Judiciary:
Budget authority ............................ ........................................................ .....................
Outlays ...................................................................
...... ...............................................
Merchant Marine and Fisheries:
-339
Budget authority ...............................................
-439
-562
Outlays .............................................................
-207
-411
-551
Post Office and Civil Service:
Budget authority ..............................................
-7,390
-4,737
- 6,304
Outlays ..............................................................
-5,163
- 6,738
- 7,728
Public Works and Transportation:
Budget authority ...............................................
-6,346
- 5,122
-6,241
Outlays .............................................................
-1,218
---3,565
-5,720
Science and Technology:
Budget authority ...............................................
-78
-90
-102
Outlays ..............................................................
-39
-59
-83
Small Business:
Budget authority ...............................................
-526
-564
-554
Outlays ..............................................................
-390
-541
-533
Veterans' Affairs:
-106
Budget authority ...............................................
-110
-108
Outlays ..............................................................
- 106
-110
-108
Ways and Means:
Budget authority ...............................................
-5,158
-4,677
-4,954
Outlays ..............................................................
-9,241
- 10,559 -11,248
Grand total adjusted for jurisdictional
Budget authority ...............................................-

-

10,088

-- 600
- 600

..............
............

-820
-736

+236
- 111

-68
-5

-72
-30

-70
- 71

-59
-66

-242
-106

-242
-212

-265
-253

-4,706
-5,163

-6,253
-6,690

- 7,214
- 7,555

-6,606
-1,411

-5,070
-3,136

-6,371
-5,418

-1,395
-828

-961
-1,016

-1,209
-1,065

-504
-823

-540
-517

--527
-506

-110
-116

-122
-127

-124
-128

-4,140
-8,981

-4,455
-9,822

-4,363
-10,803

-51,900
-35,190

-55,734
-44,033

-61,721
-51,353

overlap:

Budget authority ...............................................
Outlays ..............................................................

-50,694
-35,116

-57,599
-46,312

-66.016
-55,572

Note--These numbers are stbiet to final CBO
verification

A lengthy summary of the conference agreement was reprinted
in the July 31, 1981 Congressional Record at H5761. The bill was
signed into law on August 13, 1981 (Public Law 97-35).
Reactions to the fiscal year 1982 reconciliationexperience
The reconciliation efforts taken in fiscal year 1982 were in many
respects farreaching in scope, procedure and complexity and as a
result a number of questions were raised about the process.
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Many of these questions were raised in oversight hearings held
by the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee in October 1981 in
which some doubts were expressed about the process as it was used
in 1981. The Director of the Office of Management and Budget,
David Stockman, stated:
It is hard for me as Director of the Office of Management and Budget to say
that a process that was instrumental in saving such large amounts is defective.
Nevertheless the reconciliation process has profound effects on important relationships within the executive branch, the legislative branch and between the
two branches. We tend to think of reconciliation in terms of its effect on the
budget and thus on the economy. But its most prulound effect could well be on
the legislative process.

Among the costs of reconciliation he listed some defects:
• . . lack of time to analyze the full implications of all the measures enacted;
and that the natural selection process favors simple budget reduction proposals
over relatively complex ones.

Mr. Stockman also noted that reconciliation makes it extremely
difficult for committee chairman and their members to play their
traditional roles, and went on to state:
If anything, we have learned that this year's reconciliation process was hampered by its complexity. In hindsight, a considerable portion of this complexity
is unnecessary and redundant with other aspects of the budget and legislative
process. The reconciliation bill should not become an annual omnibus substitute
for authorizations and appropriations. .

.

. What this implies is that the recon-

ciliation bill would be better viewed as a selective action-forcing mechanism.

Mr. Stockman, in his testimony, also focused on what he saw as
the positive side of the 1981 reconciliation experience:
The reasons that reconciliation worked are several:
A budget resolution provides a general ceiling or target for budget outlays, with nion-binding functional allocations. Reconciliation was the vehicle
by which the Congress could act on a package of reduction measures in a
specific way in a specific time frame, much as the President does when he
prepares his budget.
Therefore, it was possible to have effective consultation between the leadership in the Senate and the House and the Administration on concrete
measures to cut the budget.
Because of its comprehensive nature, most of the committees and Members of the Congress shared the burden of budget reductions. All could
claim, correctly, that they were contributing their part to the higher purpose of bringing stability to the budget and growth to the economy.
The reconciliation billwas subject to votes up or down on the entire package. The size of the savings involved was dramatic, and particular amendments that would relieve a particular group or program from budget restraint were highly visible.

Senator Domenici, Chairman of the Senate Budget Committee
added, "Let me say at the outset that I would not like to see the
reconciliation process become a routine instrument for establishing
Federal fiscal policy. Reconciliation is an extraordinary process and
should be used only in extraordinary circumstances." But, he pointed out that it was Congress' own decision to use the reconciliation
process because "it was the only sensible way to accomplish what
was needed at the time."
Mr. Panetta pointed out in remarks prepared for a budget symposium the same year that "unfortunately the way reconciliation
was used this year gave a bad name to a process 1 think is a valid,
useful, and essential tool for restraining Federal spending."
He went on to note that:
38-412 0 - 84 - 6
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* . . In 1980 reconciliation was used successfully in a limited way and substantial support for the process was created in Congress. This year ".he process,
in my opinion, got out of hand, creating doubt in the minds of both Democrats
and Republicans about whether it should be used at all. It included not just
measures to cut spending, but policy legislation as well. It forced authorizing
committees to limit the jurisdiction of the appropriations committees. It became
both a train for miscellaneous amendments and a hideaway for those whc, did
not want separate votes on the tough issues. And most of all, it distorted the
delicate balance amoung budget, authorizing and appropriating committees."

The consensus of many was that reconciliation as it was used in
fiscal year 1982 raised a number of important issues that would
have to be addressed in the future. It was this debate, and others
like it, which led to the modified reconciliation efforts of successive
years to curtail the scope and complexity of the process.
1983
First ConcurrentResolution on the Budget 2
FISCAL YEAR

Budget Committee action
The House Budget Committee reported a first budget resolution
for fiscal year 1983 (H. Con. Res. 345) containing reconciliation instructions directing 10 House committees and 8 Senate committees
to report legislation reducing outlays by $4.184 billion and increasing revenues by $31.7 billion in fiscal year 1983. The report also
stated: "Recognizing the need to reduce future deficits, as well, the
instructions also express Congress' intent that in fiscal years 1984
and 1985 outlays be reduced by $51.65 billion and $66.55 billion respectively" (H. Rept. 97-521, p. 48). The fiscal year 1984 and 1985
reconciliation revenue increases were $51.65 billion and $66.55 billion respectively. Reconciliation instructions on spending cuts contained in the Committee-reported resolution focused entirely on entitlement-type programs.
Section 303 of the resolution contained language directing all of
the committees except the Ways and Means Committee to submit
their recommendations to the House Budget Committee. The resolution envisioned that the Ways and Means Committee would move
their reconciliation legislation through the House on a separate
track from the other reconciled committees.
Floorconsideration
In late May of 1982 the House engaged in an extended debate
over the First Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1983. Six substitute resolutions and numerous amendments directed at specific
budget functions were considered over a 4-day period. Three of
those votes on May 27 involved the reconciliation instructions contained in the substitutes offered by Mr. Jones, Mr. Latta, and Mr.
Aspin.
Mr. Perkins offered an amendment to the substitutes offered by
Mr. Jones and Mr. Aspin striking all reconciliation instructions to
the House Education and Labor Committee. This amendment was
2

H. Con. Res. 352 contained a provision whereby if Congress did not adopt a second budget

resolution by October 1, the first resolution would become the second resolution for purposes of
the spending ceiling and revenue floor. Therefore, no second budget resolution was considered
for fiscal year 1983.
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d&f3ated by a vote of 225 to 193 (H3067, May 27). This was followed
by an amendment offered by Mr. Weiss to strike all reconciliation
instructions in the substitute offered by Mr. Latta. The amendment
was defeated by a vote of 357 to 60 (H3075, May 27). Subsequently,
Lhis same amendment was offered to both the Jones and Aspin substitutes, but it was -ejected by the House by a voice vote (H3076).
On May 17, 1982, after rejecting the six substitutes to the committee-reported resolution, the House then rejected the Budget
Committee's resolution, H. Con. Res. 345, by a vote of 265 to 159
(H3113).
On June 7, 1982, a revised First Budget Resolution, H. Con. Res.
352, was reported by the House B,'dget Committee (H. Report 97597). This measure translated the President's budget into a congressional budget resolution. Since it was intended as a vehicle for
amendments to be offered on the floor, specific reconciliation instructions were not included.
Instead, the resolution contained a direction, in title III, that
committees "shall report changes in laws within their respective
jurisdiction sufficient to reduce budget authority and outlays in
fiscal year 1983 in amounts consistent with reductions in entitlement programs assumed in this resolution; and to increase revenues in fiscal year 1983 in amounts consistent with the assumptions in this resolution."
However, the substitute to H. Con. Res. 352 offered by Mr. Latta
contained specific reconciliation instructions, as did the substitute
offered by Mr. Jones to the Latta substitute. On June 10, 1982, the
Jones substitute failed by a vote of 225 to 202 (H3399). The Latta
substitute was then approved by a vote of 220 to 207 (H3400), and
the amended resolution was adopted by the House in a 219 to 206
vote (H3400). S. Con. Res. 92, the Senate-passed first budget resolution, was their amended with the text of H. Con. Res. 352. S. Con.
Res. 92, as amended was then agreed to and a conference with the
Senate was requested (H3401).
A comparison of the reconciliation directives in the Democratic
and Republican substitutes follows:
COMPARISON OF RECONCILIATION INDEMOCRATIC SUBSTITUTE AND REPUBLICAN SUBSTITUTE
[In millmns of dobars]

1983

Agriculture:'
Budget authority .........................................
Outlays ........................................................
Banking, Finance, and Urban Affaiis:

Democratc substitute
1984
1985

-207
- 207

- 530
- 530

-661
- 661

Republican substitute
1983

1984

1985

- 1,457
- 1,447

- 2,634
- 2,624

-3,384
- 3,384

Budget authority ..........................................................................................................................................................................

Outlays ........................................................
- 695
- 697
- 687
EducatiKo' and Labor:
Budget authority .........................................................................................................
'Jutlays .........................................................................................................................
Energy ind Commerce:
Budget authority .........................................
- 59
- 65
- 72
Outiays ........................................................
- 59
- 65
- 72
Government Operations,

-. 695

- 697

- 687

25
- 227

- 900
- 852

- 1,230
- 1,199

- 1,212
- 1,332

- 2,467
- 2,467

- 2,795
- 2,795

- 320
240

- 636
- 557

..

Budget authority ...............................................................................................................................
Outlays ................... ............................................................................................................................
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COMPARISON OF RECONCILIATION INDEMOCRATIC SUBSTITUTE AND REPUBLICAN SUBSTITUTE-

Continued
fIn millions of dollars]

Oemocratic substitute
1983

1984

Repqban substitute
1985

1983

1984

1985

Post Office-

Bbudget
authority ...........................................................................................................................................................................
Outlays .........................................................................................................................
- 104
- 136
- 160
Veterans' Affairs:
Budget authority ........................................
-171
-187
-195
-77
-75
-71
Outlays .......................................................
- 171
- 187
- 195
- 77
- 75
- 71
Ways and Means:
Budget authority .........................................
-334
- 205
- 267
- 1,196
-1,147
-1,464
Outlays ....................
-1,749
-2,708
-3,173
-4,263
-5,263
-5,632
Total Budget authority ............................
Total Outlays ..........................................

- 771
-2881
-

Ways and Means-Revenues ...............................

71,700

-987
-4,187

-1,195
-4,788

51,650

66,550

--4,197
-8,145

-7,543
-- 12,354

2n,900

36,800

-9,580
-14,485
41,400

I 'IAtabotn.

Conference
On June 22, 1982, the House adopted a conference report on the
First Budget Resolution, S. Con. Res. 92 (Report 97-614) by a vote
of 210 to 208 (H3747).
The following reconciliation targets were set for House committees:
CONFERENCE SUBSTITUTE RECONCILIATION INSTRUCTIONS BY HOUSE COMMITTEES
[in millions of dollars]
Fiscal year1983
Budget
authority

Outlays

Spending reductions:
Agriculture .......................
-779
Armed Services ................
-213
Banking ............................................
Energy and Commerce
-.....514
Foreign Affairs ..................................
Merchant Marine .............
-4
Post Office and Civil

-779
-213
-695
-675
-2
-4

-376
77
1..............
-77
-.............
593 -3,755

Ser"vice ..........................................

Veterans' Affairs
Ways and Means

Total ........... ............. - 2,180
Less double counting (dual
committee jurisdiction) ...
1
Total spending
reduction .............. - 2,179
Revenue increases:
Ways and Means ...............................

(User fee portion) ............................

-6,576

Budget
authority

aBudget
OutlaysOtas authority

-,,083

-

Outlays

1,428

-3,290
-2,137

-3,290
-2,137
-2,137
-2,225

-

S..................

739

-815
-4
-27

-

15

Budget
authority

-- 697

-741
-

-1,428
-1,231

Outlays

-1,231
-687
-811
-15
-27

-693

-8
-15

...................

-2,070
-6
-46

-25

-46
-3,245

-242
-155
-705

-1,061
-155
-4,827

-538
-155
-928

-1,808
-155
-5,168

-780
-387
-2,226

-3,636

-9,218

-5,126

-11,330

--10,942

13,750
-27,184

12

31

3
-6,573

1,083

-693

S..................

1983-85

1985

1984

4
-3,532

10
-9,268

7
-5,119

18
-11,312

-10,930

+ 20,900 .................. (- 36,000 .................. - 41,400 ....................
(+ 900) .................. + 1,000) .................. (+ 1,400) ....................

-387
-

-27,153
+98,300

j+3,300)
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CONFERENCE SUBSTITUTE RECONCILIATION INSTRUCTIONS BY HOUSE COMMITTEES-Continum-1
[hIn
mhusom
dul"Ws
Fmaci ywm-

e*d

Total recoiliation
instruction .................................-

1983

0tw

27,473

eBcl

1984

1985

1983-85

........ - 45,268 .................. - 52,712 .............

- 125.453

A deadline of July 20, 1982, was set for the reporting of reconciliation legislation in the conference agreement.
Also, in section 2(a) of the conference agreement each House
committee involved was directed to submit their recommendations
to the House Budget Committee for packaging in a reconciliation
bill.
ReconciliationLegislation
In 1982 the House diverged from the reconciliation path envisioned by the Congressional Budget Act and the fiscal year 1982
conference agreement, namely that the legislation would be reported to the House Budget Committee and packaged by the Committee
in a reconciliation bill, without substantive revision, prior to consideration by the full House. Instead, four of the committees involved in reconciliation went directly to the floor with their legislation.
During the debate on the rule for consideration of the Post Office
and Civil Service Committee reconciliation bill, H.R. 6862, Representative Latta addressed the issue of whether consideration of separate bills was proper (H4709, July 28, 1982):
The Budget Act adopted by Congress in 1974 is precise in its instructions for
handling the reconciliation process. Section 310 of the act states that the budget
resolution directs standing comrm'' --s to determine and recommend changes in
the law to achieve savings. Suci
commendations are to be submitted to the
House and Senate Budget Comr,viittees for inclusion in an omnibus reconciliation bill. The Budget Act reads, and let me quote:
Upon receiving all such recommendations, the Budget Committee shall report
to its House a reconciliation bill or reconciliation resolution, or both, carrying
out all such recommendations without any substantive revision.
I would like to repeat that key phrase:
ShallShall report to its House a reconciliation bill or reconciliation resolution ...
Let me say to my friends, that is clear. That language is clear. The intent of
the act is that reconciliation instructions are to be sent to the Budget Committee, which will draft a single reconciliation bill for consideration by the House.
In this case, this bill was not sent to the Budget Committee, nor did the Budget
Committee package it in an omnibus bill as provided by the act itself.

Representative Panetta responded, referring to the House experience with reconciliation in 1981, and arguing that separate consideration of bills could be justified under section 301(b)(2) of the
Budget Act (H4712):
"** * [from a budget perspective, the vote the Members face is, I think, one
of the most important votes they will cast in this session. It will set the stage
for whether we can deal with reconciliation on an orderly basis, allowing packages, allowing committees to come to the floor and allowing Members to vote up
or down en those issues, or whether we are going to capitulate to the same kind
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of chaos, the same kind of irresponsibility that this House went through last
year when we had an up or down vote on a last-minute, 800-page amendment.
That, frankly, is the choice. Push aside all the rhetoric. That is the choice,
whether we are going to give Members the ability to vote up or down on the
cuts that they support in a budget resolution or whether we are going to open
the door to the kind of budget games that have undermined the budget process
in the past. We cannot have it both ways.
Let me make clear that, we have the power under the Budget Act to implement these procedures. It is contained in section 301(bX2). If we want a fixed
interpretation of the Budget Act, we ought not to even have reconciliation after
the first budget resolution. The Budget Act specifically calls for it after the
second budget resolution.
So we do have the power to be able to bring it to the floor in packages, as we
are.

The House eventually approved the rule by a vote of 240 to 170
(See below).
Floor consideration
The Veterans Committee reconciliation bill, H.R. 6782, was
placed on the suspension calendar, debated (H4615), and passed by
a vote of 400 to 0 on July 27, 1982 (H4658).
The Post Office and Civil Service Committee reconciliation legislation, H.R 6862, was considered by the House on August 3, 1982.
The reconciliation instructions for the committee had assumed a 4
percent cap on cost of living adjustments for Federal civilian and
military retirees, but the committee was not able to agree to such a
change. Instead an amendment implementing the cap was drafted
for floor consideration of the bill, and the rule (adopted by a 240 to
170 vote on July 28, H4716) under which H.R. 6862 was considered
made this amendment in order. However, no Member offered the
amendment. A motion to recommit the bill with instructions to the
committee to develop legislation meeting the reconciliation targets
in the first budget resolution was defeated 236 to 160 (H4998), and
the bill passed the House by a vote of 268 to 128 (H4998).
The House Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs Committee responded to the reconciliation instructions by reporting H.R. 6812.
While this measure did not meet the levels set in the reconciliation
instructions, an amendment offered by Mr. Stanton on the House
floor dealing with FHA insurance payments resulted in the bill
surpassing those levels. The bill was adopted in the House on
August 5, 1982 (H5218).
The Agriculture Committee responded to its reconciliation instructions by reporting H.R. 6892, the Food and Agriculture Reconciliation Act. On August 10, 1982, the measure was debated and
passed by a vote of 268 to 121 (H5538). An amendment offered by
Mr. Wampler to make further cuts in the food stamp program was
rejected by the House by a vote of 210 to 181 (H5535).
The Ways and Means Committee was unable to report out tax
legislation or spending reductions in response to the reconciliation
instructions contained in the first budget resolution. Instead, on
July 28, 1982, a motion was offered by Chairman Rostenkowski,
andapproved by the House in a 208 to 197 vote, to proceed directly
to conference on a House-passed revenue measure, H.R. 4961, to
which the Senate had attached revenue increases and spending
cuts in response to the first budget resolution's reconciliation instructions (H4786).
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At this point in 1982, the Energy and Commerce Committee had
not reported out legislation in response to the first budget resolution's reconciliation instructions either, but the committee was
brought into conference on H.R. 4961 based on medicaid and medicare provisions within that committee's jurisdiction contained in
the Senate amendments to the bill.
Conference on reconciliation
To prepare for conference, the four spending reconciliation bills,
H.R. 6892, H.R. 6812, H.R. 6862, and H.R. 6782, were combined
through the following unanimous consent request by Chairman
Jones, into one bill, H.R. 6955, and formally passed again by the
House on August 10, 1982 (H5539):
Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent for the immediate consideration in the
House of a bill which I send to the desk, consisting of the texts of the bills H.R.
6892, 6812, 6862, and 6782 as passed by the House, and that the previous question be
considered as ordered on said bill to final passage without intervening motion.

Conference involved 53 Members of the House and 9 subconferences were created to deal with different provisions in the bill.
The House considered the conference report on H.R. 6955 on
August 17, but adopted a motion to recommit the report by a vote
of 266 to 145 (H6107). This motion was spurred by a provision in
the report which authorized review of executive pay levels. The
concern was that a pay raise for Members of Congress would result
from this review. The section referring to the pay review was
dropped, then the conference report was returned to the House and
adopted by a vote of 243 to 176 on August 18 (H6364). The bill Aas
signed into law on September 8, 1982 (P.L. 97-253).
A summary of the spending reductions achieved in the conference report (and the tax bill) is shown in Appendix A.
The conference report on the tax bill, the Tax Equity and Fiscal
Responsibility Act of 1982, was approved by the House on August
19, by a 226 to 207 vote (H6635) and the bill was signed into law on
September 3, 1982 (P.L. 97-248). The following are the tax increases
contained in the bill compared to the targets set in the first budget
resolution.
SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED REVENUE EFFECTS OF TAX PROVISIONS OF H.R. 4961 AS AGREED TO BY
THE CONFERENCE COMMITTEE, FISCAL YEARS 1983-87
[In mdhons of dollars
1983

Individual income tax provisions ..................................
Business tax provisions ...............................
Compliance provisions .....................
Pension provisions ..........................................................
Life insurance and annuities ....................... ......... .....
Employment tax,provisions ...................
Excise tax provisions ......................
Miscellaneous provisions ...........................................
Total tax provisions ........................................

1984

1985

1986

1987

272
5,422
3.365
194
1,942
1,904
2,798
-38

3,113
13,292
8,869
780
2,155
3,083
4,009
- 37

3,106
16,497
8.660
870
2,920
3,577
4,702
- 4

3.336
28,042
10,174
970
3,138
2,853
2,054
-32

3,ý56
40,116
11,217
1,058
3,370
2,572
1,472
- 30

15,859

35,264

40,298

50,535

63,331
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SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED REVENUE EFFECTS OF TAX PROVISIONS OF H.R. 4961 AS AGREED TO BY
THE CONFERENCE COMMITTEE, FISCAL YEARS 1983-87--Continued
[In millions of dollars]

1984

1983
Revenue gain resulting from additional IRS enforcement personnel ..........................................................

2,100

Grand total, all provisions .................................
Reconciliation instructions ................................................

17,959
21,800

2.400
37,664
37,000

1981

1986

1985

1,300

2,400

600

42,698
51,835
63,931
42,800 .............................................

1984
First ConcurrentResolution on the Budget 3
FISCAL YEAR

Budget Committee action
The fiscal year 1984 congressional budget process got off to an
early start in the House of Representatives. The House Committee
on the Budget met on March 16 and 17, 1983, to consider the First
Concurrent Resolution on the Budget for Fiscal Year 1984. The
Resolution, H. Con. Res. 91, was ordered reported on March 17,
1983, and was filed in the House on March 21, 1983.
Reconciliation instructions contained in the First Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1984 directed seven House committees to
report legislation reducing outlays by $2.189 billion and increasing
revenues by $30.0 billion in fiscal year 1984. Recognizing the need
to reduce future deficits, as well, the instructions also expressed
Congress' intent that in fiscal years 1985 and 1986 outlays be rebe induced by $3.158 billion and $4.416 billion and that revenues
4
creased by $40.0 billion and $50.0 billion, respectively.
RECONCILIATION
[in millions of dollars]

Committee and program

Fiscal year 1984
Budget
Outlays

Total .............................................................................

Education and Labor: FECA (6-month COLA delay) .....................
Foreign Affairs: Foreign service retirement (6-month COLA
delay )............................................................................................

252
338
(-1)

- 252
- 327
(-1)

- 258
- 387
(-I)

- 258
- 386
(-1)

- 513
- 398
(--3)

- 513
- 397
(-3)

- 591

- 580

- 646

- 646

- 914

- 913

-4

-4

-4

-4

-4

-4

............-.

Post Office and Civil Service:
Civil service retirement (6-month COLA delay) ....................................
4 percent pay raise, civilian ...............................................

PHS officers retirement (6-month COLA delay) .................
Military retirement (6-month COLA delay and permanent
half COLA) ................... .................................................
Foreign service retirement (6-monti COLA delay) .......

authority

authority

authority

Armed Services:
Military retirement (6-month COLA delay and permanent
half COLA) .....................................................................
4 percent pay raise, military .........................................-.....
PHS officers retirement (6-month COLA delay) .......

Fiscal year 1986
Fiscal year 1985
outlays
Budget
Outlays Budget

.............. ...

- 4 ....... ..........

8

-I

+ 6 -746
-273
+ 1 -394
- 813 - 1,369 - 1,405 - 1,995 - 2,051
-3
-3
- I
-1
-1

- 252)
)

- 252) (- 258) (- 258) (- 513) (- 513)
(-3) -(. ) (-4) - ( ....... ) (-8)

- 796

3 Again, this resolution contained an "automatic second budget resolution" provision which
became operative on October 1. Therefore, no second resolution for fiscal year 1984 was considered.
4 Aqain, this "nonbinding" type of instruction was used for the outyears to preserve the resolution s privilege for initial consideration in the House.
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RECONCILIATION-Continued
[in nieltons of dollars]
Fiscal yea 1984
Consmgtee and irovamy:

Coast Guard retirement (6-month COLA delay) ..................
Total
Small Business: SBA disaster loans ............................................
Veterans:
Compensation COLA delay ...................................................
Readjustment benefits .........................................................
Total ..............................................................................

Total ........................................................
Revenues ......................................................................................

-5

-5

Fiscal year 1985
Budget
W

-6

-6

Fiscai year 1986
t iyBudget
Out, s

-13

-13

1.........................................................
,054 -1,347 - 1,633 - 2,068 - 2,518 - 3.334
- 139 -287
-555
-466
-544
-443
-202
- 14

- 200
-14

-234
-1

-233
-1

-240
-1

-237
-1

. 216

- 214

- 235 " - 234

- 241

- 238

-1,751

-2,189
30,000

-2,814

-3,158 -3,705
40,000

-4,416
50,000

Source- First Concurrent Resolution on the Budget for Fiscal Year 1984 H Rept. 98-41. part 1,pages 68 and 69.

In order to encourage House committees to act quickly on their
reconciliation legislation and to address concerns raised by the procedures surrounding consideration of Gramm-Latta II, the instructions contained two separate reporting dates for reconciliation
legislation.
Section 3 of the resolution instructed the committees, except for
the Committee on Ways and Means, to submit their reconciliation
recommendations to the Committee on the Budget not later than
June 6, 1983. The Budget Committee would then assemble the various recommendations into one omnibus reconciliation bill without
substantive revisions. However, if a committee acted by June 1,
1983, it could report its reconciliation recommendations directly to
the House.
Section 3(c) of the resolution directed the Committee Oi, Ways
and Means to report its reconciliation recommendations to the
House not later than June 1, 1983. Additionally, the section noted
that if the recommendation included the imposition of new or expanded taxes to directly finance programs within the jurisdiction of
any other committee of the House or the imposition of new or expanded user fees within the jurisdiction of any other committee of
the House, an appropriate referral pursuant to Rule X of the Rules
of the House should be considered.
Floor consideration
On March 23, 1983, the House approved H. Con. Res. 91 by a vote
of 229 to 196 (H1669). No amendments to the resolution were offered during the debate.
Conference
The Senate passed its version of the first concurrent resolution
and requested a conference on May 19, 1983. The House agreed to
go to conference on June 8, 1983. The House conferees filed the
conference report in technical disagreement on June 21, 1983,
House Report 98-248. On June 23, 1983, the House called up and
disposed of the conference agreement. The House then receded and
concurred with an amendment, which consisted of the agreements
38-412 0 - 84 - 7
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reached by the conferees, to the original Senate amendment in a
239 to 186 vote (H4388).
The conference agreement modified the reconciliation instructions contained in the House-passed and Senate-passed versions of
the budget resolutions. Although the same seven House committees
were instructed, the amount of savings to be achieved was changed
to $2.813 billion in fiscal year 1984, $3.945 billion in fiscal year
1985, and $5.527 billion in fiscal year 1986. The revenue increase
was changed to $12.0 billion in fiscal year 1984, $15.0 billion in
fiscal year 1985, and $46 billion in fiscal year 1986.
The following is a breakdown by House committee of the instructions:
CONFERENCE SUBSTITUTE RECONCILIATION INSTRUCTIONS-HOUSE COMMITTEES
[in million ofdollars
Fical year 1984

Fical year 1985

Fiscal year 1986

BA

BA

BA

0

0

Spending reductions:
Armed Services ....................................
-253
-253
-360
-360
Energy and Commerce ...........................................
-400 ........
-500
Foreign Affairs .....................................................3
.......... -4
Post Office and Civil Service ............... -1,619
-1,900
-2,332 -2,841
Small Business ....................................
-139
-287
-555
-466
Veterans' Affairs ..................................
-228
-226
-139
-138
Ways and Means ...................................................
- 400 ..................
- 500
Total ................................................ - 2,239
Less double counting (dual Committee
jurisdiction) .........................................
253

-3,469
656

-3,386
360

-4,809
864

0

Total fiscal •ar 1984BA

-621
-621
-1,234
.......... -800 .............
.........9.........
-3,235 -4,144
-7,186
-544
-443 -1,238
-141
-140
-508
..................
- 800 ..................
-4,541
621

-6,957
1,430

0

-1,234
-1,700
-16
-8,885
-1,196
-504
- 1,700

- 10,166 - 15,235
1,234

2,950

Total spending reductions ............... -986
-2,813
-3,026 -3,945
-3,920 -5,527
-8,932 -12,285
Revenue increases: Ways and Means ......................... +12,000 .................. + 15,000 .................. +46,000 ........... + 73,000
Provisional spending reductions: Agnculture ...................................................................
- 1,243 .................. - 1,332 .................. -1 ,321 ... .......... - 3,902

A reporting date of July 22, 1983, was set in the conference
report for the reconciliation spending reductions assigned to the
Armed Services, Energy and Commerce, Foreign Affairs, Post
Office and Civil Service, Small Business, Veterans' Affairs, and
Ways and Means Committees. No deadline was given to the Ways
and Means Committee on the reconciliation tax increases assumed
in H. Con. Res. 91.
Finally, section 3(m) of the conference report provided for reconciliation instructions to the House and Senate Agriculture Committees contingent upon provisions in Subtitle A of Title I of Public
Law 98-253, relating to price assessments against milk producers,
being finally adjudicated by the courts to be unconstitutional or
unenforceable (in September 1983 the courts upheld the enforceability of the milk assessment provision, making action by the Agriculture Committee unnecessary).
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Reconciliation Legislation
Committee action
By July 26, 1983, the House Committee on the Budget had received legislation from the following committees pursuant to the
reconciliation instructions: Committee on Post Office and Civil
Service, Committee on Small Business, Committee on Veterans' Affairs.
Additionally, the changes in law proposed by the Committee on
Post Office and Civil Service affecting COLA's for the Federal retirement program resulted in savings in retirement programs
under the jurisdiction of the Committees on Foreign Affairs,
Energy and Commerce, and Armed Services. (Additional savings in
military pay under the jurisdiction of the Armed Services Committee was contained in H.R. 2969 which passed the House on July 27,
1983.)
There was a substantial deadlock in receiving legislation from
the two remaining House committees. The Committees on Energy
and Commerce and on Ways and Means had great difficulty in putting together a consensus on changes in certain health programs
within their shared jurisdiction. Further, the Committee on Ways
and Means was bogged down on certain revenue issues, specifically
reforms to the Industrial Development Bond provisions. The Senate
committees were not any further along than the House on submitting their required legislation by the July 22, 1983 deadline. Accordingly, on July 19, 1983, both the House and Senate extended
the deadline to September 23, 1983. The deadline was again extended by the Senate to October 31, 1983.5
On October 20, 1983, the House Committee on the Budget reported H.R. 4169 (H. Rept. 98-425), to provide for reconciliation pursuant to section 3 of the First Concurrent Resolution on the Budget
for Fiscal Year 1984. The bill consisted of the reconciliation submissions, without substantive revision, noted above.
On October 21, 1983, the Committee on Ways and Means reported H.R. 4170 (H. Rept. 98-432) which increased revenues and reduced spending over the 3-year period. The Committee on Energy
and Commerce reported its recommendations for savings in the
programs within its jurisdiction on October 26, 1983 (H.R. 4136, H.
Rept. 98-442, Part I).
Floorconsideration
One assumption in the first budget resolution's reconciliation instructions was that the Post Office and Civil Service Committee
would report a 3-month delay in the Federal pay raise (from October 1 to January 1) for fiscal year 1984. The reconciliation legislation reported by the committee did not contain this change, leading

6 In the House, the reconciliation reporting deadline is viewed as an instruction to committees
to act by that date. However, no procedural sanctions, either under the House rules or the
Budget Act, would apply if the date is missed. In the Senate there is a concern that legislation
transmitted to the Budget Committee after the deadline would lose its status as being "pursuant
to reconciliation instructions", therefore, in 1983 the Senate was more concerned over extending
the deadline than the House. It should be noted that this issue has not been resolved by tiMe
Senate.
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the House Budget Committee to request a rule making in order an
amendment to H.R. 4169 implementing the delay.
Secondly, the Budget Committee requested that a substitute to
H.R. 4169 be made in order consisting of the text of H.R. 4154, introduced by Chairman Jones, which included all of the provisions
contained in H.R. 4169 plus language requiring the President to
convene a domestic economic summit to deal with Federal deficits.
This bill, which included changes in veterans' compensation, SBA
disaster loans, and civilian and military retirement programs,
saved, in outlays, $1.828 billion in fiscal year 1984, $2.777 billion in
fircal year 1985, and $3.905 billion in fiscal year 1986.
The Rules Committee recommended a rule, which the House
adopted, making in order the text of H.R. 4154 and an amendment
consisting of the 3-month pay delay. This amendment added almost
another $1.8 billion in outlay savings over 3 years.
During floor consideration of H.R. 4169 on October 25 the 3
month delay amendment was approved by voice vote in the Committee of the Whole (H8620), and the substitute to H.R. 4169 (the
text of H.R. 4154) was approved as amended, by voice vote (H8620).
Once the bill was reported back to the House a separate vote was
requested by the chairman of the Post Office and Civil Service
Committee, Mr. Ford, on the 3-month delay amendment. The
amendment was agreed to by a vote of 245 to 176 (H8620), and H.R.
4169, as amended, was then approved by the House by voice vote
(H8621).
On November 16, 1983, the Committee on Rules reported a rule
providing for the consideration of another piece of the reconciliation package, H.R. 4170 which contained the remaining spending
reductions in medicare and other areas as well as the revenue increases in the reconciliation directive. The rule would hav6 incorporated into the bill certain provisions within the jurisdiction of
the Committee on Energy and Commerce orginally reported in
H.R. 4136.
The rule also made in order nine specified amendments as well
as any amendments offered by the Committee on Ways and Means.
The rule was defeated on November 17, 1983, by a vote of 214 to
204 (H10235), thereby preventing consideration of H.R. 4170 containing the revenue increases and remaining spending reductions
for fiscal years 1984 through 1986, before the 98th Congress adjourned its first session. As will be discussed in the next section
H.R. 4170 was finally considered and adopted in the second session.
(In the first session the House did pass H.R. 1183 on June 23, 1983,
which was projected to raise $6 billion in fiscal year 1984. However,
it failed Senate passage on June 28, 1983. The measure would have
capped the third year of the 1981 tax rate cuts for high-income individuals.)
The Senate Budget Committee reported its reconciliation bill, S.
2062, on November 4, 1984 (S. Rept. 98-300). The bill consisted of
legislation submitted by the following committees: Finance, Governmental Affairs, Small Business, and Veterans' Affairs. Various
provisions of the bill increased revenues and reduced spending but
the totals did not meet the reconciliation targets for the committees pursuant to the budget resolution.
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The Senate considered S. 2062 from November 16, 1983 through
November 18, 1983. Consideration of the bill was never completed
and action on the bill was indefinitely postponed on August 1, 1984.
On April 5, 1984, the Senate adopted H.R. 4169, as passed by the
House (83905).
The following is a cost estimate summary of the bill passed by
the House:
SUMMARY OF H.R. 4169
[lminm ofdallrs
1984
BA

1985
0

BA

1986
0

BA

0

Armed Servces:
COM~

Military Retirement ....................................................
PHS Retirement .........................................................

(-252) (-252) (-304) (-304) (-451) (-451)
(-1)
(- 1) (- 2) (- 2) (- 3) (- 3)

Total ......................................................................
(- 253) (- 253) (- 306) (-306) (- 454) (- 454)
Foreign Affairs: Foreign Service
retirement COLA delay .................................
(- 3) ..................
(- 4) .................. (- 8)
Post Office
and Civil Servie.
COLA.

Civil Service Retirement ...............................................................
Military Retirement ....................................................
- 252
PHS Retirement .........................................................
-1
Coast Guard ...............................................................
- 5
Foreign Service ...........................................................................
4 percent pay raise-civilian ....................................
-795
Total ...............................................................................
Small Business: SBA disaster loans .............................................
Veterans: Compensation COLA delay ............................................

- 1,053
-139
-208

- 273 .................. - 360 .................. - 680
- 252 - 304 - 304
- 451
- 451
-1
-2
- 2
-3
-3
-5
-6
-6
- 11
- 11
- 3 ..................
- 4 ..................
- 8
-800
-1,369
-1,405
-1,985 -2,041
- 1,334
-288
-206

- 1,681
-555
-226

- 2,081
-471
-225

- 2,450 - 3,194
-544
-482
-232
-229

Grand total I ............................................... ....................... - 1,400 - 1,828 - 2,462 - 2,777
Revenues ............................................................................................

- 3,226 - 3,905

' Grand totals have been adjusted for doube counting.
Note.-BA 7,088, with pay amendmet 8.863. 0 8,510, 10.295.

The measure was signed into law by the President on April 4,
1984 (Public Law 98-270).
FISCAL YEAR 1985

First Concurrent Resolution on the Budget 6
Budget Committee action
The House again took the lead in the congressional budget process for fiscal year 1985. The House adopted its version of the First
Concurrent Resolution on the Budget for Fiscal Year 1985, H. Con.
Res. 280, on April 5, 1984 by a vote of 250 to 168 (H. 2448).7
Reconciliation instructions contained in the first concurrent resolution on the budget for fiscal year 1985 directed eight House committees to report legislation reducing outlays by $2.35 billion in
6 Congress completed action on H. Con. Res. 280 on October 1, 1984. This resolution contained
an "automatic" second budget resolution provision. Accordingly, no second resolution was considered in the 98th Congress.
7 H. Con. Res. 280, the first concurrent resolution on the budget for fiscal year 1985, was not
reported by the Budget Committee. However, the report accompanying the resolution which was
reported by the committee explains H. Con. Res. 280 as well. (See H. Rept. 98-645, Pt. I.)
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fiscal year 1985. Recognizing the need to reduce future deficits as
well, the instructions also expressed Congress' intent that in fiscal
ears 1986 and 1987 outlays be reduced by $4.10 billion and $5.90
illion, respectively.
The resolution included instructions to the House Committee on
Ways and Means to report legislation increasing revenues by $9.70
billion in fiscal year 1985. In keeping with the pay-as-you-go structure of the resolution, reconciliation instructions in the amendment also expressed Congress' intent that in fiscal years 1986 and
1987 revenues be increased by $17.65 billion and $22.45 billion, respectively.
The following House committees were affected by reconciliation
instructions in the resolution: Agriculture, Armed Services, Education and Labor, Energy and Commerce, Post Office and Civil Service, Small Business, Veterans' Affairs, and Ways and Means. The
report accompanying the resolution set forth the following Budget
Committee assumptions as to which programs could be reduced to
achieve such savings (pp. 30-31, H. Rept. 98-645, Part I).
RECONCILIATION SAVINGS
(inbiaIns of dollars]
1985

1986

1987

BA

0

Agriculture: Target price reductions ........................... -405
-0.05
-0.80
Armed Services:
Delay COLA's (Military) ...................................
(- 0.30)
(...)
Extend Half-COLA (Military) .............................
)
(...)
(...)
Education and Labor:
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation ................................. - 0.15 ..................
Energy and Commerce ............................................... (-1.00) (-1.00) (-1.35)
Post Office and Civil Service: Federal Employee
Retirement:
Delay COLA's' ....................................................................
- 0.55 ..................
Extend half. O ....................................................................................................
Small Business: Smanl Business Administration

-0.80

BA

(SBA) disaster loan program I ..............................................

Veterans' Affairs:
VA pensions ......................................................
VA guaranteed Housing loans ...........................
Administrative reforms in the guaranteed
housing loan program ..................................
Ways and Means:
Medicare savings ..............................................
Child suppou enforcement ................................
Total .............................................................

- 0.05
()

0

(- 0.40)
(- 0.25)

BA

-1.70
(...)
(...)

0

-1.70

3Yyear
total

outlays

-2.55

(- 0.45)
(1.15)
(- 0.55) (- 0.80)

- 0.15 .................. - 0.20 - 0.50
(-1.35) (-1.65) (-1.65) (-4.00)
- 1.00 ..................
- 9.30 ..................

-1.10
- 0.70

- 2.65
- 1.00

-0.20

-0.15

-0.20

-0.25

-0.20

-0.60

- 0.05
-0.10

- 0.05
+0.10

- 0.05
-0.15

- 0.05
-0.05

- 0.05
--0.15

- 0.15
-0.40

-0.05

-0.20

-0.05

-0.35
-. 400
-0.15

-0.10

-0.25

- 1.00

- 1.00

-1.35

(2)

_(2)

-0.05

-1.35
-0.05

-1.65
-0.10

- 1.65
-0.10

- 2.30

- 4.10

- 4.00

- 5.90 - 12.35

- 1.20

- 2.35

These
were included in HR 4169, last year's reconahaton
SLess ffunroviiOns
$50) miln.

_(2)

, which passed the House on October 25, 1983.

Source- First Conrent Resolution
m the Budget for Fscal Year 1985. H.Rept. 98-645, Pages 48 and 49.

These committees were required to submit their legislation reducing spending to the House Committee on the Budget by May 1,
1984. The Committee on Ways and Means was not required to
submit its revenue increases to the Budget Committee but could
move that legislation forward on a separate track.
Since the Senate had not yet taken action on H.R. 4169, the
House-passed reconciliation measure from the previous year, the
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reconciliation instructions in the resolution reflect several savings
measures encompassed in that legislation.
ReconciliationLegislation
Committee action
Although reconciliation instructions contained in a concurrent
resolution are not binding on the committees until the House and
Senate agree upon a resolution, the House committees (except for
two) submitted their recommendations for spending reductions pursuant to the House-passed resolution to the Budget Committee on
April 6, 1984.
In an effort to expedite consideration of the legislative measures
effecting these savings, Chairman Jones, along with several other
members of the House Committee on the Budget, introduced H.R.
5394 on April 9, 1984. The measure was entitled "The Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1984." The bill consisted of the legislation submitted to the Committee on the Budget by the following
committees: Energy and Commerce, Veterans Affairs, and Ways
and Means.
After House adoption of H. Con. Res. 280, the Senate passed H.R.
4169 without amendment. Consequently, savings measures assumed
in H. Con. Res. 280 but included in that reconciliation bill, H.R.
4169, were excluded from H.R. 5394. Those measures included a
delay in the cost-of-living adjustments for Federal civilian and military retirees and an extension through fiscal year 1986 of the requirement that farmers first go to the FmHA for disaster loan assistance prior to their application fir such assistance to the Small
Business Administration.
The provisions contained in H.R. 5394 substantially met the
spending reductions assumed in the First Concurrent Resolution on
the Budget for Fiscal Year 1984. Additionally, a provision contained in H.R. 4170, which reduced the carry over of excise taxes to
Puerto Rico and the provisions of H.R. 4325, Child Support Enforcement Amendment, resulted in additional spending reductions
over the 3-year period within the jurisdiction of the Committee on
Ways and Means. H.R. 4325 was enacted into law on August 16.
Savings assumed in programs within the jurisdiction of the Committee on Education and Labor were not included in this bill. Legislation providing those savings through modifications in the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation is moving separately through
Congress. Due to the complexity of that legislation there was not
sufficient time for the committee to complete action necessary to
incorporate it into this package.
Additionally, provisions were included in the bill which achieved
savings in Federal retirement programs under the jursidiction of
the Committees on Armed Services and on Post Office and Civil
Service and which extended the modification to the Small Business
disaster program contained in H.R. 4169 through fiscal year 1987.
Since the spending reduction legislation was not technically submitted to the Budget Committee pursuant to reconciliation instructions contained in the budget resolution the Committee was advised by the House Parliamentarian that it had no authority to
report the legislations as a "reconciliation bill." If the Committee
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had ordered reported such legislation it would not have been allowed to file such a report in the House. Therefore, as noted above,
the legislation was simply introduced in the House and made in
order for consideration by the Committee on Rules. Although the
bill did not have an official committee report accompanying it, the
Budget Committee did issue a report explaining the background
and provisions of H.R. 5394 (Efforts to Reduce the Federal Deficit
H. Rept. 98-673).
Revenue measures assumed in H. Con. Res. 280 were incorporated into the Ways and Means Committee's reported bill H.R. 4170
and were initially considered separately from the spending reduction package.
At this point the Senate had not yet begun consideration of its
fiscal year 1985 budget resolution. Instead, the Senate amended
H.R. 4170 on May 17 with its spending reductions and revenue increases for the same three fiscal year period.
Floor consideration
The House considered and passed H.R. 5394, on April 12, 1984 by
a vote of 261 to 152. (H2877). On April 11, 1984, the House passed
H.R. 4170, as amended, which included the revenue increases assumed in H. Con. Res. 280 by a vote of 318 to 97 (H2741).
Conference
In order for the House to get its position on spending reductions,
as well as revenue changes, into conference, it amended the Senate
amendment with the texts of H.R. 4170 and H.R. 5394. Therefore,
when the House and Senate conferees met on the "reconciliation
bill" both bills were in conference. Since the legislation involved
revenue increases and since the Constitution mandates that revenue increases originate in the House, H.R. 4170, the revenue measure, was the underlying vehicle for conference. Although there is
no longer any reference to H.R. 5394 some of its provisions were
incorporated into H.R. 4170 as part of the conference agreement on
that legislation.
The House and Senate conference on H.R. 4170 began on May 24.
There were 12 subconferences involving over 100 Members of Congress. As was the practice of past reconciliation conferences certain
guidelines were established to aid the conferees in their deliberations.
On June 27, 1984, the House and Senate agreed to the conference
report by a vote of 268 to 155 (H7128) and it became law on July 18
(Public Law 98-369). It is known as the Deficit Reduction Act of
1984 (H. Rept. 98-861).

RECONCILIATION ISSUES
Types of legislation assumed in reconciliation instructions
When reconciliation instructions were directed towards multiple
committees to reduce spending within their jurisdiction, the instructions became more complicated than the first reconciliation
instructions, which only applied to revenues. In developing these
instructions the Committee on the Budget looked to the provisions
of the Congressional Budget Act for guidance. Section 310(a) describes the type of instruction which could be part of a budget resolution. (See p. 3 of report.)
Budget resolutions have included reconciliation instructions
which directed changes in four types of legislation: (1) direct spending reductions or 'section 401(cX2XC)" spending reductions; (2)
"quasi" direct spending reductions; (3) reductions in the authorizations of discretionary appropriations; and (4) changes in tax law.
Not all types of legislation are targeted in each year. In general,
the language used in reconciliation directives is related to the type
of legislation that is assumed in the budget resolution.
The following discussion describes the specific types of spending
reconciled over the years:
(1) Direct spending refers to any spending other than a discretionary appropriation by the Appropriations Committee. It is used
to describe programs that are mandatory under existing law. Most
direct spending is for entitlements-trust funds such as Social Security, medicare, and Federal retirement, or annually funded entitlements such as medicaid, veterans' compensation and pensions,
and child nutrition. But there exist nonentitlement direct spending
programs, such as those funded by backdoor contract authority
(e.g., Federal-aid highways), by backdoor borrowing authority (e.g.,
TVA construction), and by many minor gift funds and special
funds. Further, a change in proprietary receipts is a form of direct
spending. Typically these receipts are user fees. Since they result
from voluntary business-type transactions rather than from the tax
code, the receipts are treated as "negative spending" rather than
revenues. An example is the SMI premiums paid by people who
choose to join part B of medicare. An increase in such premiums is
a direct spending reduction.
In general, a direct spending program is one that the Appropriations Committee does not have control over.
(2) "Quasi" direct spending (or "quasi' entitlement programs)
refers to programs that function as though the spending is mandatory, but are legally discretionary programs. Spending in such programs technically could be controlled by the Appropriations Committee, but such an approach is usually unrealistic. Reductions in
three quasi-mandatory programs have been assumed in various
budget resolutions:
(49)
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(a) Food stamps resembles an entitlement program in that objective eligibility criteria and a benefit formula are fixed by the same
statute. Thus the underlying authorization law (controlled by the
Agriculture Committee) rather than the appropriation level determines annual spending. However, the authorization provides that
benefits are only available to the extent that appropriations are
available and further allows the program administrator to impose
a pro rata reduction in benefits if he determines that appropriation
will be insufficient to cover the year's needs. If an appropriation is
inadequate and benefits are proportionately reduced, or terminated
when the funding is exhausted, beneficiaries are not entitled under
the law to the benefits not received and could not prevail in a suit
against the government for such benefits.
Technically, then, the program is discretionary, i.e., the Appropriations Committee could choose a pro rata reduction by underfunding the program. In fact though, if appropriations are inadequate the program administrator spends at the full "entitlement"
rate, and then requests a supplemental for the remaining amount.
For this reason, Congress has reduced food stamp costs by amending the underlying substantive statute to change eligibility standards or benefit formulas. Further, even if a pro rata cut were a
viable option, a change in eligibility criteria or the benefit formulas is often preferable for policy reasons. For these reasons, the
food stamp program has been considered reconcilable and reductions in the program have been assumed in reconciliation instructions in fiscal years 1981 through 1983.
(b) SBA disaster loans have also been subject to reconciliation to
the extent that funds exist in the revolving fund for eligible small
businesses in disaster areas. Disasters are, of course, unpredictable,
and discretionary appropriations to supplement the disaster fund
have always been made as needed. Congress considers it unfair to
allow disaster loans to be cut off merely because the need arises
late in the fiscal year, or because nature is particularly harsh in a
given year. But it is considered reasonable to discuss cost saving
amendments to the authorization, such as altering the interest
rates on disaster loans, or requiring farmers to go first to the
Farmers Home Administration for relief. As with food stamps, program reform can be addressed through substantive legislation but
not through appropriation levels. For this reason, this program has
also been considered reconcilable, and reductions have been assumed and reconciled for fiscal years 1981, 1984, and 1985.
(c) The Federal employee payroll is discretionary, since it is controlled by annual discretionary appropriations for salaries and expenses and for military personnel accounts. But the appropriations
process only determines the number of employees; their salaries
(e.g., the general schedule and military salary structure) determined by authorization law. Annual percentage increases in basic
GS and military pay rates occur, but are not controlled by funding
levels. Pay raises, therefore, are considered reconcilable even
though the payroll itself is discretionary. Pay rates were targeted
for reconciliation in fiscal years 1982 and 1984.
While legally very different, this report hereafter includes
"quasidirect spending" within the phrase 'direct spending."
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(3) Authorizations of discretionary programs refers to programs
that are controlled by annual discretionary appropriations. A typical example is the community development block grant programthe Appropriations Committee determines the level of funding for
CDBG's, and that limits grant awards. The purpose of the authorization is generally twofold: First, it describes the purpose and
nature of the program and the dutks of the program administrator, and second, it authorizes appropriations to fund the program.'
The auiWiorization of appropriations may be open-ended (e.g., "such
sums as shall be necessary") or it may provide a cap (e.g., "shall
not exceed $...

."). Since

these programs are completely controlla-

ble by the appropriations process, they have not generally been
considered reconcilable.
However, the budget resolution for fiscal year 1982, as agreed to
by the House and Senate targeted both direct spending and authorizations of discretionary appropriations. The objective was to require authorizing committees to cap authorizations under their jurisdiction so that appropriations would be reduced.
(4) Taxes can be reconciled: they are analogous in many ways to
direct spending, in that they are permanent and automatic, and
can only be revised by changing the underlying statute.
A tax decrease was reconciled in fiscal year 1976, in the second
budget resolution. Tax increases were also reconciled in fiscal years
1981, 1983, 1984, and 1985.
7ypes of language used in reconciliationdirectives

The various types of reconciliation language used in budget resolutions have been related to the types of legislation assumed in the
resolution, and to differences between the House and Senate in the
interpretation of reconciliation language. (See Appendix C for
sample instructions.-)
The first attempt to include reconciliation instructions on spending occurred in the second resolution for fMiscal year 1980 (Conference Report, S. Con. Res. 36, H. Rept. 96-582). Although these instructions were ultimately struck, the language used was the basis
for instructions in subsequent years which were adopted by Congress.
W.na(c)
Pursuant to section 301 of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, the

Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works and the House Committee on Public Works and Transportation shall reduce spending for fiscal year
1980 in reported or enacted laws, bills and resolutions by $2,50,000,000 in budget
authority and are instructed to report promptly recommendations for changes
in new budget authority for fiscal year 1980, budget authority initially provided

for priprIb~It years, and new spending authority which is to become effective
during fi•cal year 1980 contained in reported or enacted laws, bills, and resolutions within the jurisdictions of those committees sufficient to accomplish the
reduction required by this section. (Sec. 3 of S. Con. Res. 36, conference report)

Since fiscal year 1981, the House and Senate Budget Committees
have followed different approaches in drafting their respective reconciliation instructions. The section 401(c)(2)(C) definition of spending authority refers to what is commonly termed "entitlement
spending". Generally, the House and Senate agree on what pro' House and. Senate rules generally prohibit the consideration of a regular appropriation for
an unauthorized program.
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grams are entitlements. However, certain programs are viewed differently by the two Houses. Additionally, there are a number of
direct spending programs that are not entitlements.
In order to avoid the problems that could arise by tying a committee's reconciliation instruction to spending as described in section 401(cX2)(C), for fiscal year 1981 the House Budget Committee
drafted instructions requiring committees to reduce spending by a

specified amount of budget authority and outlays by "changes in
new budget authority, budget authority initially provided for prior
fiscal years, and new or existing spending authority"... within
the jurisdiction of committees sufficient to accomplish the reduction.
In House budget resolutions, this instruction has evolved over
the years to require committees to recommend program changes in
laws within their jurisdiction sufficient to reduce spending for a
particular fiscal year by a specified amount in budget authority
and in outlays.
During the conference on the budget resolution for fiscal year
1981, which included reconciliation instructions, the conferees
agreed to modify the language to specifically reference reductions
in section 401(cX2XC) spending. For example:

(3) the House Committee on Interstate and For.'ijn Commerce shall recommend (A) program reductions in laws within ita jurisdiction to reduce spending
for fiscal year 1981 by $100,000,000 in outlays; and (B) ch&uges in laws within
its jurisdiction which provide spending authority described in section 401(cX2XC)
of the Budget Act to reduce spending for fiscal year 1981 by $20,000,000 in
budget authority and $300,000,000 in outlays; ....
(Conference Report on H.
Con. Res. 307, H. Rept. 96-1051)

There was no discussion in the conference report of the modified
language. As is evident from the two-part instruction though, the
conferees decided to specify which program reductions assumed in
the conference agreement were entitlement programs within the
definition of the Budget Act and which were "quasi" direct spending programs.
Ever since the fiscal year 1982 budget resolution the House
Budget Committee has reported budget resolutions containing instructions similar to those originally used in the House, but in conference the House conferees have agreed t 9 modify the instructions
to follow the form of the Senate resolution (See Appendix C).
During House consideration of the first budget resolution for
fiscal year 1982, a Republican substitute amendment was adopted.
That amendment contained reconciliation instructions requiring
committees to reduce spending in "section 401(cX2XC)" programs
and to reduce authorization levels by specific amounts. This approach of reducing authorization levels was novel to the reconciliation process and does not appear to fit within the parameters of
section 310(a) of the Congressional Budget Act, which is limited to
changes in law that would reduce (or increase) budget authority,
spending authority described in section 401(cX2XC), the public debt,
or revenues. A change in simple authorization levels would not
have any of those effects.
The conference report on H. Con. Res. 115 (H. Rept. 97-46, pp.
30-37) kept the two-pronged instructions covering entitlements and
authorization levels. For example:
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Section 301. Pursuant to section 301(bX2) of the Budget Act(1XA) the House Committee on Agriculture shall report changes in laws
within the jurisdiction of that committee which provide spending authority as
defined in section 401(cX2XC) of Public Law 93-344, sufficient to reduce budget
authority by $232,000,000 and outlays by $693,000,000 in fiscal year 1982; to
reduce budget authority by $400,000,000 and outlays by $362,000,000 in fiscal
year 1983; and to reduce budget authority by $580,000,000 and outlays by
$525,000,000 in fiscal year 1982; and
(B) the House Committee on Agriculture shall also report changes in laws
within the jurisdiction of that committee sufficient to reduce appropriations for
programs authorized by that committee so as to achieve savings in budget authority and outlays as follows: $1,976,000,000 in budget authority and
$1,828,000,000 in outlays for fiscal year 1982; $2,606,000,000 in budget authority
and $2,480,000,000 in outlays for fiscal year 1983; and $3,091,000,000 in budget
authority and $3,000,000,000 in outlays for fiscal year 1984;
(4) the House Committee on the Dstrict of Columbia shall re

rt changes in

laws within the jurisdiction of that committee sufficient to reduce appropriations for programs authorized by that committee so as to achieve savings in
budget authority and outlays as follows: $39,000,000 in budget authority and
$40,000,000 in outlays for fiscal year 1982; $56,000,000 in budget authority and
$64,000,000 in outlays for fiscal year 1983; and $72,000,000 in budget authority
and $69,000,000 in outlays for fiscal year 1984 ...

In summary, the House position tends to follow the guidelines of
the Budget Act regarding instructions to committees without the
rigidity and conflicts that can arise by adhering to the section
401(cX2XC) definition of spending authority. The Senate traditionaly drafts its reconciliation instructions to apply only to spending as
fined in section 401(cX2XC). In conference, as the policy assumptions behind the reconciliation instructions crystallize, the House
conferees have usually receded to the Senate on the form of the instruction.
Legislation included in reconciliationbills

Reconciliation directives basically target direct spending programs and taxes. In fiscal year 1982 only, the directive also targeted authorizations. The bills that are drafted by committees have
been responsive: they have raised (or lowered) taxes, have reduced
direct spending, and in fiscal year 1982 capped or reduced amounts
authorized to be appropriated.
But committees have gone beyond the fiscal purpose of reconciliation. They have also included legislation of budgetary, though not
of dollar, significance, and also legislation totally unrelated to the
budget. The attractiveness of the reconciliation bill as a vehicle is
undeniable: the bill is generally considered under a restrictive rule
in the House, is often large enough so that there is neither the
time nor the inclination to debate-small issues, and finally, reconciliation bills have been strongly supported, generally making
defeat in either House or veto by the President unlikely.
Nondollar budget legislation stems from the desire to change the
way that Federal dollars are spent (or collected) without necessarily changing the spending level.
One example in fiscal year 1985, occurred in the Deficit Reduction Act which included major revisions to Federal procurement
and contracting law. These provisions derived from bills that had
been under consideration by House and Senate committees. They
were "designed to increase the use of competition in Government
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contracting and to impose more stringent restrictions on the
awarding of non-competitive-sole-source--contracts". 2 While
clearly of budgetary significance, this provision was not estimated
by CBO to result in any savings. It would be difficult to measure in
advance potential budgetary effects (if any) of this provision. Further, almost all contracting and procurement is financed through
discretionary appropriations. Thus, more cost-effective contracting
procedures would not, by themselves, reduce appropriations.
Rather, they would make existing and future appropriations more
productive.
A different type of budgetary provision was also included in the
Deficit Reduction Act. A section, originating as a floor amendment
in the Senate, called upon CBO to review the nature and reliability
of the estimating assumptions used in budget resolutions, and
called upon GAO and CBO jointly to examine the budget estimates
prepared by the Department of Defense and one (unspecified) civilian agency. In both cases, the intent is to see if costs or deficits
suffer from a systematic estimating bias rather than random misestimates. This sort of study could, depending on its findings, be important for executive and congressional budgeting, but the provision is not a programmatic savings in any sense.
Nonbudgetary issues-issues that are essentially unrelated to
any aspect of the Federal budget or the budget process-have also
been included in reconciliation bills from time to time.
Many of the examples of unrelated provisions are found in the
Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981, the fiscal year 1982 cycle.
Probably the major reason is that annual authorizations were reconciled, so that committees often had to include entire reauthorization bills, not just caps on existing authorizations.
One example from the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981 is found in title XII, subtitle A, which consists of an amendment to the Consumer Product Safety Act. Twelve lines of text extended (and capped) the authorization of appropriations for the
Consumer Product Safety Commission. The remaining 21 pages established congressional veto procedures over certain CPSC actions,
changed the administrative procedures of the CPSC, addressed
public disclosure and notification issues, and amended by statute
an existing CPSC safety standard for lawnmowers, among other
things.
Another example from the Omnibus Budget Reconciliaton Act of
1981 is a provision that prohibits the Postal Service from reducing
or planning to reduce the number of days each week for regular
mail delivery during fiscal years 1982 to 1984.
Finally, the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 includes a provision removing import duties on any articles provided by the Max Planck
Radio Astronomy Institute in Germany for a joint project with the
University of Arizona.
Multiyear Reconciliation
Starting with the fiscal year 1982 budget resolution (which set
fiscal policy for fiscal years 1982-84), reconciliation directives
2 Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, Conference Report, June 23, 1984, H. Rept. 98-861, p. 1421.
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became multiyear. This development responded to the growing
focus on multiyear planning as opposed to one-year budgeting.
In common with other innovations in the operation of the budget
process, the outyear reconciliation directives have also evolved: in
the fiscal year 1982 resolution they were binding directives, but in
subsequent resolutions they have been nonbinding targets.
Finally, the fiscal year 1982 resolution combined outyear reconciliation with reconciliation of annual authorizations. This combination produced a new question for Congress-how to treat a reconciled annual authorization. The question has not yet been answered
definitely, and continues to cause confusion whenever reconciliation is aimed at "quasi" direct spending decisions that are traditionally handled annually, such as Federal employees pay raises.
Multiyear directives
As provided for in the Congressional Budget Act, budget resolutions and reconciliation bills were to deal exclusively with the
coming fiscal year, the budget year. The act approached multiyear
planning in two ways, through multiyear cost estimates by CBO on
spending and tax bills (sec. 308), and through multiyear projections
of a budget resolution's aggregates, which would be included in the
Budget Committee's report on each resolution. (sec. 301(dX6)).
Over time, budget resolutions became multiyear documents, encompassing specific outyear policies. The fiscal year 1982 first
budget resolution initiated full-scale multiyear planning. In its
report, 3 the House Budget Committee stated:
This year the House Committee on the Budget adds a new dimension to the
budget process with the approval of a multiyear plan covering fiscal years 1982
and 1983. The first step was taken last year when the Committee reviewed a
comprehensive analysis of the outyear impact of fiscal year 1980 budget decisions prepared by the Budget Process Task Force. However, no votes were taken
on the outyears and the House-passed resolution did not include a multiyear
plan...
The House Committee has included a multiyear plan in the resolution in
order to focus congressional attention on the consequences which spending decisions made in the budget year will have in the outyears and thus to promote
better control in the budget year. The outlays in any given budget year are
largely determined by actions Congress has taken in prior years. For instance,
of the $615.8 billion in the President's budget this year, 76 percent is considered
to be relatively uncontrollable under existing law in the budget year. This includes entitlement programs which mandate payments to governments or individuals and payments from prior year contracts and obligations.
This large proportion of automatic outlays has significant implications for
control of the budget. Without changes to existing laws to reduce the growth in
relatively uncontrollable programs, congressional efforts to control total outlays
concentrates on a small portion of the budget. Consequently these relatively
controllable programs often bear a disproportionate burden from efforts to restrain overallspending in the short run...

The outyear policies in the fiscal year 1982 resolution (both the
reported version and the substitute adopted by the House) involved
outyear policy choices. They were not merely an extrapolation of
budget-year choices. Reconciliation directives, a device to implement some of these policies, naturally were extended to cover the
outyears as well.
3 H. Rept. 96-857, First Concurrent Resolution on the Budget for Fiscal Year 1981, (Housepassed version), p. 21.
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Binding vs. nonbinding directives

The inclusion of reconciliation directives in first budget resolutions is an example of the "other procedures" that are allowed
under section 301(bX2) of the act, and the inclusion of outyear planning figures in budget resolutions is an example of the "other matters" that are allowed under section 301(aX7) of the act. However,
it has been determined that a binding outyear reconciliation directive (as opposed to an outyear reconciliation target) goes beyond
the scope of these two sections. This would result in a budget resolution losing its privileged status under the act. Floor consideration
would therefore require a rule (or unanimous consent or suspension of the rules). The outyear reconciliation directives have been
set forth as targets or "sense of Congress" language in House-reported budget resolutions (with one exception in the fiscal year
1982 House-passed budget resolution), thereby preserving the resolution's privilege.
In a practical sense, the distinction between the binding and nonbinding language is nonexistent. In both cases, the only enforcement is the willingness of Congress to follow through on its own
directives. There is no automatic or procedural sanction if a committee or Congress does not meet its targets, whether binding or
not.
Projectingone-year savings

The use of multiyear reconciliation directives starting with 1981
opened up a new question-how should the reconciliation process
handle program decisions that are commonly made one year at a
time? As noted, most direct spending programs are permanent, so a
change in benefit levels, eligibility standards, or payment dates
produces a savings (or cost) in all years. However, there are many
discretionary programs that are authorized annually, and a very
few direct spending programs that are also handled annually.
Therefore, when the fiscal year 1982 reconciliation directive targeted a large number of annually authorized programs (virtually all
discretionary), guidance had to be provided to committees involved
in reconciliation.
The guidelines suggested by the Committees on the Budget offered committees a choice. They could reauthorize their programs
for 3 years (or longer), setting each year's authorization below the
baseline levels. Alternatively, they could reauthorize their programs for 1 year only. CBO would then project the authorized level
into the outyears, and compare the projection with the outyear
baseline. If the reauthorization of appropriations was, say, 10 percent below CBO's fiscal 1982 budget authority baseline, then the
committee would also be credited with savings of 10 percent in
each of the outyears. In effect, committees
would get credited with
savings that had yet to be made.4
This approach was a realistic accommodation to the existence of
annual authorizations for many discretionary programs. But it only
4ft should be noted that the fiscal year 1982 directives set savings targets for some committees that grew significantly in the outyears. In such cases, the alternative just discussed would
not produce enough savings-in order to meet their directives, committees had to cap their programs for three years, producing increasingly deep cuts from the CBO baseline.
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produces confusion when applied to direct spending programs.
There are simply no fixed precedents on whether a 1- or 2-year provision that amends a program such as SBA disaster loans, or a 1year cap on civilian and military pay, should or should tiot be projected into the outyears for the purpose of attributing savings.
Procedural Issues
Various procedural issues are raised by the reconciliation process. The most frequently raised issues are: packaging of the legislation into an omnibus Budget bill or considering such legislation
separately, the type of amendments to reconciliation legislation
which are allowed to be offered, the conference on omnibus reconciliation legislation and the role of Budget Committee conferees.
The following discussion explains how these issues have been resolved in the House during its experience with the reconciliation
process. An underlying premise in the resolution of most issues
raised by reconciliation is that they are addressed by application of
the House rules and precedents, in the same manner as they are
applied to other legislation.
Omnibus bill vs. multiple bills

The Congressional Budget Act specifically established a change
in regular House procedures by enabling the Committee on the
Budget to compile and report legislation over which it has no legislative jurisdiction (section 310(c)).
The act sets forth a procedure for management of reconciliation
legislation which provides that if more than one committee receive
reconciliation instructions then they shall submit such changes to
the Committee on the Budget, which would then compile the various proposals into one bill, without substantive revision. If only one
committee is instructed then it would follow regular House (or
Senate) procedures and report its legislation directly to the House
(or the Senate).
Since the statute does not address many of the issues which have
arisen over packaging reconciliation legislation, the House has followed different approaches at least at the stage of initial House
consideration:
(a) Spending reductions and revenue increases have been packaged into one bill (H.R. 7765, the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of
1980).
(b) Spending reductions have been packaged into one bill (H.R.
3982, the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981, H.R. 4169,
the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1983, excluding spending
reductions within the jurisdiction of the Committee on Ways and
Means and the Committee on Energy and Commerce).
(c) Spending reductions have moved separately through the
House but were then linked together for conference (H.R. 6782,
H.R. 6812, H.R. 6862, H.R. 6892 were merged together into H.R.
6955, the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1982).
(d) Revenue increases have moved in a separate vehicle (H.R.
4961, Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act).
(e) Spending reductions and revenue increases have been considered in the House as two separate bills and then joined for confer-
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ence (H.R. 5394, Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1984, and H.R.
4170, Tax Reform Act of 1983, as reported by the Committee on
Ways and Means on March 15, 1984 were packaged together for
conference and became H.R. 4170, the Deficit Reduction Act of
1984.
In the first 2 fiscal years in which multiple committees were reconciled the House followed the reconciliation procedures as set
forth in section 310(a) of the Congressional Budget Act. However,
in the fiscal year 1983 reconciliation process the instructed House
committees moved their legislation separately through the House
according to regular procedures.
The separate-track approach developed as a reaction to the fiscal
year 1982 reconciliation process, which resulted in a major piece of
legislation being adopted as a substitute floor amendment. The
wide-ranging content of omnibus legislation means that almost any
amendment is germane. Therefore, in the fiscal year 1983 reconciliation cycle each committee's spending reduction legislation was
considered separately by the House. Such a procedure limited the
scope of amendments which could be offered to each bill. After the
House passed the separate legislation the bills were joined together
by a unanimous consent request for conference with the Senate.
Critics of the approach taken in 1982 claim that it took the focus
off overall spending reduction objectives adopted in the budget resolution which were to be achieved through the reconciliation process. Members no longer had the protection of an omnibus reconciliation bill making budget savings, but rather were faced with the
choice of cutting a particular program or not cutting it. Critics
argued that it was just this type of situation that the Budget Act
sought to prevent by requiring the Budget Committee to package
all budget reductions in a single bill. Without an omnibus bill, it
was feared that the reconciliation savings of individual committees
would fall short of the amount which could be achieved with a
single package.
Proceduresfor considerationof reconciliation legislation
A related issue to omnibus versus separate legislative vehicles is
the type of rule providing for the consideration of a reconciliation
bill. Unlike a budget resolution, the Congressional Budget Act is
silent as to the procedures for consideration of reconciliation legislation. Therefore, regular House rules and precedents govern.
Generally, reconciliation legislation has been considered under
modified closed rules. That is, amendments are usually specified
and limited.
Additionally, it has been the practice of the House to consider
tax legislation under modified closed rules. The tax code is so broad
and major tax legislation often so sweeping that under an open
rule there would be practically no limitation on amendments. In
such cases, the Committee on Rules usually recommends a rule
limiting amendments and debate.
Another issue as to the rule under which a reconciliation bill is
considered is the Committee on the Budget's right to offer amendments if the legislation fails to meet the targets set forth in the
reconciliation instructions. Although the Congressional Budget Act
is silent on that issue, the Committee on Rules did recommend in
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1983, a rule allowing the Committee on the Budget to offer an
amendment to achieve the reconciliation targets set in the fiscal
year 1984 first budget resolution. Since the Committee on the
Budget may not make substantive changes in legislation submitted
to it pursuant to reconciliation instructions, its only recourse for a
noncomplying committee is to offer a floor amendment.
Conference on reconciliationlegislation

Omnibus legislation, especially reconciliation bills, create complex issues to be dealt with in conference, such as jurisdiction over
provisions, appointment and number of conferees, and the role of
the Committee on the Budget. The first conference on a reconciliation bill, which was convened in 1980, relied on the precedents set
by the General Appropriations Bill of 1951, (H.R. 7786, 81st Cong.,
2d sess.), and the Energy Security Act of 1980 (S. 932, 96th Cong.,
2d sess.).
First, the various jurisdictions of the House committees over the
elements of both the House and Senate bills must be determined.
The Speaker then appoints conferees from the affected House committees to the relevant provisions of the legislation. A conferee is
limited in conference to resolve only those issues to which he has
been appointed (see Appendix D for conference appointments).
Second, it was also established in the first reconciliation conference that members of the Committee on the Budget are appointed
as general conferees. The distinction between general conferees
and the other conferees is that the general conferees are appointed
as conferees over all of the elements in conference. In practice the
conferees from the Committee on the Budget defer to the committees with substantive jurisdiction over the legislation and attempt
to prevent deadlocks in order to resolve the conference as quickly
as possible while still achieving the goals of reconciliation.
Third, at the beginning of each conference the respective chairmen of the Committees on the Budget work to establish a set of
guidelines for the conferees to follow in resolving the differences.
Such guidelines range from the procedures for estimating the savings of legislation to who is responsible for preparing the conference report and statement of managers. These guidelines, which
are modified to fit the circumstances of a particular conference,
have been helpful in organizing the many conferees and multiple
subconferences that have been a part of reconciliation conferences
since 1980.
Fourth, reconciliation conferences have established the practice
of breaking down into so-called subconferences. A subconference
consists of the House and Senate conferees appointed for particular
elements of the reconciliation legislation. For example, if the legislative change involved the Food Stamp program then the conferees
from the House and Senate Committees on Agriculture and the
House and Senate Committees on the Budget would resolve those
issues within the parameters of a subconference. In cases of joint
committee jurisdiction over a program a subconference could involve many committees. In the House, a subconference on legisla"tion modifying medicare part B would involve conferees from the
House Committees on Energy and Commerce, Ways and Means,
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and the Budget and the Senate Committees on Finance and the
Budget.
Finally, in order for the conference to be completed, all issues in
conference must be resolved by a majority of the conferees appointed on those issues.

MAJOR SPENDING AND TAX CHANGES
Reconciliation, as previously mentioned, has been primarily directed at entitlements or other direct spending legislation which
mandates spending. As a result, there are only a limited number of
programs which can be reconciled and many of the same programs
appeared year after year in reconciliation legislation.
The history of the impact of reconciliation on several of these
programs is outlined below as an illustration of the impact of reconciliation in specific areas.
Unemployment Compensation
OMNIBUS RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1980
(itW* s mnin s ofdoars)

Baseline .......................................................................................................................................
Over ( + )/under (-) baseline:
Carter adm inistration request ..............................................................................................
Mar. 15 report ....................................................................................................................
First budget resolution for fiscal year 1981 .......................................................................
Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1980 ...................................................................................

1981

1982

1983

18,752

11,445

15,645

0
+ 147
- 200
- 224

0
+ 157
- 200
- 312

0
+ 78
- 200
- 279

0 The administration's fiscal year 1981 budget did not contain
any legislative proposals for the unemployment insurance/compensation benefit programs.
• The March 15 report from the Committee on Ways and Means
requested the Budget Committee to assume the liberalization of the
Trade Adjustment Assistance program in the bud- -t resolution and
noted that any changes involving the unemployment compensation
program would not result in cost increases above the President's
budget request.
* The First Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1981 assumed reconciliation savings of $200 million per year, fiscal years 1981-83,
for the elimination of UI payments to former CETA public service
employment (PSE) participants.
* The Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1980 contained provisions
eliminating benefits based upon an individual's employment in the
CETA public service employment (PSE) program, mandating a
"waiting week" before an individual could begin collecting extended benefits (EB), denying extended benefits to individuals who
fail to accept reasonable employment, and requiring that individuals on active military duty serve at least one year before qualifying for unemployment compensation benefits.
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OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1981
(Ouays inmn ofMan]

Ba eline .......................................................................................................................................
Over (+)/under (-) baseline:
Reagan administration request ...........................................................................................
Mar. 15 report ...........................................................
.......................................................
First budget resolution for fiscal year 1982 .......................................................................
Omnibus Budget Recuncliatin Act of 1981 .......................................................................

1982

1983

1984

21,516

19,065

18,379

- 1,502
NA
- 2,035
- 3,043

-1,472
NA
- 2,040
- 4,625

-1 ,061
NA
- 1,675
- 4,061

0 The Reagan budget proposed (1) eliminatioii of unemployment
compensation benefits for service members who voluntarily quit
the military; (2) elimination of the national trigger for the ex..
tended benefits (EB) program and (3) other changes in calculating
benefits for unemployment compensation and trade readjustment
assistance program recipients. The Carter administration had proposed that individuals receiving EB not be counted in calculating a
State's insured unemployment rate (IUR). The Reagan budget contained this proposal, which was later included in the 1981 reconciliation act.
* The Committee on Ways and Means provided the following in
its March 15 report:
Function 600. Income Security-In this function, the Committee's
jurisdiction includes the Old-Age Survivors, and Assistance programs, (OASDI), the Trade Adjustment Assistance programs, the
Federal-State unemployment compensation system, the Aid to
Families With Dependent Children program, the Supplemental Security Income program and the Low-Income Energy Assistance authorization, the Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation Fund and
the earned income tax credit available to certain low-income families. The Committee recommends that the budget for FY 1982
assume net outlay reductions of $6.5 billion.
* The First Budget Resolution for fiscal year 1982 contained all
of the major unemployment compensation/trade readjustment assistance provisions recommended by the administration. The resolution assumed the elimination of the national EB trigger, the
elimination of EB claimants from a State's IUR calculation, and
the elimination of unemployment benefits to persons who leave
military service voluntarily.
• The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 also contained
the major administration proposals but was amended on the House
floor to further reduce expenditures, for the trade readjustment
program.

TAX EQUITY AND FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT OF 1982
[OutAys inmillions of 0m)ar

Baseline ..................................................... .............................................. ...............................
Ower (+)/under (-) baseline.
Reagan administration request ............................................................................................
Mars.15 report ....................................................................................................................

1983

1984

1985

23,464

21,789

22,046

- 149
NA

- 145
NA

- 125
N
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TAX EQUITY AND FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT OF 1982-Continued
[Outlays in mdlins of dollars]
1983

First budget resolution for fiscal year 1983 ............................
Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 ...............................................................

1984

0
0

1985

0
- 22

0
- 21

* The Reagan administration proposed a number of changes to
the unemployment compensation (UC) program including a proposal to round UC benefit payments down to the next lowest dollar,
and a proposal to eliminate cash benefits to trade readjustment recipients.
0 The March 15 report for the Ways and Means Committee
noted:
"The Committee will be developing legislation this year to limit
cash benefit entitlements under the worker trade adjustment assistance program to applicants for training, as opposed to the Administration proposal to eliminate such benefits as of July 1, 1982
except for workers already enrolled in training."
This proposal was not included in any deficit reduction legislation. Instead it was contained in H.R. 6482 (97th Congress) which
passed the House but died for lack of action by the Senate.
• The First Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1982 did not
assume reconciliation instructions for unemployment compensation
programs.
* The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 contained provisions modifying the unemployment compensation (UC)
benefits programs, including a provision to round UC benefit payments down to the next lowest dollar.
1983 RECONCILIATION BILLS (H.R. 4169 AND H.R. 4170)
[Outlays in millions of dollars]

Baseline .......................................................................................................................................
Over ( + )/under ( - ) baseline:
Reagan adm inistiation request ............................................................................................
Mar. 15 report ....................................................................................................................
First budget resolution for fiscal year 1984 .......................................................................
H.R.4169 (or H.R.4170) ..........................................................
....................................

1982

1983

1984

25,965

24,604

24,305

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
9
0
0

0 Unemployment compensation proposals were not included in
the 1983 deficit reduction plans.

DEFICIT REDUCTION ACT OF 1984
[Outlays in million of dollars]

Baseline ..............................................................................................................
...............
Over ( + )/under ( - ) baseline:
Reagan administrators reqdest ...................................
Mar. 15 report ............................. .................................................................................
....

1985

1986

1987

18,600

17,744

17,807

0
0

0
0

0
0
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DEFICIT REDUCTION ACT OF 1984-Continued
[Outlays mmilions ol dollars

First budget resolution for fiscal year 1985 .......................................................................
Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 ............................................................................................

1987

1986

1985
0

0

0

0

0

0

* Unemployment compensation proposals were not included in
the 1984 deficit reduction plans.
Medicare
OMNIBUS RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1980
[O,.tiays inmilmns ofdollars)

Caseline ................................................................................................................................
Over ( + )/under ( - ) baseline:

1981

1982

1983

38,4 25

44,279

50,825

Carter administration request ................................................- 1,076 -1,927
-2,692
Mar. 15 report ..............................................................................
.....................................
95
396
518
First budget resolution for fiscal year 1981 .............................................. ......................- 1,100 - 2,000 - 2,700
Om nibus Reconciliation Act of 1980
- 835
-..............................................................................
NA
NA

* The Carter administration in its fiscal year 1981 budget proposed medicare savings which would total $5.7 billion over 1, 81-83.
The savings were to be achieved through hospital cost containment,
elimination of the bonus payment for routine nursing care, increased competition in the purchase of goods and services, and by
making medicare secondary for the working elderly.
* The Ways and Means Committee in its March 15 report stated
its intention to increase medicare spending by $1.1 billion over the
period 1981-83. The increase would support expansion of home
health services, health maintenance organization coverage, mental
health services, and footcare coverage.
* The First Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1981 assumed
medicare reductions and increases which totalled a net $5.8 billion
decrease for fiscal years 1981-83. Hospital cost containment and
the other legislative reductions proposed by the administration also
were assumed in the first budget resolution. Among the benefit improvements were expansion of home health and outpatient psychiatric care and of health maintenance organizations.
* The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1980 included both
program reductions and benefit expansions for medicare. The savings resulted from changes requiring some surgical procedures and
preadmission diagnostic tests to be conducted on an outpatient
basis, restrictions on reimbursements for clinical laboratory procedures, and limits on reimbursements for physicians' services in
teaching hospitals. Services expanded included home health care,
footcare, outpatient rehabilitation centers, optometrists' care and
the pneumonia vaccine.
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OMNIBUS RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1981
iOutiays
inan of domars]

Baseline ......................................................................................................................................
Over (+)/under (-) baselineReag3n administration request ............................................................................................
Mar. 15 report ...................................................................................................................
First budget resolution ........................................................................................................
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 .......................................................................

1982

1983

1984

48,127

55,069

62,993

+ 543

- 316
- 316
- 1,500
- 1,122

- 355
- 355
- 3,100
- 1,314

- 543
+1 ,500
- 1,486

* The Reagan administration endorsed the changes which had
been proposed by the Carter administration and several additional
ones. Both administrations supported elimination of the bonus reimbursement for routine nursing care and increased competition in
the purchase of medicare services. Additionally, the Reagan administration proposed a technical change for hospital payments which
increased program expenditures by $512 million in 1982. The
Reagan administration also proposed to repeal certain medicare
benefit improvements which had been approved in 1980. Among
these improvements was coverage for the pneumonia vaccine and
expansion of home health care benefits.
* The Ways and Means Committee in its March 15 report stated
its intention to achieve the same level of savings that had been
proposed in the President's budget, but did not specify the proposals that would be used to achieve the savings.
• The first budget resolution adopted by Congress for fiscal year
1982 included $3.1 billion in outlay savings for 1981-83. The resolution included the Gramm-Latta I assumptions for medicare, which
were endorsed by the Reagan administration although they were
even higher than those that had been proposed in the President's
1982 budget. The resolution which had been reported by the Budget
Committee assumed savings of $1.95 billion in medicare reductions,
which included the proposals submitted by the administration. The
Committee suggested that reform of hospital reimbursement procedures would be one means of achieving the additional savings.
• The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 included the
Gramm-Latta II assumptions regarding medicare. Among the provisions enacted were an increase in the medicare deductible and
premiums and restrictions on hospital reimbursements.
TAX EQUITY AND FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT OF 1982
[OuUays inmbi

of dollars]

Baseine .......................................................................................................................................
Over (+)/under (-) baseline:
Reagan administration request ............................................................................................
Mar. iSreoe
ort ....................................................................................................................
First budget resolution for fiscal year 1983 ......................................................................
.3x Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 ...............................................................

1983

1984

1985

58,200

66,700

77,900

- 1,721
NA
- 829
- 2,879

- 4,173
NA
- 1,180
- 4,430

- 6,697
NA
- 1,451
- 5,998

• The administration's 1983 budget included legislative changes
which would save $12.6 billion in outlays over 3 years and increase
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revenues by $2.4 billion. Among the changes proposed were increases in the medicare deductible, delaying medicare initial coverage, increasing copayments for home health services, making medicare coverage secondary for the working elderly, and instituting
other health care financing reforms. All of these changes would increase the amounts to be paid by beneficiaries themselves. Revenues to the medicare hospital insurance (HI) trust fund were proposed to be increased by another $2.4 billion as a result of the requirement that Federal employees contribute to the HI tax. The
administration also proposed to achieve another $2.75 billion in
medicare program reductions by implementing certain administrative changes.
* In its March 15 report, the Ways and Means Committce stated
its intention to achieve the same overall level of savings for all programs under its jurisdiction as had been proposed in the President's budget. However, the committee did not specify the programmatic distribution of the reductions.
e As reported by the House Budget Committee, medicare legislative and administrative reductions of $9.4 billion were assumed.
The Committee report suggested that the possible options available
to achieve the savings included limiting reimbursements to hospital based physicians, making medicare coverage secondary for the
working elderly, enacting reforms for hospital reimbursement and
delaying medicare eligibility until the first full month after the
beneficiary turns 65. The Committee recommendation, along with a
number of substitutes, originally was defeated in the House. The
final resolution adopted included 3-year medicare reductions of
$3.45 billion.
• The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 included
medicare changes projected to save $13.3 billion over 3 years.
Among the changes were limits on hospital reimbursements, elimination of the routine nursing differential, and compulsory medicare coverage for Federal employees.
1983 RECONCILIATION BILL (H.R. 4170)
[Outwp m mOs ofdollars]

Baseline .................................. ...................................................................................................
Over ( + )/under ( - ) baselinet
Reagan adm inistration request ............................................................................................
Mar. 15 report ....................................................................................................................
First budget resolution for fiscal year 1984 .......................................................................
H.R. 4110 ...........................................................................................................................

1982

1983

1984

65,994

74,920

85,521

1,696 --3,041 - 4,591
NA
NA
NA
- 824 - 1,015 - 1,597
- 236
- 586 - 1,073

* The President's- 1984 budget proposed medicare reductions of
$9.35 billion over 3 years. Among the changes proposed were a hospital copayment and increased medicare premiums to be paid by
beneficiaries, and a freeze on physician reimbursements.
* In its March 15 report, the Ways and Means Committee announced its intention to achieve total savings of $500 million for
programs under its jurisdiction, but did not state how the savings
would be achieved on a programmatic basis. In addition, prior to
submitting its March 15 report, the Ways and Means Committee
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reported H.R. 1900, which later was enacted and saved $6.2 billion
in outlays for 1984-86.
* The budget resolution adopted by Congress assumed medicare
savings totaling $3.4 billion in 1984-86.
* The Ways and Means Committee reported H.R. 4170, which
would have reduced medicare spending by $1.9 billion over 1984-86.
No floor action was taken on the bill in 1983, but in 1984 the bill
again was reported from the committee with provisions which were
very similar to those that had been reported in 1983. The measure
was finally enacted with changes that increased the 3-year savings
to $6.6 billion. (See next section on the Deficit Reduction Act of
1984.) The difference in the savings between the 2 years was due to
hospital reimbursement restrictions and a more stringent physician freeze.
DEFICIT REDUCTION ACT OF 1984
[oQtls inmI

o dola]

Baseline ......................................................................................................................................

Over (+)/up&er (-) baseline.
Reagan administration request ............................................................................................
Mar. 15 report ....................................................................................................................
First budget resolution for fiscal year 1985 .......................................................................
Deficit 4 . :.tion Act of 1984 ...........................................................................................

1985

1986

1987

68,780

76,962

86,875

- 1,046
586
- 1,000

- 2,082
- 1 ,073
- 1,350

- 3,450
- 1,740
- 1,650

- 1,307

- 2,235

- 3,059

• The administration's 1985 budget proposed medicare savings
totaling $6.6 billion over 1985-87. Among the proposals were an increase in the iredicare part B deductible and premiums and a
freeze on physician payments.
* The Committee stated its intention to achieve at least the
level of medicare savings which had been reported in H.R. 4170 in
1983. For 1985-87, the savings in the bill were $3.4 billion.
* The resolution passed by the House assumed a 3-year target of
$4 billion in medicare savings. No options were suggested as to how
the savings might be achieved. However, the report stated the intention of Congress that the savings not be achieved through measures which would increase beneficiary costs or reduce their services.
* H.R. 4170, the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, has been enacted.
The bill saves $6.6 billion in medicare for 1985-87. Among the provisions enacted were hospital reimbursement limits which further
restrict the diagnosis related payment, a freeze on physician payments, limits on clinical laboratory reimbursements and an increase m medicare premiums. In its vote on the original House version of H.R. 4170, the House rejected the physician freeze. The finally enacted version of H.R. 4170 reflects adoption of many of the
provisions which were included in the Senate version of the bill, including the physician freeze, limits on hospital reimbursements
and an increase in the medicare premium.
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Aid to Families With Dependent Children
OMNIBUS RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1980
[IiP * Elm € diam)
1981

BMeWi....................................................................................................................................
Ovw (+)/uwid (-) beselim

Cater Xn inistratiuo request ............................................................................................
Nor. 15 raw ..................................................................................................................
First budget resm fort fiW
scaye 1981 ....................................................................

fuetim
*

Act of 1980.............................................................................

1962

193

7,681

7,999

8,136

+ 571
+ 571
-500

+ 2,449
+ 2,44 9
+662

+ 2,601
+ 2,601
+2,630

-103

M

N

* For fiscal year 1981, the budget submitted by President Carter
increased outlays by $0.55 billion in fiscal year 1981 and $5.60 billion in fiscal years 1981-83 in order to accommodate welfare
reform legislation (H.R. 4904) introduced in 1979. H.R. 4904, the
Social Welfare Reform Amendments of 1979, included proposals to
standardize work expenses, revise the treatment of the earned
income tax credit in determining benefits, simplify the earned
income disregards, permit States to prorate shelter and utility expenses when a child is living with a relative who is not a parent or
guardian, count stepparent income in determining AFDC eligibility
and benefit amounts, establish a national minimum AFDC plus
food stamp benefit equal to 65 percent of the poverty level, require
States to establish an unemployed parents program, require States
to base a client's benefits on previous months income, require clients to submit monthly income reports, and reduce the rate at
which the Federal Government reimburses States for program expenditures, among others. In total, the President's budget recommended program increases of $0.85 billion in 1981 and legislative
savings proposals of $0.30 billion for a net cost of $0.55 billion in
fiscal year 1981.
* In its March 15th report to the Budget Committee, the Committee on Ways and Means, which has jurisdiction over the AFDC
program, recommended that the First Budget Resolution for Fiscal
Year 1981 assume enactment of H.R. 4904, the Social Welfare
Reform Amendments of 1979.
* The First Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1981 assumed savings of $0.50 billion in budget authority and outlays from welfare
reform. The recommendation included the legislative savings of
$0.30 billion in fiscal year 1981 included in the President's budget
and an additional $0.20 billion in savings through earlier implementation of AFDC provisions concerning reporting of income and
determination of benefits included in H.R. 4904. In addition, implementation of the cost provisions contained in H.R. 4904 would be
delayed one year.
* The Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1980 achieved savings of
$0.10 billion in fiscal year 1981 in the AFDC program through enactment of H.R. 3434, the Social Services and Child Welfare
Amendments of 1979. This bill strengthened State foster care programs by redirecting the program toward placing children in
homes rather than long-term institutional facilities. In addition,
the bill provided for proration of certain shelter allowances when
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an AFDC household lived with another family and provided additional incentives to report earnings.
OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1981
[Outa in No o dolirsj
1982

1983

1984

Baseline ...............................................
8,588
8,956
9,209
Over (+)/under (-) baselmf
Reagan administration request ............................................................................................
- 1,182 - 1,360 - 1,456
Mar. 15 report ..............................................................................................................................................................................
First bW get resolution for fiscal year 1982 .......................................................................
- 1,182 - 1,360 - 1,456
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 .......................................................................
- 659
- 872
- 878

* In the revised 1982 budget, the Reagan administration proposed major reductions in the AFDC program. In total, 27 program
changes reducing program participation and benefits were enumerated including limiting to 4 months the disregard from income of
the first $30 of earnings plus one-third of the remainder which is
allowed in determining benefits, mandating workfare, eliminating
the minimum AFDC benefit, requiring beneficiaries to submit
monthly income reports, requiring States to base benefits on an applicant's previous months income, counting the income of stepparents in determining benefits, limiting eligibility to applicants with
incomes below 150 percent of a State's needs standard, and eliminating benefits for children over age 18. Outlay savings of $1.7 billion in fiscal year 1982 and $4.00 billion over the 3 fiscal years
1982-84 were estimated to be achieved if these provisions were enacted.
* In its March 15 report to the Budget Committee, the Committee on Ways and Means rejected the administration's proposed reductions in the program.
* The First Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1982 as reported
by the House Budget Committee assumed reductions of $0.50 billion in fiscal year 1982 in the AFDC program. The resolution, H.
Con. Res. 115, was defeated on the floor, however, and a substitute
resolution sponsored by Mr. Gramm and Mr. Latta was adopted.
The resolution assumed that the administration's proposed reductions in AFDC would be enacted.
The Congress approved many of the administration's proposed
AFDC reductions in the Ombibus Budget Reconciliation Act of
1981, including limiting the $30 and one-third of remaining income
disregard to 4 months, allowing workfare at State option, requiring
clients to submit monthly income reports, basing benefits on an applicant's previous month income, counting income of a stepparent
in determining benefits, limiting eligibility to those with incomes
below 150 percent of a State's standard of need, and eliminating
benefits for children age 18 or over. Outlay savings of $0.65 billion
in fiscal year 1982 and $2.40 billion over the 3 fiscal years 1982-84
were achieved from these changes.
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TAX EQUITY AND FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT OF 1982
(Odis ma

of "MorI
1983

1984

1985

Baseline .......................................................................................................................................
6,770
6,879
7,264
Over (+)/under (-) baseline.
Reagan administration request ............................................................................................
- !,155 - 1,066 - 1,115
Mar. 15 report ..............................................................................................................................................................................
First budget resolution for fiscal year 1983 .......................................................................
- 390
- 400
- 401
Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 ...............................................................
- 46
- 51
- 117

* For fiscal year 1983, the administration's budget proposed
outlay reductions of $1.15 billion in fiscal year 1983 and $3.35 billion over the three fiscal years 1983-85. Savings were to be
achieved from proposals made in 1981 but rejected by the Congress
such as mandating States to require beneficiaries to participate in
workfare as well as new proposals such as redefining the household
unit, rounding down benefits to the nearest dollar, prorating the
initial month's benefit, and phasing in, by fiscal year 1986, a zero
error tolerance level in the program, among others.
* The Committee on Ways and Means rejected any further proposals by the administration to reduce funding for the AFDC program. In response to the reductions enacted in 1981, Mr. Ford,
Chairman of the Subcommittee on Public Assistance and Unemployment Compensation, introduced a bill, H.R. 6369, to repeal
many of the benefit reductions enacted in 1981. H.R. 6369 passed
the Ways and Means Committee and was made part of the Tax
Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 but was later dropped
in conference on that bill.
* The First Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1983 as reported
by the House Budget Committee assumed savings of $0.45 billion in
fiscal year 1983 and $1.95 billion in fiscal years 1983-85 from increased efforts to reduce the error rate in the AFDC and food
stamp programs. This bill, H. Con. Res. 345, was defeated, however,
and a substitute offered by Mr. Latta was adopted. The Latta substitute assumed reductions in the AFDC program of $0.40 billion in
fiscal year 1983 and 3 year outlay reductions of $1.20 billion in
fiscal years 1983-85.
* As part of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of
1982, the Congress approved some of the administration's proposals
including rounding down and proration of benefits, optional job
search, and lowering the error rate tolerance level from 4 to 3 percent, achieving outlay savings of $0.05 billion in fiscal year 1983
and $0.20 billion in fiscal years 1983-85.
1983 RECONCILIATION BILL (H.R. 4169)
[(hwit mios oi dof"rsI
1984

Baseline .......................................................................................................................................

1985

7,859

8,013

8,249

- 722

- 955

- 941

Over ( + )/under ( - ) baseline:

Reagan administration request ............................................................................................

1986
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1983 RECONCILIATION BILL (H.R. 4169)-Continued
[Outlays mmAnms o dollars
1984

1985

Mar. 15 report ............................................................................................................................................................................
First budget resolution for fiscal year 1984 ...........................
+ 100
+ 180
H.R.4170 .....................................................................................................................................................................................

1986
+ 190

0 For fiscal year 1984, the administration's budget proposed reductions of $0.70 billion in budget authority and outlays in fiscal
year 1984 and $2.60 billion in budget authority and outlays over
the 3 fiscal years 1984-86 for the AFDC program. The proposals
were those made in previous budgets but rejected by the Congress
including mandatory workfare, redefining the assistance unit, prorating shelter and utility costs in shared households, and terminating the parent's benefit when the youngest child reaches age 16.
* In its March 15 report to the Budget Committee, the Ways
and Means Committee rejected the administration's proposed reductions in the AFDC program. Instead the subcommittee with jurisdiction over the AFDC program reported two bills (H.R. 4326
and H.R. 4327) which would repeal many of the reductions enacted
in previous years. These bills, however, were not considered by the
full Ways and Means Committee in calendar year 1983.
* The First Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1984 assumed no
benefit reductions, but instead, accommodated an additional $0.10
billion in budget authority and outlays in fiscal year 1984 and $0.50
billion in budget authority and outlays in fiscal years 1984-86 to
allow for repeal of some of the benefit changes in the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981.
* H.R. 4170, the Tax Reform Act of 1983, as originally passed by
the Ways and Means Committee was primarily a tax bill and did
not contain reductions in the AFDC program. The rule, however,
for H.R. 4170 was defeated in the House in 1983 and the bill was
not again considered until 1984 when it became the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984.

DEFICIT REDUCTION ACT OF 1984
[Outlays m million
of dollars]

1985

1986

1987

Baseline .....................................................................................................................................
7,867
8,156
8,426
Over ( + )/under (-) baseline:
Reagan administration request ............................................................................................
- 716 - 1,303 - 1,519
Mar. 15 report ..............................................................................................................................................................................
First budget resolution for fiscal year 1985 ...............................................................................................................................
Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 ............................................................................................
- 13
- 41
- 36

* For fiscal year 1985, the administration's budget proposed
outlay reductions of $0.70 billion in fiscal year 1985 and $3.55 billion in fiscal years 1985-87 for the AFDC program. These savings
would be achieved through proposals made, for the most part, in
earlier budgets but rejected by the Congress including, redefining
the household unit, prorating shelter and utility expenses, ending a
parent's benefits when the youngest child turns age 16, and limiting assistance to minor mothers, among others.
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0 In its March 15 report to the Budget Committee, the Ways
and Means Committee rejected any further reductions in the pro.
gram proposing instead to consider deficit neutral improvements to
the program to enhance benefits for needy families and individuals.
* The First Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1985 as approved
by the House assumed that any benefit or eligibility expansions in
the AFDC program would be financed on a pay-as-you-go basis and,
therefore, would be deficit neutral.
* The Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 contained a number of benefit revisions to the AFDC program including changes proposed by
the House to provide benefit and eligibility relief to working AFDC
recipients. In total, outlays savings of $0.10 billion will be achieved
through a combination of benefit liberalizations of $0.45 bilion and
reductions of $0.55 billion in fiscal years 1985-87 primarily through
the following provisions: (1) increase the gross income limit from
150 to 185 percent of the state standard of need, (2) extend the $30
exclusion from income for an additional 8 months for a total of
twelve months, (3) include the parents and all minor siblings living
with a dependent child who applies for or receives AFDC in the
AFDC assistance unit, (4) clarify the definition of earned income to
mean gross earnings prior to deductions, and (5) allow $50 of child
support payments received by an AFDC family to be excluded from
income. In addition, 3-year savings of $0.05 billion are expected to
be achieved through increased efforts to verify the resources and
unearned income of AFDC recipients.

FEDERAL EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT AND DISABILITY

OMNIBUS RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1980

Baseline .......................................................................................................................................
Over (+)/under (-) baseline
Carter administration request ..............................................................................................
Mar. 15 rep ...................................................................................................................
First budget resolution for fisal year 1981 .......................................................................
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1980......................................................................

1981

1982

1983

30,363

34,302

38,206

+ 37
+ 37
-1,050
. - 23

+ 727
+ 727
-1,073
- 85

+ 885
+ 885
- 1,128
-155

* For fiscal year 1981, the President's budget recommended
reform to the military retirement system as recommended in the
April 1978 report by the President's Commission on Military Compensation. The proposed reform involved new career incentives by
allowing active duty personnel special cash payments after 10
years of service. These payments would be charged against future
pension rights which would till be available after 20 years of service. However, reductions for early retirement would be taken if retiring before age 60. In addition, personnel leaving with more than
10 years but less than 20 years of service would be entitled to a
deferred pension at age 60. Finally, annuities would be based on
high 2-years average basic pay rather than final basic pay and
would be offset by benefits available under the social security
system. In total, initial costs of $0.05 billion in fical year 1981 and
$1.70 billion in fscal years 1981-83 would result from these
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changes. Substantial savings, however, would occur after a transition period to protect the interests of members of the current
active-duty force. No program changes were proposed by the President for the civil service retirement program.
* In its March 15 report to the Budget Committee, the Armed
Services Committee, which has jurisdiction over the military retirement program, accepted the President's proposed funding increases
for the program but did not comment on the President's reform
proposals.
* The First Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1981 recommended that COLAs for both retired military and civilian personnel be
reduced from twice to once a year. A special COLA would be granted in July 1980 with subsequent COLAs made annually in July
based on first quarter over first quarter changes in the Consumer
Price Index. Savings of $1.05 billion in fiscal year 1981 and $3.25
billion in fiscal years 1981-83 in the military and civilian retirement programs were estimated from this change.
* The Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1980 achieved savings of
$0.25 billion in fiscal years 1981-83. Changes included elimination
of the "look back" provision which allowed employees who retired
to receive the benefit of the previous COLA, proration of a retiree's
initial COLA based on when the employee retires, elimination of
dual pay for reservists, and elimination of any credit for holidays
when calculating a lump sum leave payment. Both the House and
Senate bills as reported proposed that COLA's for military and civilian retirees be limited to one a year. However, an amendment
offered by Congressman Robert Bauman was adopted during consideration of the House. bill and the proposal to limit COLA's to
one a year was dropped. During the conference on the 1980 reconciliation bill, the Senate receded to the House thus leaving the
issue of annual vs. semiannual COLAs to be resolved in 1981.
OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1981
[Outlay mM
inins
O dollais]
1982

1983

Baseline .......................................................................................................................................
35,511
39,139
Over (+)/under (-) baseline:.
Reagan administration request ...........................................................................................
- 890
- 708
Ma . 15 report ..............................................................................................................................................................................
First budget resolution for fiscal year 1982 .......................................................................
- 967
- 908
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 ......................................................................
- 907
- 741

1984

42,429
- 608
-849
- 642

0 In the revised 1982 budget, the Reagan administration proposed that cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs) in civilian and military retirement programs be limited to one a year rather than two
a year as was the case under then-existing law. Outlay savings of
$0.50 billion in civilian retirement and $0.45 billion in military retirement were assumed to be achieved in fiscal year 1982 from
annual indexing. This proposal was also contained in the First
Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1981 but was defeated by an
amendment offered by Congressman Bauman during consideration
of the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1980.
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* In their March 15 report to the Congress, both the Post Office
and Civil Service Committee, which has jurisdiction over the civil
service retirement program, and the Armed Services Committee
which has jurisdiction over the military retirement program, rejected the administration's proposal to limit COLA's to one a year.
* The First Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1982 assumed the
administration's proposal to limit COLA's to one a year rather
than two a year.
• The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 shifted the
number of COLA's granted from twice a year to once a year for
civil service retirees and their survivors. As a result of a provision
contained in the Department of Defense authorization bill for fiscal
year 1981, the change in the number of COLA's for civilian retirees
also limited the number of COLA's received by military retirees.
OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1982
[Outlays in ulhons of dollars)
1983

Baseline ......................................................................................................................................
38,405
Over ( + )/under ( - ) baseline:
Reagan adm inistration request ...........................................................................................
- 578
Mar. 15 rep ort .........................................................................................................................................................
First budget resolution for fiscal year 1983 ......................................................................
- 886
Omnibus Budget Recnncehation Act of 1982 ......................................................................
- 706

1984

1985

42,219

46.300

- 1,289

- 1,715
....................
- 2,149 - 3,621
- 1,934 - 3,158

* For fiscal year 1983, the administration's budget proposed
outlay savings of $0.50 billion in civilian retirement and $0.10 billion in military retirement by further limiting COLA increases of
retired Federal workers. Three-year 1983-85 savings of $3.05 billion
would be achieved in civilian retirement and $0.55 billion in military retirement from these changes. This would include limiting
COLA's to the annual pay increase given to current workers and
providing no annuity increase to current retirees whose annuity is
120 percent or more of the annuity received by a new retiree who
served at the same grade, step, and length of service. If the annuity
was more than 100 percent but less than 120 percent, the adjustment would have been 75 percent of the COLA increase.
* The March 15 report by both the Post Office and Civil Service
Committee and the Armed Srvices Committee which have jurisdiction over the civil service retirement and military retirement programs, respectively, rejected the administration's proposed reductions in these programs.
• The First Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1983 as reported
by the House Committee assumed that a 4 percent COLA would be
granted Federal retirees in each of fiscal years 1983, 1984, and
1985. The budget as reported from Committee was defeated and a
substitute was adopted which assumed savings of $0.90 billion in
fiscal year 1983 and $6.65 billion in fiscal years 1983-85 by also
limiting annual COLA adjustments to 4 percent each year.
* The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act-of 1982 achieved savings in the civilian and military retirement programs of $0.45 billion in fiscal year 1983 and $3.60 billion in fiscal years 1983-85. In
order to avoid a 4 percent COLA limit, House and Senate conferees
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agreed on a number of changes to the program including delaying
COLA's an additional month in each of 1983, 1984, and 1985, limiting COLA's for retired annuitants under age 62 to one-half of the
projected full benefit increase, and offsetting the pay of reemployed
military.annuitant by the amount of the half or full COLA granted
in fiscal years 1983-85. (This last provision was repealed &spart of
the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, P.L. 98-369.)
1983 RECONCILIATION BILL (H.R. 4169)
(Outlays m mdiWos of dollars]
1984

1985

Baseline ......................................................................................................................................
39,053
41,481
Over (+)/under (--) baseline:
Reagan administration request ............................................................................................
-6 39
-1,762
Mar. 15 report ..............................................................................................................................................................................
First budget resolution for fiscal year 1984 .......................................................................
- 526
- 822
H.R. 4169 ..........................................................................................................................
- 485
- 544

1986

44,699
- 2,328
- 1,462

- 1,016

e For 1984, the administration's budget proposed fiscal year
1984 reductions of $0.35 billion in civilian retirement and $0.30 billion in military retirement by providing no COLA adjustment in
fiscal year 1984. It also proposed permanently extending the halfCOLA provision for retirees under age 62 as enacted as part of the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1982. In addition, or civilian
retirement only, the age for full retirement would be increased
from age 55 to 65, the penalty for early retirement would be increased to 5 percent for each year an employee is under age 65 and
to 7 percent for each year under age 55, initial benefit calculations
would be based on the highest 5 years of service rather than the
highest 3 years, and future benefits would be adjusted as necessary
to ensure the cost of the civilian retirement system did not exceed
22 percent of payroll. Three-year 1984-86 savings from changes in
both civilian and military retirement program were estimated to be
$4.75 billion. In addition, the administration's budget proposed to
increase the Federal employee contribution for retirement from 7
to 11 percent in two steps over fiscal years 1984 and 1985. Increased revenues of $0.95 billion in fiscal year 1984 and 3-year revenues of $4.75 billion were estimated.
* In their March 15 report to the Budget Committee, both the
Post Office and Civil Service Committee and the Armed Services
Committee rejected the administration's proposed reductions in civilian and military retirement annuities.
* The First Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1984 recommended that COLA's for both Federal civilian and military annuitants
be delayed until January of each year which would correspond to
the delay enacted for social security recipients in the Social Security Amendments of 1983.
9 As part of H.R. 4169, a reconciliation bill for the fiscal rear
1984 budget, the Congress delayed COLA's for civilian retirees from
June 1984 to January 1985 and each January thereafter and from
May 1984 to December 1984 and each December thereafter for military retirees. This was proposed by both the House and Senate.
Outlay savings of $0.50 billion were achieved in fiscal year 1984,
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$0.55 billion in fiscal year 1985 and $3.15 billion in fiscal years
1984-87. About 55 percent of the total savings were achieved in
civil service retirement and 45 percent were achieved in military
retirement programs.
DEFICIT REDUCTION ACT OF 1984
(OutaWs inidiom € dom]
1985

1986

1987

40,745

44,005

47,041

Reagan administration request ............................................................................................
- 716 - 1.303
Mar. 15 r ow .............................................................................................................................................................................
First budget resolution for fiscal year 1985 ......................................................................
- 544 - 1,016
Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 ............................................................................................
- 1,440
- 70

- 1,519

Baseline .......................................................................................................................................

Over (+)/undW (-) basehe.

- 1,095
- 73

0 For 1985, the administration's budget proposes fiscal year 1985
reductions of $0.40 billion in civilian retirement and $0.30 billion in
military retirement. Savings in civilian retirement would be
achieved by delaying the payment date for COLA's to January of
each year, providing a half-COLA for retirees under age 62 in fiscal
year 1985, revising the benefit formula to use the average of the
highest 5 years of service rather than the highest 3, limiting COLA
increases to the lower of wage or price inflation, and limiting the
COLA adjustment for the portion of an annuity exceeding $10,000
per year to 55 percent of the COLA increase. A full COLA would be
provided on the first $10,000 of an annuity, a limit which would be
adjusted for future inflation. For the military retirement program,
the administration's budget does not recommend changes to parallel those recommended for civilian retirement but rather proposes
that savings be achieved by delaying COLA's to January of each
year and basing an initial annuity on a service member's highest 3
years basic pay rather than final basic pay. In addition, the budget
establishes beginning in fiscal year 1985, a trust fund to receive accrual payments for future military retirement benefits and to
make current retirement payments.
* In their March 15 report to the Budget Committee, both the
Post Office and Civil Service Committee and the Armed Services
Committee rejected the administration's proposed reductions in the
civilian and military retirement programs.
* The First Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1985, as passed by
the House, assumes that COLA's for civilian retirees would be delayed until January of each year and until December of each year
for military retirees. In addition, the half-COLA for retirees under
age 62, scheduled to expire at the end of fiscal year 1985, would be
extended through fiscal year 1981. The COLA delay for Federal retirees was enacted as part of H.R. 4169, the 1983 reconciliation bill,
and H.R. 4170, the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984. The half-COLA
for retirees urder age 62 was not extended beyond its fiscal year
1985 expiration date.
* As part of the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, savings of $1.45
billion in fiscal year 1985 and $1.60 billion in fiscal years 1985-87
were achieved through a Senate recommendation to delay the payment of military retirement annuities from the end of the month
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to the beginning of the following month, thus conforming benefit
payments to the January payment schedule enacted in H.R. 4169
for retired civil servants. The House proposal that half-COLA's for
retirees under age 62 be extended through fiscal year 1985 was not
adopted.
VETERANS' PROGRAMS

OMNIBUS RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1980
[owiys inmiamw of ol•as]
1981

Ba line .......................................................................................................................................
Ove (+)/under (-) baseline.
Carter administration request ......................................
Mar. 15 re or.t ....................................................................................................................
First budget resolution for fiscal year 1981 .......................................................................
Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1980 (VA legislation: Public Law 96-330, Public Law
96-385, Public Law 96-466) .......................................................................................

1982

1983

20,600

NA

NA

-412

NA

NA

- 3 ......................................

- 400

NA

NA

- 366

NA

NA

NA-Not available.

* The Carter administration proposed savings of approximately
$400 million from the following recommendations (1) the elimination of presumptive service-related dental treatment within 1 year
after military discharge (-$32 million), (2) reimbursement from
private insurance companies for VA care provided to insured veterans (-$321 million), and (3) the elimination of the predischarge
education program (PREP) and flight and correspondence school reimbursernent ($59 million).
* The Veterans' Affairs Committee did not recommend any legislative savings in its March 15 report except the termination of
the predischarge education program (PREP), as recommended by
the President.
v The First Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1981 assumed
$400 million in unspecified veterans legislative savings in fiscal

year 1981.

* Veterans' reconciliation provisions were contained in the following legislation: Public Law 96-330, Health Care Amendments of
1980, Public Law 96-385, Veterans' Disability Compensation and
Housing Benefits Amendments of 1980, and Public Law 96-466,
Veterans Rehabilitation and Education Amendments of 1980.
These laws reduced flight training and correspondence school benefits, improved debt collection procedures, and reduced and delayed
the proposed VA education cost-of-living adjustment. Public Law
96-330 authorized the VA to require more than an oath from veterans regarding their inability to pay for private care before being
given free VA medical care. This last provision has never been implemented by the Veterans' Administration.
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OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1981
[(afta

in

nIINIA
of kiarJ

Baseline ......................................................................................................................................
Over (+)/under (-) baselineReagan administration request ............................................................................................
Mar. 15 repay t ....................................................................................................................
First budget resolution for fiscal year 1982 ......................................................................
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 .......................................................................

1982

1983

1984

25,054

26,850

28,095

-11 7
- 144
- 110
- 116

NA
NA
- 108
- 127

NA
NA
- 106
- 128

N--Not avaml.
0 The Reagan administration requested $863 million in reductions in fiscal year 1982, with approximately $100 million in entitlement cuts (the above table includes only entitlements to make
the estimates comparable with reconciliation which included only
entitlement changes for veterans' programs). Additional entitlement savings of $100 million were proposed from a reduced COLA
for compensation beneficiaries. Nearly two-thirds of the administration's proposed savings in the Veterans' Administration were in
medical care and construction programs. The bulk of these proposals was in medical staff employment, which would have returned
the Department of Medicine and Surgery to the 1979 personnel
level. The remaining third of the VA savings included termination
of flight and correspondence benefits, and increased interest rates
on personal loans made -against Veterans' Administration insurance policies.
* The original Veterans* Affairs Committee March 15 report did
not recommend legislative savings. However, after President
Reagan submitted his budget, the Veterans' Affairs Committee recommended outlay savings of $441 million in fiscal year 1982, about
half of the savings proposed by the President. The savings were to
come from the elimination of flight and correspondence benefits,
means-testing burial benefits, raising interest rates on Veterans'
Administration loans, delaying construction projects, and improving administrative practices. Savings of $144 million were entitlements (later reestimated to be $110 million).
The Veterans' Affairs Committee assumed much of President
Reagan's proposed reductions, but it substituted burial benefit
changes and the termination of the education loan fund for more
drastic cutbacks in medical care.
* The First Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1982 assumed savings proposed by the Veterans' Affairs Committee. Only entitlement savings were included in the reconciliation instructions to the
Veterans' Affairs Committee-$110 million in fiscal year 1982, $108
million in fiscal year 1983, and $106 million in fiscal year 1984.
* The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 terminated
flight training benefits and reduced to 55 percent the Veterans' Administration rate of reimbursement for correspondence school. The
largest single reform, which saved $75 million in fiscal year 1982,
was due to the elimination of Veterans' Administration burial benefits for all beneficiaries except veterans who were recipients of
Veterans' Administration compensation or pensions. As stated pre-
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Qv-iously,

only veterans' entitlements were included in the reconcilia-

tion bill.
OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1982
(Outap mmdhm of do~ars]

Baseline .......................................................................................................................................
Over ( + )/under (-) baseline:
Reagan administration request ...........................................................................................
Mar. 15 report ....................................................................................................................
First budget resolution for fiscal year 1983 ......................................................................
Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1982 .............................................................................

/

1983

1984

1985

24,600

25,500

26,750

- 328
_148
- 77
- 168

- 650

-

- 154
' -155
- 189

'

700
- 156
-155
- 196

'In adbton, a $90,000,000 housing Ioaongination fee was assumed but not rewncaled.

* The administration proposed the largest reduction ($135 million) in compensation for veterans with service-related disabilities.
The administration recommended that compensation dependent
benefits for veterans with service-connected disabilities rated less
than 50 percent be eliminated. Other fiscal year 1982 proposals included the initiation of a 0.5 percent loan origination fee on Veterans' Administration insured housing loans, the termination of vocational training dependent benefits (for veterans with service-related disabilities), the phase out of pension student benefits, and
other minor changes such as rounding down benefits to the nearest
dollar. The administration proposed a major outyear initiative in
the compensation program-to reduce compensation benefits based
on unemployability by the amount received from any other Federal
retirement or disability benefit (savings of $0.35 billion in fiscal
year 1984 and fiscal year 1985).
* In its March 15 report, the Veterans' Affairs Committee rejected the major compensation reductions proposed by the President. The VA Committee did accept the following recommendations
made by the administration.
(1) To delay pension benefit payments to the first full month of
entitlement, (2) to adjust pension benefits at the end of the month
following a change in dependency status instead of waiting until
the end of the year, (3) to eliminate pension student benefits as had
been done earlier for Social Security recipients, (4) to terminate
correspondence benefits, and (5) to establish a 0.5 percent loan
origination fee on VA insured housing loans.
* Specific assumptions about the savings in the conference
agreement on the First Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1983 are
not available. The numbers shown above reflect the reconciliation
instructions to the Veterans' Affairs Committee.
ýte The following provisions were enacted as part of VA reconciliion in 1982: (1) initiation of a 0.5 percent loan origination fee on
VA insured housing loans, (2) a delay in the effective date of pensions, (3) an adjustment in the effective date for dependency
changes, and (4) the rounding down of compensation and pension
benefit amounts.
The conference agreement reflected the loan origination fee and
minor changes proposed by the administration, but it did not contain major compensation reductions proposed by the President.

4.
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1983 RECONCILIATION BILLS (H.R. 4169 AND S. 1388)
outls inmimes of dollars]

Baseline .......................................................................................................................................
Over (+)/under (-) baseline.
Reagan administration request ..........................................................................................
Mar. 15 report ....................................................................................................................
First budget resolution for fiscal year 1984 ......................................................................
H.R. 4169, S.1388 ............................................................................................................

1984

1985

1986

25,500

25,850

26,150

- 325
- 3 20
- 226
- 226

- 437
- 142
-138
- 1 38

- 542
- 144
-140
- 140

0 The administration proposed a 6-month delay in compensation
and pension cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs) in fiscal year 1984.
The budget also recommended that correspondence benefits be
eliminated, as well as advance pay for other education benefits.
The administration also proposed a restructuring of compensation
COLA's, effective in April of 1985.
* The Veterans' Affairs Committee accepted the administration's proposals to delay COLA's and terminate advance pay for
veterans' education benefits.
* The First Budget Resolution assumed a 6-month delay in VA
compensation and pension COLA's, as had been recommended by
the President. The pension savings appeared in Function 600,
Income Security, as part of overall COLA delays.
* The House and Senate agreed to a 6-month delay in compensation COLA's in S. 1388 and in H.R. 4169. The veterans' program
provisions, title IV of H.R. 4169, were stricken from that bill by
passage of S. Con. Res. 102 before the bill was enrolled. S. 1388 was
signed into law as Public Law 98-223. Pensions were delayed by 6
months to match the COLA delay in Social Security benefits (H.R.
1900).

DEFICIT REDUCTION ACT OF 1984
[Outlays m millions of dollars)
1985

1986

Baseline ......................................................................................................................................
26,41 7
26,942
Over (+)/under (-) baseline:
Reagan administration request .....................................................................................................................................................
Mar. 15 report ..............................................................................................................................................................................
First budget resolution for fiscal year 19 5 .......................................................................
-40 0
- 250
Deficit
Reduction Act of 1984 ...........................................................................................
- 311
- 322

1987

27,606

- 250
- 341

• The administration did not propose entitlement benefit reductions in veterans' programs. It proposed administrative reforms for
which no savings estimates are available.
* The Veterans' Affairs Committee did not recommend any reductions in veterans' programs.
• The House-passed First Budget Resolution for Fiscal Year 1985
assumes that approximately $250 million in savings could be
achieved through administrative reforms in the VA housing program. The resolution also assumes that about $100 million in receipts each year would be raised from increasing the VA housing
loan origination fee from 0.5 percent to 1.0 percent and extending

I
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it indefinitely. These receipts would be credited directly to the VA
loan guaranty revolving fund to help offset liabilities in the program. The resolution assumes savings of approximately $50 million
from the termination of retroactive pension benefits.
9 The Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 increased the VA housing
loan origination fee to 1 percent, thereby generating receipts of
$119 million in fiscal year 1985. It also provided for administrative
reforms of $158 million (in fiscal year 1982) in the VA housing programs. The Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 eliminated retroactive
VA pension benefits, with certain exceptions, and adopted administrative reforms from the Grace Commission reports which will save
$50 million in fiscal year 1986.
FISCAL YEAR 1981

/

Major tax changes
The Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-499) included the following revenue provisions (From the conference
report on H.R. 7765, Rept. No. 96-1471):
ESTIMATED BUDGET EFFECTS OF THE REVENUE RECONCILIATION PROVISIONS OF H.R. 7765, AS
APPROVED BY THE CONFERENCE, FISCAL YEARS 1981-85
[In m i

dof
lars]

Rem
A.Mortgage subsidy bo d ...................................................................
B.Cash management--estimated to payment .....................................
.............
C.Foreign investment inU.S. real estate ......
D.Windfall tax royalty credit ...............................................................
E.Payroll taxes paid by employers ......................................................
F.Telep one excise tax ........................................................................
G.Alcohol import duty .........................................................................
Total .......................................................................................

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

10,242
6,320
3,330
1,305
256
402
394
457
475
3,063
123
111
102
92
42
- 180 ..............................................................................
328
217
76
118
44
193 ......................................
570
358
3 ..................
9
12
15
3,595

2,533

4,209

7,045

11,095

Over 80 percent of the revenues raised in fiscal year 1981 was
attributed to more stringent requirements for corporations to pay
current year tax liability through quarterly estimated tax payments, rather than at the end of the annual accounting period
when a return is filed. This essentially represented a change in
timing in the collection of taxes.
Other changes, each accounting for over 5 percent of the additional fiscal year 1981 revenues were a telephone excise tax and
limitations on federally tax-exempt mortgage subsidy bonds. The
telephone service excise tax was imposed at a 2 percent rate for
1980 and 1981, and a 1 percent rate for 1982. In the case of mortgage bonds, tax-exempt status was limited to a certain volume of
issues on a state-by-state basis and other restrictive conditions were
imposed such as the dollar per housing unit limit designed to prevent tax-exempt financing of luxury housing. In the years extending beyond the 1981 budget, these tax exempt bond provisions accounted for 85 percent of added revenues.
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1982
The fiscal year 1982 first budget resolution did not include revenue reconciliation instructions.
FISCAL YEAR

FISCAL YEAR

1983

The 1982 Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act (TEFRA,
Public Law 97-248) provided the following revenue changes ("General Provisions of the Revenue provisions of the Tax Equity and
Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982' prepared by the staff of the Joint
Committee on Taxation).
SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED REVENUE EFFECTS OF TAX EQUITY AND FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY ACT OF
1982 (H.R. 4961), FISCAL YEAR RECEIPTS, 1983-87
(innrillons of dollars]
1984

1985

1986

1987

272
5,422
194
1,942
1,904
2,798
- 38
3,365

3,113
13,292
780
2.155
3,083
4,C09
- 37
8,869

3,106
16,497
870
2,920
3.577
4,702
- 34
8,660

3,336
28,042
970
3,138
2,853
2,054
- 32
10,174

3,556
40,116
1,058
3,370
2,572
1,472
- 30
11,217

Total, tax provisions ' ............................................................
15,859
Revenue gain resulting from additional IRS enforcement personnel ..... 2,100

35,264
2,400

40,298
2,400

50,535
1,300

63,331
600

37,664

42,698

51,835

63,931

1983

Individual income tax provisions ..........................................................
Business tax provisions ........................................................................
Pension provisions ................
..
............ .....
Life insurance and annuities provisions ..................
Employment tax provisions .................................................................
Excise tax provisions .................................................... .....................
Miscellaneous provisions .....................................................................
Compliance provisions ..........................................................................

Grand total, all provisions I ...............................................

17,959

'These
totals do not include taxes increased under title At(sec 611), which reduces the income thresholds for inclusion of unemployment

benefits in adjusted gross income Theestimated amounts of increased
taxes under this provision are $763,000,000 m 1983, $734.000,000 in
1984, $611,000,000 in 1985, $618,000,000 in 1986, and $650,000,000 in 1987.

One provision included in the 1982 Act, withholding on interest
and dividends, was subsequently repealed and replaced with a less
stringent provision for "backup-withholding" only. The original
withholding provision had been expected to raise $3 billion in fiscal
year 1984.
Provisions primarily related to business, rather than individuals,
accounted for approximately two-thirds of expected additional revenue.
The major item directly affecting individuals were increases in
the floors above which individuals can deduct medical casualty expenses. Major items affecting both individuals and businesses were
an extension and increase in the telephone excise tax, a doubling
to 16 cents per pack of the cigarettes excise tax, an increase in the
wage base for the payroll tax used to finance unemployment compensation and casualty losses.
Major items primarily affecting business were:
-A 15 percent scaling back of corporate tax preferences such
as certain percentage depletion allowances, rapid amortization provisions, and interest expense incurred to carry taxexempt bonds.
-A reduction in the basis used for depreciation allowances
when the asset also qualified for the investment tax credit.
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-A requirement that certain expenses, such as interest expense attributable to a construction period, be amortized
rather than deducted immediately.
-Curbs on "safe-harbor" leasing, a procedure used by business
to capture certain tax benefits that would otherwise not be
available to them.
-Alteration in the taxation of live insurance companies and
annuities.
FISCAL YEAR 1984

The Ways and Means Committee responded to the reconciliation
instructions on revenues contained in the First Budget Resolution
for Fiscal Year 1984, but the committee bill, H.R. 4170, was not
considered by the House (see Reconciliation History, Fiscal Year
1984). The House did pass H.R. 1183, however, which raised $6.0
billion in fiscal year 1984 by capping the third year of the 1981 enacted tax rate cuts for high income individuals. This bill was not
enacted.
FISCAL YEAR

1985

The Tax Reform Act of 1984 (Public Law 98-369) provided for the
following revenue increases (from Summary of Tax and Spending
Reductions Provisions within the jurisdiction of the Committees on
Ways and Means, and Finance of H.R. 4170 as passed by the House
and Senate, prepared by the staffs of the Joint Committee on Taxation, the Committee on Ways and Means, and the Committee on
Finance):
SUMMARY REVENUE EFFECT OF TAX PROVISIONS OF H.R. 4170 AS PASSED BY THE HOUSE AND THE
SENATE, FISCAL YEARS 1984-1989
(Mlons of lars]
Provision

I. Tax Freeze; tax reforms generally ..................................
II. Live insurance tax provisions' ......................................
IlI. Charitable deduction rules; private foundation provi,sions; exempt organizations .......................................
IV. Simpification provisions .................................................
V. Provisions relating to employers and employees and
to retirement .............................................................
VI. Tax-exempt obligations ...................................................
VII. Technical corrections ......................................................
VIII. Highway revenue provisions ...........................................
IX. Miscellaneous revenue provisions ...................................
Total revenue effect ...................................................

1984

1985

1986

1981

1988

1989

1,467

10,172 17,460 23,390

26,426

28,707

-80

-315

-375

-541

-626

-469

1984-87
52,489

-1,239

-24
99

-89 -146 -168
175
208
924

-197
142

-232
69

31
-73

875 1,095
471
- 231 -359 - 536

897
-756

2,472
725
- 744 - 1,199
(3)

(4)

109
-809

-21
-698

-267
-2,360

(2)

(3)

(3)

(0)

19 -32
-1,055 -952

(3)

-152
-125

-102
-228

1,143

10,602 16,594 22,536 25,670 27,180

-427
1,406

50,875

The amounts represent the estimated effects of the ife insurance tax prvisions assunul that certain tempofay provions enacted in the Tax
ofs..
n iaxabo
our=ance companies, had been termted. f these
which provide f" the
Equity and Fiscal Responsiilty Act of 1982 (TEFRA),
in the bli would show increases in fiscal year
proves had not been allowed to expire at the end of 1983, the estimates for the p
receipts of $935,000,000 in 1984. $1,050,000 in 1985. $1,101,000 in 1986, $1.192.000 '1987, and $1,291,000 in 1988 (increase of
$4.2111.000 for 1994-87).

of less than $5000,000.
Amounts haw notbeen assigned to footnoes for sinmation puposes. Therefore, totals do not include estimates represented by footnotes.

2 Gain
3
4

Gain a' less than $10,000.000.

Roughly half of the revenue gained in fiscal year 1985 comes
from repealing or deferring tax reductions from the 1981 tax act
that were scheduled to go into effect in 1984 or later, from curbs on
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the income averaging provisions available to individuals, and prohibition of the procedures by which tax-exempt entities used leasing
to combine the benefits of their tax-exempt status with tax incentives available to private business.
Examples of deferred or repealed tax cuts include extension of
the telephone excise tax cut, repeal of the 15 percent net interest
exclusion that had not yet gone into effect, and deferral of reductions in the maximum estate and gift tax rates.
Numerous other provisions affecting primarily corporations and
partnerships account for most of the remaining revenue gain.
These provisions include an increase in the disallowance of certain
corporate tax preferences from 15 to 20 percent, a reduction in depreciation allowed for most real estate, and other provisions, including accounting changes, designed to reduce tax shelter activity,
to provide improved recognition in the tax code of the time value of
money, and to improve compliance.

LEGISLATION IN THE 98TH CONGRESS PROPOSING CHANGES IN THE RECONCILIATION
PROCESS
1. HR. 128 [no short title]
Introduced by Representative Robert Michel on January 3, 1983;
referred to the Rules Committee.
The bill amends the Congressional Budget Act to eliminate the
required second budget resolution, to provide that any budget resolution may contain reconciliation instructions, and to eliminate the
bar against sine die adjournment at the end of a session in the
event reconciliation legislation is not enacted.
2. H.R. 7J0 Biennial Budgeting Act of 1983
Introduced by Representative Leon Panetta on January 25, 1983;
referred jointly to the Government Operations and Rules Committees.
The bill amends the Congressional Budget Act to provide for the
adoption by March 31 of each even-numbered year of a biennial
budget resolution. The budget resolution may include reconciliation
instructions, but in the case of spending they must pertain solely to
entitlement authority. Any reconciliation procedure mandated by a
budget resolution must be completed by a September 25 deadline.
3. H.R. 1144 Infrastructure Revitalization Act of 1983
Introduced by Representative Norman Mineta on February 1,
1983; referred jointly to four committees--Government Operations;
Rules; Public Works and Transportation; and Energy and Commerce.
Title II (Dedicated Revenue Incentives) amends the Congressional
Budget Act so as to exempt certain legislation pertaining to trust
funds from any "budget process enforcement device," including reconciliation instructions.
4. H.R. 1187 [no short title]
Introduced by Representative Cecil Heftel on February 2, 1983;
referred to the Rules Committee.
The bill amends the Congressional Budget Act to eliminate the
required second budget resolution and, in Section 4, to provide that
any budget resolution ma contain reconciliation instructions. Section 4 also establishes a deadline of August 1 of each year for the
completion of reconciliation action.
5. H.R. 1879 [no short title]
Introduced by Representative David Bonior on March 3, 1983; referred to the Rules Committee.
(85)
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The bill amends the Congressional Budget Act to provide that
reconciliation instructions also may specify the total amount by
which tax expenditures should be changed.
6. H.R. 2076 Federal Lending Oversight and Control Act
Introduced by Representative Norman Mineta and others on
March 11, 1983; referred jointly to three committees--Government
Operations; Rules; and Banking, Finance, and Urban Affairs. Identical bill: H.R. 4533.
The bill amends the Congressional Budget Act to provide for the
inclusion of credit activities (direct loans and loan guarantees) in
the budget process, including reconciliation procedures.
7. H.R. 2777 [no short title]
Introduced by Representative John Dingell and others on April
27, 1983; referred to the Rules Committee.
The bill amends the Congressional Budget Act to provide for the
annual consideration of a budget resolution and a two-track reconciliation process. The first track involves an annual reconciliation
procedure in which the Budget Committees determine by September 7 of each year if the levels in the budget resolution are likely
to be breached. If not, then the levels become automatically binding on October 1; if so, then the Budget Committees may recommend a reconciliation resolution adjusting the budget levels, directing the Secretary of the Senate or the Clerk of the House to make
changes in pending legislation, or doing both. The reconciliation
resolution may not direct changes in authorizations or changes in
spending levels occuring after the upcoming fiscal year. Before reporting any reconciliation resolution, the Budget Committees must
consult with the other standing committees that would be affected;
also, any of these committees may request a sequential referral of
the resolution for 3 days. Congress must complete action on the
resolution by September 25.
The second track involves a biennial reconciliation procedure to
change existing laws affecting entitlements, other permanent
spending, and revenues. The budget resolution adopted in the first
session of a Congress may contain a separate title directing committees to make such changes. During the second session, Congress
may adopt a budget resolution reaffirming or revising the recommendations, in which case they become binding directives. Congress must complete action on these recommendations by August 7.
8. H.R. 9451 [no short title]
Introduced by Representatives Bill Frenzel and Willis Gradison
on June 29, 1983; referred to the Rules and Government Operations Committees.
The bill amends the Congressional Budget Act to eliminate the
required second budget resolution, to provide for multiyear figures
in budget resolutions, and to mandate the inclusion of reconciliation instructions in any budget resolution when appropriate. Additionally, the bill makes it in order, at any time during House or
Senate consideration of reconciliation legislation, for any Budget
Committee member to offer amendments in cases where committees have failed to comply with the instructions. Congress must
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complete action on any reconciliation legislation within 60 days
after the adoption )f the budget resolution. Finally, the bill provides for the inclusion of credit activities (direct loans and loan
guarantees) in the budget process, including reconciliation procedures.
9. H.R. 5247 Congressional Budget Act Amendments of 1984
Introduced by Representative Anthony Beilenson and others on
March 27, 1984; referred jointly to the Rules and Government Operations Committees. Ordered reported by the Rules Committev on
June 27, 1984 (report not yet filed).
The bill amends the Congressional Budget Act to eliminate the
required second budget resolution, to provide for multiyear budget
figures, and to include credit activities (direct loans and loan guarantees) in the budget process, including reconciliation procedures.
Reconciliation instructions may be included in any budget re:solution; may cover 1, 2, or 3 years; and may not apply to changes in
authorizations. Also, the bill bars the House from adjourning for
more than 3 days at a time during July unless it has completed
action on any required reconciliation legislation; the Senate must
complete action on such legislation by August 15.
10. H. Res. 65 [no short title]
Introduced by Representative Beilenson and others on February
8, 1983; referred to the Rules Committee.
The resolution makes it out of order in the House to consider
any budget resolution (or related amendment or conference report)
that directs one or more committees to make changes in authorizations.
11. S. 12 Budget Procedures Improvement Act of 1983
Introduced by Senator Wendell Ford and others on January 16,
1983; held at the desk pending further disposition. Identical bill: S.
95.
The bill amends the Congressional Budget Act to provide for the
adoption of an advisory budget resolution in the first session of
each Congress and a binding budget resolution in the second session (to be adopted by August 1) as part of a biennial budgeting
process. Congress may not include reconciliation instructions in
any budget resolution preceding the one required to be adopted in
the second session. Also, Congress may not adopt reconciliation instructions that pertain to authorizations, nor may it consider reconciliation legislation affecting matters other than spending, revenues, or the debt limit. The limitation on debate of reconciliation
measures in the Senate is raised from 20 to 100 hours. Congress
must complete action on any reconciliation legislation by September 25.
12. S. 20 Budget Reform Act of 1983
Introduced by Senator William Roth on January 16, 1983; referred jointly to the Budget and Governmental Affairs Committees.
The bill amends the Congressional Budget Act to provide for the
adoption each odd-numbered year of a biennial budget resolution.
After such resolution is adopted, Congress may adopt subsequent
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budget resolutions that contain reconciliation instructions. Congress must complete action on any reconciliation legislation within
60 days after the budget resolution containing the instructions is
adopted.
13. S. 478 [no short title]
Introduced by Senator Donald Riegle on February 15, 1983; referred jointly to the Budget and Governmental Affairs Committees.
Identical provision in S. 479.
The bill removes the Social Security trust funds from the unified
budget anwl excludes them from coverage under the congressional
budget procss, including reconciliation procedures.
14. S. 854 Fexeral Lending Program Control Act of 1983
Introduced by Sepator Charles Percy and others on March 18,
1983; referred jointly to the Budget and Governmental Affairs
Committees. Similia:, but not identical, provisions in S. 1582.
The bill amends the Congressional Budget Act to provide for the
inclusion of credit activities (direct loans and loan guarantees) in
the budget process, including reconciliation procedures.
15. S. 922 Two Year Budge.ary Planning Act of 1983
Introduced by Senator Thad Cochran on March 24, 1983; referred
jointly to the Budget and Goverimental Affairs Committees.
The bill amends the Congressional Budget Act to provide for the
adoption each odd-numbered year of a biennial budget resolution.
Any budget resolution may contain reconciliation instructions.
Congress must complete action on subsequent reconciliation legislation within 60 days after the budget resolution is adopted.
16. S 178J Congressional Budget Process Repeal Act of 1983
Introduced by Senator Howard Baker, Jr. for Senator Barry
Goldwater on August 4, 1983; referred jointly to the Budget and
Governmental Affairs Committees.
The bill repeals Title III of the Congressional Budget Act, including the provisions dealing with reconciliation procedures. The bill
also repeals other provisions of the Act and related provisions in
House and Senate rules.
17. S. 2516 Deficit Reduction Act
Introduced by Senator James Abdnor on April 2, 1984; referred
jointly to the Budget and Governmental Affairs Committees.
The bill amends the Congressional Budget Act to eliminate the
required second budget resolution and to provide that any budget
resolution may contain reconciliation instructions. Reconciliation,
or the "deficit reduction procedure" as it is termed in the bill, involves savings framed as changes from current services spending.
current law revenues. Congress must complete action on any reconciliation legislation within 60 days after the budget resolution is
adopted.
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APPENDIX A
SUMMARY
COMPARISON OF RECONCILIATION DIRECTIVE AND RECONCILIATION ACHIEVED, FISCAL YEARS 1981-85
(in ilo of dollars)
1981
Budgetly

fiscal year 1981
hi'structions ..................................
-4,950
ReconciliatW., achieved ................ --3,092
Fisca year 1982
t:,;tructions .................................. -50,694
Recon'ildion achiMe
................. -51,900
Fica, .ar 1983
I,.tructions ..................................
-2,.179
(2)NA
Reconciliation ach.eved .................

1982

outlp
aht M Re*

-6,400
-4,631

8Budgt
authoy

4,200
3,645

-35,116
-35,190

(I)
(I)

None -57,599
None -55,734

Out"y

(1)
(I)

-46.312
-44,033

1983
Re

(I)
(I)

us lBde
t

Outys

(I)
(')

(')
(')

(I)
(I)

-55,572
-51,353

None
None

None -66,016
None -61,721

nuo

-6.573
-7,064

20.900
17,959

-3.632
-9,268
(2)NM -10,923

36,000

-2,813

12,000

-3,026

- 3,945

15,000

-3,920

-5,527

46,000

2,350 9,700
-3,467 10,677

-2,300

-4,100
-5,336

17,650
16,851

-4,000
-6,848

-5,900
-8,730

22,450
22,113

37,664

- 5,119 - 11,312 41.400

(')NA -13,256

42,698

Fiscal year 1984

Instructions ...............
Reconciliton achieved ............
FKsAl year 1985
Instructions ................................

Reconciliation acheved .................

i')

-

1,200

+289

-

--3343

.'No nutysas.
,No tbdpt authwdy sangs were tabulated.
s lthu, '*. Nwo passed the reacunaaton leg•ltan, no reconcato was Aac d inthe fiscal yr1 1984 budgresolut cyC.
fiscal yea 1985 director icort ated both the unfinihed 1984 recnmiatin and new 1985 rec tion in the first budget
rmlut drectrv for fval yea 985.

DETAIL
COMPARISON OF RECONCILIATION INSTRUCTIONS AND RECONCILIATION ACHIEVED BY COMMITTEE,
FISCAL YEARS 1931-85
(inmi
Comnitte

uthortyBudge
m

ofdoll

OtayBudget nun
ae
hr*y
Remev, Bwdg-

OW
au"

Outlays
MO

Roo--

FISCAL YEAR IS-81
1981

1982.

1983

Armed Services:
Instructions ...........................
- 400
- 400
Achie ed ............... .....................................................

Education and abor:
Instructions ..........................

- 850

- 850

Achieved ................................

-840

- 826

(')
(I)

(I)
(I)

(I)
(,)

(,)
(I)

(,)
(,)

(I)
(I)

(I)
(I)

(I)
(1)

(I)
(')

(,)
(,)

(,)
(I)

(,)
(,)

(I)
(')

(I)
(I)

(91)
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COMPARISON OF RECONCILIATION INSTRUCTIONS AND RECONCILIATION ACHIEVED BY COMMITTEE,

FISCAL YEARS 1981-85-Continued
iM
em d dluWs)
Cammmu

a••"Utlys

Interstate and Foreign
CommerceInstructio s...........................
Achieved..................

IZ"

••

OWu

a. SOtp

R-

(I)
(2)

(1)
(')

(I)
(2)

(1)
(2)

(1)
(2)

(1)
(2)

(2)
(2)

(3)
(2)

(2)
(2)

(3)
(2)

(')
(2)

(')
(2)

(2)
(2)

-750
-732

(2)
(2)

(2)
(I)

(2)
(I)

(I)
(I)

(2)
(2)

(2)
(2)

(')
(I)

-800
-800

-600

-600

•')

(2)

(')
(2)

(3)
(3)

(2)
(3)

(3)
(2)

(2)
(2)

(2)
(2)

Instructions ...........................
Achieved
...........................

-400
-378

-400
-384

(3)
(2)

(3)
(2)

(')
(2)

(')
(2)

(')
(2)

(I)
(2)

(I)
(2)

Instructions ...........................
Achieved ................................

-700
-149

-2,000
-417

4,200
3,645

(2)
(2)

(2)
(I)

(2)
(3)

(2)
(2)

(2)

(2)
(2)

-200

-300

(')

-1.100

(2)

-1,000
-463

-600
-305

-82

Post Office and Cw Servi.
Instructions ........................... -1,000
AcM~ed.................. .. -429
Publki Works and Transportation:
Instructions ...........................
A

h

W ...... ,,.......,.,....

... .... ....

SWal Buiness:
Instructions ..........................
Achieved ................................

Veterans:

Ways and Means:

(a)

FISCAL YEAR 1982
1982
Agriculture:
Instructions ...........................

Achieved ...............................
Armed Swivce

-2,208

-2,449

-2,521
-3,264

1984

1983
.............. -3,006
.............. -3,042

Instructions ...........................
-966
- 966 ..............
Achieved
-...............................
846
- 882 ..............
Banking, Finance and Urban
Affairs:
Instructions ........................... -13,177
- 640 ..............
Achieved ............................... -13,566
- 481 ..............
District of Columbia:
Instructions ............
-39
- 40 ..............
Achieved ................................
- 39
- 40 .............
Education and Labor:
Instructions ...........................- 12,099 - 10,084 ..............
Achieved ............................... -10,088
- 7,297 ..............

Energy and Commerce:

-2,942 .............. -3,671
--3,878 .............. -3,930

- 3,525 ............
- 4,661 ............

--899
- 767

- 899 ............. . - 511
- 731 .............. - 374

- 511 ............
- 374 ............

- 15,572
- 15,954

- 1,398 .............. - 17,827
- 1,154 .............. - 18,402

- 2,369 ............
- 2,115 ............

- 56
. - 56

- 64 ..............
- 58 ..............

- 72
- 72

- 14,907 - 13,522 ..............- 18,344
- 12,414 - 10,749 .............. -14,261

- 69 ............
- 69 ............
- 17,020 ............
- 13,881 ............

Instructions ........................... -5,385
-5,184 ......
5,980 -6,315 ......
-6,285
- 7,036
Acheved ................................ -7,955
- 7,115 .............. - 7,457 - 7,710 .............. - 6,686 - 6,961
Foreign Affairs:
Instructions ........................... -250
- 130 .............. - 275
- 200 .............. - 300
- 300
Achieved ...............................
-376
- 286 ............. . - 524
- 463 .............. - 538
- 515
Government Affairs:
Instruction s........................................................................................................................................................................................
Achieved ....................................

- 600

- 600 ..................................................................................................................

Interior and Insular Affairs:
Instructions .........................
Achieved ................................
Judiciary:

-. 755
-.820

- 309 ..............
- 736 .......

- 736
+ 236

- 504 ..............
- 111 .............

Instruc tio s .................. ................................ ...... ...............................................................................

Achieved ...............................
- 72
Merchant Marine and Fisheries:
Instructions ............. -339
Achieved ...............................
- 242
Post Office and Civil Serve:
Instructions ..........
-4,737

- 30 ..............
-207 .......
- 106 ..............

-714
. - 68

............
............
............
............

- 594 ............
- 5 ............

........... . . ........................

- 70

-- 71 .........

- 59

- 66 ............

439
- 242

-411 .......
- 212 ..............

562
- 265

-551 ............
- 253 ............

7,390

-7,728 ............

-5,163 ............. -6,304

-6,738 ......
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FISCAL YEARS 1981-85-Continued
[Inimillion ofdolarsi

Budg
auth ity

(•immtla

UPIo
asuthority

Outlays

Ach e d ...............................
Public Works and Transportation:
Instructions ...........................
Achieved ................................

- 4,706

- 5.163 .............. - 6,253 - 6,690 .............. - 7,214

-6,346
-6,606

- 1,218 .............. - 5.122
- 1,411 .............. - 5,070

Re*
ruims
un

Dodue
Outliyso" Rewe. Ah
outity Outlays

- 3,565 .............. -6,241
- 3,136 .............. -6,371

Science and Technology:
Instructions ...........................
-78
Achieved ................................ -1,395
Small Business:
Instructions ...........................
-526
Achieved...............................
-504
Veterans' Affairs:
Instructions ...........................
-110
Achieved................. -110

- 39 ..............
- 828 ..............

- 90
- 59 .............. - 102
-961 - 1.016 .............. - 1,209

-390 .......
-823 .......

564
-540

-541 ....... -554
527
-517 .......

- 110 ..............
- 116 ..............

- 108
- 122

- 108 ..............
- 127 ..............

- 106
- 124

Ways and Means:
Instructions ...........................
Achieved ................................

-4,677
-4,140

-9,241
-8,981

.............. - 4,954 - 10,559 .............. -5,158
............. - 4,455 - 9,822 .............. -4,363
FISCAL YEAR 1983

Agriculture:
Instructions ............-

Achieved ................
Armed Services:
Instructions ..........................

-779 .............. -1,083
779
-..............
2,049 -2,049 .............. -2,628
-

213

-260
Achieved ..............................
Banking, Finance and Urban
Affairs:
Instructions .............................................
Achi d......................... .......................
Energy and Commerce:
Instructions ..........................
Achieved ................................

514
-206
-

Foreign Affairs:
Instructions .............................................
Ach d.................................................

- 213 ..............
- 260 ..............

- 693
- 732

-695 ................................
- 690 ................................

- 7.555 ............
- 5,120 ............
- 5,418 ............
- 83 ............
- 1,065 ............
-533
-506

............
............

- 106 ............
- 128 ............
- 11,248 ............
-10,803 .

1985

!984

1983

ROW

-1,083 .............. -1,428
-2,628 .............. -2,339

-1,428 ............
-2,339 ............

- 1,231
- 1,223

- 1,231 ............
-1,223 ............

- 697 ................................
- 679 ................................

-687 ............
-649 ............

- 739 ............. . - 815
--364 .............. - 502

- 811 ............
- 502 ............

- 693 ..............
- 732 ..............

- 675 ..............
- 275 .............

- 741
- 364

- 2 ..............
- 1 ..............

- 2
- 1

- 8 ..............
- 3 .............

-4
-2

- 15 ............
- 6 ...........

- 4 ..............

- 15

- 5 ..............

- 14

-15 ........
- 14 ..............

-27
- 24

-27 ............
- 24 ............

- 538
- 1,482

- 1,808 ............
- 2,207 ............

-155 ........ -155
- 189 ..............
- 196

-155 ............
- 196 ............

Merchant Marine and Fisheries:

-4
Instructions ..........................
-5
Achw d ...............................
Post Office and Civil Service:
Instructions .............................................
-282
Achieved ...............................
Veterans' Affairs
-77
Instructions ...........................
-169
Achieved ...............................
Ways and Means:
Instructions

Achieved ..............................

- 376 ..............
- 462 ..............

- 242
- 861

-77 .......
- 168 ..............

-155
- 189

593

-3,755
NA3 -3,420

-...........................

20,900
17,959

- 1,061 ..............
- 1,469 ..............

-4,827 36,000
-705
NA -5,594 237,664

-928
-5,168
NA2 -7,363

41,400
42,698

FISCAL YEAR 1984 '
1984

1985

1986

kmed Services:
- 621 ............
Instructions ...........................
- 253
- 253 ..............
- 360
- 360 ..............
- 621
Achieved............................. ...........................................................................
................................. ................. .....................
Energy and Commerce:
- 8 0 ............
- 50 0 .................... ...........
- 400 ...............................
Instructions .............................................
Achieved ........................................ ...................... ........................ ........................................................ I..................................
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(Mmndhoms
ofdoasI

Foreign Affairs:
Instructions .............................................
k

bwh v

Budget
authority

4. ...............................

- 3 ..............-

nsew
Mu

ou

- 9 ............
..............

.........................................................................................................................................................................

Post Office and Civil Service:
Instructions .........................
Achiev e

Ree.
nues

le*- Bu"ge t
Sauthrity

Owl*

CBatom

...................

- 1.619

- 1,900 .............. - 2.332

-- 2,841 .............. - 3,235

.......................................................................................................

...........

- 4,144 ............

................................................

Small Business
Instructions ...........................
- 139
- 287 ..............
- 555 - 466 .............. - 544
- 443 ............
Achieved .....................................................................................................................................................................................
Veterans:
Instructions ..........
-228
--226 ............. -139
-138 .......
-141
-140 ............
Achieved ................................................................
.................................................................
..................................................
Ways and Means:
Instructions .............................................
- 400 12,000 ..................
- 500 15,000 ..................
- 800 46,000
Aachieved .....................................................
..........
.............
FISCAL YEAR 1985
1985
Agriculture:
Instructions .... .........
Achieved .............
Armed Services
Instructions .............
Achieved ....................................
Education and Labor:

-50
+979

-50 .......
+979 .......

) (-300) ..............
(+ 24) (-1,690) ..............

1986
-800
-832

-800 ......
-832 ......

...... ) (-650) ..............
(- 1 ) (- 491) ..............

1987
-1,700
-3,098

-1,700 ............
-3,098 ............

...... ) (-1,000) ............
(- 2) (- 517) ............

150 ................................
- 150
. -...............................
200 ............
Achieved.....................................................................................................................
....... ................ .................... ........................
Energy and Commerce:
Instructions .............................
1,000) (-1 ,000) .............. (-1 ,350) ( - 1,350) .............. - ,650) (- ,650 ) ............
Achieved .................................... (- 81 9) (- 782) .............. (- 1,313)(-1 ,256) .............. (-1,954) (-1 ,870) ............
Post Office and Civil Service:
Instructions ..................550.............1,300 ..............
-1,800 ............
Achieved ....................................
+ 268 -1 ,191 ..............
* 220 - 851 ..............
+ 234
- 920 ............
Small Business:
Instructions ..................200.............. -1 50
- 200 .......-...... . 250
- 200 ............
Achieved ....................184....... -J62
-182 .......-.......
258
-212 ...........
Veterans' Affairs:
Instructions ...............................
- 150
- 400 .......
- 50
- 250 .......-...... . 250
- 250 ............
Achieved ....................................
- 29
- 311 ..............
+ 86
- 196 .......-...... . 212
-198 ............
Ways and Means:
Instructions .................................
1,000 - 1,000 9,700 - 1,400 - 1,400 17,650 - 1,750 - 1,750 22,450
Achieved
-....................................
1,029 -1,290 10,611 -2,758 -3,373 16,851 -3,618
-4,412 22,773
Instructions ....................-

'No outymr
'Ways Wnd
Means cmomied milay reuctons a=
A M
renu ease
m to
tir arg-ths tIh totl here isel i redction
Owt
3Nth
Ah
fthw,lhthe
Houe
fe"slatin,
passed
reconciti
n re
lan was achieved i the fiscal ea 1984
b
resolute cycle
NOmwv,
the fiA ya 1985 daectve inor•oaed heth timunfinihed 1984 reco t an newreconclatin in ti first reolutmon direct for
frMc0
ye 1985.
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[in moms OfdoImS]
PreSient

Recommendation
outlay
B
uBU0ot
uly
authority
B ~~~~authority
' sBudget
Otl

sa

Function

Commtuee

050, 920 ..........................

1. Wap board reform ................................

050, 600 ..........................

2. Annualize cost-of-living increases for ................................

-81
-24

-80
-23

-81
-24

-72

-50
-72

-26

-26

- 45

Federal retirees.

400 ..................................

3. Lower operating differential subsidies ............
500 ................... 4. Eliminate indexing of vocational reha-72
bilitation state grants.
500 ..................................
5. Cap title XX grants for state and -26
local training.

500 ...................
550 ..................................
550 ..................................
600 ..................................
600 ..................................
600 .................................
600 ..................................
600 ..................................
600 ................................

b. Impact aid reform ..................................

7. Hospital cost containment .....................

8. Medicare and medicaid program
reform.
9. Food stamp reform (assuming that
the cap islifted).
10. Railroad retirement reform .....................
11. AFDC reforms ........................................
12. AFDC: Child support enforcement ...........
13. SSI modifications ...................................
14. Child nutrition programs: Reduce subsidy for non-needy.
Revise eligibility for free meals ..............
Revise eligibility for reduced-priced

-288

-200

-80
-23

-45

Clmulat"
authority

Budget

outlay

-788
-197
-593

-785
-196
-593

-94 ........... - 1,654
-50
-72

-264
-701

-264
-701

-26

-170

-170

--95

-395

-105 -100
-525
-520
- 100 -1,400 -1,950 -21,820
-138 -404 --2,735 -4,574

-152

-152

-152

- 196 - 1,725

-152

-740

-740

.. ..............................................

+ 161
-1 92
-75
- 27
-146

- 65 ..............
- 192 - 208 -208
-75
-75 -75
- 27 - 10 -10
-146 -304 -30-

- 149
-16

- 149 ...............
-16 ...............

-982
-356
-65

-982
-356
-65

.... ........ ..,

-.............
2,600 -2,600

meais.

Exclude certain private sponsors from
summer food.

WIC: Reduced entitlement level ..............
Special milk: Limit to schools without

600 .................................

-47
-50
-110

700 ..................................
700 ..................................
700 .................................
850 .................................

-37

-50
-110

-50
-118

other Federal meal program.

15. Social security: Various Presidential ................

- 508 ...............

suggestions.

700 ..................................

-47

-37
-

5C

-118
.... ..........................

..................

Social security: Disability reforms ..........................
- 34 ...............
- 62 ................ - 3,004
health: Third-party reim- - 170
- 170 -165
-165 - 1,514 - 1,514
bursement.
17. Other veterans health benefits ............... -97
-97
-506
-97
-97
-506
18. G.I. bill-flight training and corre-59
-218
-218
-59
-59
-59
19. Burial benefits ......................................................................
- 50
-262
-50 -262
20. General revenue sharing ........................................................ - 2,285 -2,285 - 14,250 - 14,250
16. Veterans

Total ................................................

- 1,938 - 4,418 - 4,251 -5,966

-29,416 -55,774

Sowore: Fni Coiuent Resaolio an ft WW forFaisl Yea 1981.
H.Rei. 96-95, P.207.

FINAL RECONCILIATION ACTION, FISCAL YEAR 1983
[in mboi ofdamrs)
Reconciliation 6 tM'4inthe

-xdrolutme

Comltu

1984

1985

1983

1984

779
779

1,083
1,083

1,428 2,049
1,428 2,049

2,628
2,628

213
213

693
693

1,231
1,231

(732) (1,223)
(732) (1,223)

1983
Agriculture:
Budget authority ................
Outlays ............................

Armed Services:
Budget authority ................
Outlays .............................

Conference aprment

I

(260)
(260)

1985

Raooncilaton armiot go

(+)/und (-)
1983

1984

2,339 +1,270
2,339 +1,270

+1,545
+1,545

(+47) (+39)
(+47) (+39)

tMconcial
3-yw

1985
+911
+911

7,016
7,016

(-8) (2,215)
(-8) 4(2,215)
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FINAL RECONCILIATION ACTION, FISCAL YEAR 1983-Continued
lin millions of dollars]
Reconciliatiin directive inthe
budget resolution

Conference agreement

Reconcmati

agreement over
reconcihlato
directive
1985

3-year
savins
achieved

Banking, Finance, and
Urban Affairs:
Bud get authority................................................................................................................................................................................
Outlays
695
6.............................
697
687
690
679
649
- 5 - 18
-38

2,018

Committee

-1
1983

1984

1985

1983

; + )/urnde

9

9

1984

1985

1983

(-I

1984

Energy and Commerce:

Budget authority ................
514
741
739
Outlays ..............................
675
Foreign Affairs:
Budget authority ................
2
Outlays ..............................
8
Merchant Marine and
Fisheries:
Budget authority ................
4
15
Outlays ..............................
4
15
Post Office and Civil
Service:
Budget authority ........................... ..... 240
Outlays .............
376 1,061
Veterans Affairs:
155
Budget authority ................
77
Outlays ..............................
77
155
Ways and Means:
Budget authority ................
593
705
Outlays ...........
3,755 4,827

815
811

206
275

4
15

(...... )
(1)

27
27

(5)
(5)

364
364

502
502

(1)
(3)

(2)
(6)

(14)
(14)

(24)
(24)

-308
-400

.)

-377
-375

- 313
-309

(-1)

(-2)

(+1)
(+2)

(-1)
(1)

(-3)
(-3)
+948
+399

282
462

861
1,469

1,482
2,207

+282
+86

+621
+408

155
155

169
168

189
189

196
196

+92
+91

+34
+34

N/A

N/A

N/A
-335

4 5,594 4 7,363

3(3)

(10)

534
1,808

928
N/A
5,168 '3,420

'1,072
1,141

+41
+41

N/A
N/A
+767 +2,195

3(43)

(43)
2,625
4,138
554
553
N/A
16,377

Total:
Budget Authority ......
2,179 3,632 5,119 N/A
N/A
N/A ....................... N/A
Outlays ..............................
6,573 9,268 11,312 7,064 10,923 13,256 +491 +1,655 +1,944
31.243
3-year reconciliation
instruck tio ns........................................................................................................................................................................
27,15 3
'Thew savings were achieved bythe Post Office Committee action on COLA's
and are as counted in the Post 0ffa Committee total,
'These
savings were achieved bythe Post Offa Committee action on COLA's.
3 In addition to this total isSmall
COLA
savings achieved byPost Office
Committee action Also added to the Energy
and Commerce total wil be
a pesently unidentified amount inMek
aresavings which willmore
than meet their reconctiliamn directive.
,Deftic reduction.
Note.-Savings inH.R.
6955 and #iWays and Means bIllare bxoken
out as follows

APPENDIX B
U.S. HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON THE BuDGET,

Washington, DC, March 26, 1979.
DEAR COULoXAUz: You want to balance the budget-well let me tell you how it's
done. The Budget contains over $4 billion in legislative savings which has a cumulative five-year outlay impact of over $50 billion. If current law is not changed to
effect these reductions, over $4 billion will be added to the deficit. Let me just give
you a brief indication of just how important "legislative savings" are to the work of
the Congress in holding the line on federal spending and getting the deficit down.
BEilions

President's proposed deficit in fiscal year 1980 budget ..........................................
$29.0
Proposed deficit with CBO's economic forecasts ......................................................
35.6
Proposed deficit without President's legislative savings ...................
41.0
Proposed deficit with President's and possible congressional legislative savings initiatives ............................................................................................................
35.6
The simple point: without legislative savings, there is no way this Congress can
approach a target of $29 billion deficit. There is no way we can move toward a balanced budget.
Because of this fact, the Budget Committee has set up a Task Force on Legislative
Savings to track progress on this savings and work in the Congress to achieve them.
As Chairman of that Task Force, I plan to issue regular updates on how the Congress is doing on "legislative savings.' (See first newsletter attached).
Our Task Force will be reviewing the President's proposals, urging the members
and Committees to develop their own proposals and keeping an eye on these developments through the House and Senate. Besides giving you regular updates on their
status and how this affects the budget, we would like to encourage you to work with
us in finding other possible reforms and in seeking the adoption of as many of these
proposals as is possible.
In the proposed Administration Budget, the President has suggested some 16
areas that involve "legislative savings"-legislation that does not simply cut spending but provides for program revisions, reforms or eliminations that make more fundamental changes on priorities and provide long-term reductions in spending. The
President's proposals, if enacted, would provide over $4 billion in savings for fiscal
year 1980 and more than $50 billion in savings by fiscal year 1984.
Obviously, not all of the President's proposals will be enacted. But if they aren't,
hopefully we in the Congress will develop our own "legislative savings" to provide
as much or more in reductions. Without such proposals, it is clear the deficit will be
higher. Without any new proposals, no individual spending increases, no further disasters or international crises, no worsening economic situation-the deficit could be
somewhere near $40 billion.
Only by looking at legislative savings proposals together, as a package, can we
hope to achieve truly meaningful savings that can put us on the road to fiscal responsibility and long-term budgetary soundness. I and the Task Force look forward
to working with you in this effort.
Sincerely yours,
LEON E. PANETT'A,
Chairman,Legislative Savings Task Force.
BUDGrT BUuxriN, MAR. 26, 1979-LWON PANVrFA, CHAIRMAN, LEIbLATiVz
TASx FORCE, Housz BuDGrr COMMrrrE

SAVINGs

A legislative savings is a change in current law which mandates spending; unless
the law is changed, the spending will occur.
The President's budget contains over $4 billion in outlay savings for FY 1980 and
other savings are possible through Congressional initiative. In most cases, unless
(97)

98
current law is changed this amount will be added directly to the deficit. These savings are a critical budget contingency for holding down the deficit and working
toward a balanced budget. The hope is that Members will develop their own legislative proposals as well.
A list of the legislative savings in the President's budget follows:
1980

outt*
nmio•ns (In
of

Wage board reform ............................................................................................
Eliminate vocational rehabilitation state grant indexing .....................................
Impact aid .........................................................................................................
Cap training amount for state grants ..............................................................
Hospital cost containment .................................................................................

Program improvements: Medicare and medicaid ...............................................
Simplify and standardize AFDC ..........................................................................
Food Stamp quality control ...............................................................................
Railroad retirement benefit and financing reform ..............................................
S5I modifications ...............................................................................................
OASDI beneficiary reform ..................................................................................
School lunch and child nutrition ........................................................................
Child support enforcement .................................................................................
Elimination of flight training correspondence .....
...............
Veterans hospital care .......................................................................................
Other veterans health proposals ........................................................................
Tota l.................................................. ..................................................
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72
200
26
1,725
395

Post Office.
Education and Labor.
Do.
Ways and Means
Ways and Means and Interstate.

Do.

192 Ways and Means.

52
65
27
542
518
75
59
16 5
97
4,41 3

Agriculture.
Interstate.
Ways and Means.
Do.
Education and Labor.
Ways and means.
Veterans.
Do.
Do.

All of these savings take action by an authorizing committee to reduce current
law spending and many of them are awaiting submission of an Executive proposal.
Next week's report will include the status of the Presidential submissions and the
intentions of the authorizing commiltees as submitted in their March 15 reports to
the Budget Committee. Future bulletins will also highlight legislative savings by
Members.
Cumulative five-year impact of these savings is approximately $50 billion.

APPENDIX C
Examples of Reconciliation Instructions
H. CON. RES. 307, FISCAL YEAR 1981-HouSE REPORTED

(e) the House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service and the
Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs shall reduce spending
for fiscal year 1981 in enacted laws, bills, and resolutions by
$3,639,000,000 in budget authority and $4,204,000,000 in outlays
and are instructed to report on or before June 15, 1980, their recommendations for changes in new budget authority for fiscal year
1981, budget authority initially provided for prior fiscal years, and
new or existing spending authority contained in enacted laws, bills,
and resolutions within the jurisdictions of those committees sufficient to accomplish the reduction required by this subsection.
S. CON. RES. 86, FISCAL YEAR 1981-SENATE REPORTED

SEC. 4. The Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs and the
House Committee on Government Operations shall reduce spending for fiscal year 1981 in reported or enacted laws, bills, and resolutions by $500,000,000 in outlays and are instructed to report
promptly their recommendations for changes in new budget authority for fiscal year 1981, budget authority intially provided for
fiscal years, and new spending authority which is to become effective during fiscal year 1981 contained in reported or enacted laws,
bills, and resolutions within the jurisdictions of those committees
sufficient to accomplish the reduction required by this section.
H. CON. RES. 307, FISCAL YEAR 1981-CONFERENCE AGREEMENT
(4) the House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service shall
recommend (A) program reductions in laws within its jurisdiction
to reduce spending by $500,000,000 in budget authority and
$500,000,000 in outlays; and (B) changes in laws within its jurisdiction which provide spending authority described in section 401
(cX2XC) of the Budget Act to reduce spending for fiscal year 1981 by
$500,000,000 in budget authority and $500,000,000 in outlays;
H. CON. REs. 115, FISCAL YEAR 1982-HousE REPORTED

(9) the House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service shall
recommend program changes in laws within its jurisdiction to
reduce spending for fiscal year 1982 by $5,430,000,000 in budget authority and $5,524,000,000 in outlays, to reduce spending for the
fiscal year 1983 by $7,869,000,000 in budget authority and
$8,026,000,000 in outlays, and to reduce spending for fiscal year
1984 by $9,496,000,000 in budget authority and $9,742,000,000 in
outlays;
(99)
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H. CoN. Rus. 115, FISCAL YEAR 1982-HousE PASSED

(lQXA) the House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service
shall report changes in laws within the jurisdiction of that committee which provide spending authority as defined in section
401(cX2XC) of Public Law 93-344 sufficient to reduce budget authority by $000,000 and outlays by $513,000,000 in fiscal year 1982; to
reduce budget authority by $000,000 and outlays by $414,000,000 in
fiscal year 1983; and to reduce budget authority by $000,000 and
outlays by $357,000,000 in fiscal year 1984; and
(B) the House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service shall
also report changes in laws within the jurisdiction of that committee sufficient to reduce appropriations for programs authorized by
that committee so as to achieve savings in budget authority and
outlays as follows: $4,737,000,000 in budget authority and
$4,650,000,000 in outlays for fiscal year 1982; $6,304,000,000 in
budget authority and $6,324,000,000 in outlays for fiscal year 1983;
and $7,390,000,000 in budget authority and $7,371,000,000 in outlays for fiscal year 1984;
S. CoN. RES. 9 (RzvISED H. CON. RES. 448), FiCAL YEARS 1981-83SENATE PASSED

(24XA) The House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service
shall report changes in laws within the jurisdiction of that committee which provide spending authority as defined in section
401(cX2)(C) of Public Law 93-344, sufficient to reduce outlays by
$513,000,000 in fiscal year 1982 and to reduce outlays by
$414,000,000 in fiscal year 1983; and
(B) The House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service shall
also report changes in laws to modify programs within the.jurisdiction of that committee sufficient to reduce appropriations for programs authorized by that committee so as to achieve savings in
budget authority and outlays as follows: $4,737,000,000 in budget
authority and $4,650,000,000 in outlays for fiscal year 1982 and
$6,304,000,000 in budget authority and $6,324,000,000 in outlays for
fiscal year 1983.
S. CON. Ru. 19, FISCAL YEAR 1982-SENATE PASSED

(24XA) The House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service
shall report changs in laws within the jurisdiction of that committee which provide spending authority as defined in section
401(cX2XC) of Public Law 93-344, sufficient to reduce outlays by
$513,000,000 in fiscal year 1982; to reduce outlays by $414,000,000
in fiscal year 1983; and to reduce outlays by $357,000,000 in fiscal
year 1984; and
(B) the House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service shall
also report changes in laws within the jurisdiction of that committee sufficient to reduce appropriations for programs authorized by
that committee so as to achieve savings in budget authority and
outlays as follows: $4,737,000,000 in budget authority and
$4,650,000,000 in outlays for fiscal year 1982; $6,304,000,000 in
budget authority and $6,324,000,000 in outlays for fiscal year 1983;
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and $7,390,000,000 in budget authority and $7,371,000,000 in outlays for fiscal year 1984.
H. CON. Rus. 115, FISCAL YEAR 1982---CONFERENCE REPORT
(10XA) the House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service
shall report changes in laws within the jurisdiction of that committee which rovide spending authority as defined in section
401(cX2XC) of Public Law 93-344 sufficient to reduce budget authority by $000,000 and outlays by $513,000,000 in fiscal year 1982; to
reduce budget authority by $000,000 and outlays by $414,000,000 in
fiscal year 1983; and to reduce budget authority by $000,000 and
outlays by $357,000,000 in fb•wl year 1984; and
(B) the House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service shall
also report changes in laws within the jurisdiction of that committee sufficient to reduce appropriations for programs authorized by
that committee so as to achieve savings in budget authority and
outlays as follows: $4,737,000,000 in budget authority and
$4,650,000,000 in outlays for fiscal year 1982; $6,304,000,000 in
budget authority and $6,324,000,000 in outlays for fiscal year 1983;
and $7,390,000,000 in budget authority and $7,371,000,000 in outlays for fiscal year 1984;
H. CON. REs. 345, FISCAL YEAR 1983-Housz REPORTED

(H) the House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service shall
report changes in law within the jurisdiction of that committee to
reduce spending in amounts sufficient to reduce budget authority
by $000,000,000 and outlays by $273,000,000 in fiscal year 1983; further, the Congress finds that the prospect of unacceptably high
budget deficits in future fiscal years requires additional savings of
$242,000,000 in budget authority and $925,000,000 in outlays in
fiscal year 1984, and $538,000,000 in budget authority and
$1,648,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1985.
H. CON. REs. 352, FISCAL YEAR 1983-HousE REPORTED

SEC. 301. Pursuant to section 301(b)(2) of the Budget ActThe appropriate committees of the House and Senate (as indicated by the joint statement of managers accompanying the conference report on this resolution) shall report changes in laws within
their respective jurisdictions sufficient to reduce budget authority
and outlays in fiscal year 1983 in amounts consistent with reductions in entitlement programs assumed in this resolution; and to
increase revenues in fiscal year 1983 in amounts consistent with
the assumptions in this resolution.
S. CON. Ru. 92, FISCAL YEAR 1983-SENATE REPORTED

(14) The House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service shall
report changes in laws within the jurisdiction of that committee
which provide spending authority as defined in section 401(cX2XC)
of Public Law 93-344, sufficient to reduce budget authority by
$2,000,000 and outlays by $688,000,000 in fiscal year 1983; to reduce
budget authority by $638,000,000 and outlays by $1,820,000,000 in
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fiscal year 1984; and to reduce budget authority by $1,015,000,000
and outlays by $2,657,000,000 in fiscal year 1985.
H. CON. RE. 92, FISCAL YEAR 1983-CONFERENCE REPORT

(7) The House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service shall
report changes in laws within the jurisdiction of that committee
which provide spending authority as defined in section 401(cX2XC)
of Public Law 93-344, sufficient to reduce budget authority by $0
and outlays by $376,000,000 in fiscal year 1983; to reduce budget
authority by $242,000,000 and outlays by $1,061,000,000 in fiscal

ea r 1984; and to reduce budget authority by $538,000,000 and out-

ays by $1,808,000,000 in fiscal year 1985.

H. CON. RES. 91, FISCAL YERi 1984-House Reported

(d) The House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service shall
report changes in law within the jurisdiction of that committee to
change spending in amounts sufficient to decrease budget authority
by $1,054,000,000 and outlays by $1,347,000,000 in fiscal year 1984;
further the Congess finds that to attain the policy of this resolution in future fiscal years requires decreases of $1,633,000,000 in
budget authority and $2,068,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1985;
and requires decreases of $2,518,000,000 in budget authority and
$3,334,000,000 in outlays in fiscal year 1986.
S. CON. RES. 27, FISCAL YEAR 1984 (S. REPT. 98-63)-SENATE

REPORTED
(i) The House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service shall
report changes in laws within the jurisdiction of that committee
which provide spending authority as defined in section 401(cX2XC)
of Public Law 93-344, sufficient to reduce budget authority by
$258,000,000 and outlays by $534,000,000 in fiscal year 1984; to
reduce budget authority by $268,000,000 and outlays by
$834,000,000 in fiscal year 1985; and to reduce budget authority by
$636,000,000 and outlays by $1,486,000,000 in fiscal year 1986.
H. CON. Rum. 91, FISCAL YEAR 1984-CoNr~z•,cz REPORT
(i) The House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service shall
report changes in laws within the jurisdiction of that committee
which provide spending authority as defined in section 401(cX2XC)
of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce budget
authority by $1,619,000,000 and outlays by $1,900,000,000 in fiscal
year 1984; to reduce budget authority by $2,332,000,000 and outlays
by $2,841,000,000 in fiscal year 1985; and to reduce budget authority
by $3,235,000./00 and outlays by $4,144,000,000 in fiscal year
'1386.
H. CON. Rus. 280, FISCAL YEAR 1985-Housr REPORTED

(f) The House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service shall
report changes in laws within the jurisdiction of that committee
which provide spending authoriLy as defined in section 401(cX2XC)
of the Congressional Budget Act of 1974, sufficient to reduce outlays by $550,000,000 in fiscal year 1985; further the Congress finds
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that to attain the policy of this reduction in future years requires
decreases of outlays by $1,300,000,000 in fiscal year 1986; and requires decreases of outlays by $1,800,000,000 in fiscal year 1987.

APPENDIX D
Reconciliation Conferences
96th Congress, 2d Session-1980
H.R. 7765-OMNIBUS

RECONCILIATION

ACT, 1980

House Conferees:

Messrs. Giaimo, Ashley, Brodhead, Panetta, Latta, and Frenzel.
(For consideration of the entire bill.)
Solely for consideration of Title II of the Senate amendment:
Messrs. Price, Nichols, Mollohan, Aspin, Wilson, of California, and Mitchell of New York.
Solely for consideration of Title II, Subtitle A of the bill and Title
I of the Senate amendment:
Messrs. Perkins, Ford of Michigan, Andrews of North Carolina, Miller of California, Ashbrook, and Goodling.
Solely for consideration of Title II, Subtitle B of the bill and Title
VII of the Senate amendment:
Messrs. Perkins, Beard of Rhode Island, Phillip Burton,
Miller of California, Ashbrook, and Erlenborn.
Solely for consideration of Title II, Subtitle C of the bill and Title
VII of the Senate amendment:
Messrs. Perkins, Ford of Michigan, Brademas, Biaggi, Ashbrook, and Buchanan.
Solely for consideration of Title III, Subtitle A and Title VIII,
Subtitle A of the bill and Title V, Pt. F of the Senate amendment:
Messrs. Staggers, Waxman, Satterfield, Preyer, Broyhill, and
Carter.
Solely for consideration of Title III, Subtitles B and C of the bill
and Title III, Sec. 303 of the Senate amendment:
Messrs. Staggers, Santini, Florio, Ms. Mikuiski, Messrs.
Broyhill, and Madigan.
Solely for consideration of Title IV of the bill and Title VI of the
Senate amendment:
Messrs. Hanley, Ford of Michigan, Clay, Mrs. Spellman,
Messrs. Derwinski, and Taylor.
Solely for consideration of Title V, Subtitles A and B of the bill
and Title III, Secs. 301, 302 and 304 and Title IV, Sec. 401 of the
Senate amendment:
Messrs. Johnson of California, Anderson of California,
Howard, Roberts, Shuster, and Snyder.
Solely for consideration of Title VII of the bill and Title VIII of
the Senate amemdment:
Messrs. Roberts, Satterfield, Montgomery, Hefner, Hammerschmidt, and Mrs. Heckler.
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Solely for consideration of Title III, Subtitles A and B; Tile VIII,
Subtitles A, B, C and D and Title IX of the bill; and Title V, Pts. A.
B, C, D, E, F and G and Title IX of the Senate amendment:
Messrs. Ullman, Rostenkowski, Vanik, Corman, Gibbons,
Pickle, Rbngel, Cotter, Conable, Duncan of Tennessee, Archer,
and Vander Jagt.
Senate Conferees:
Messrs. Hollings, Moynihan, Exon, Bellmon, and Domenici from
the Committee on the Budget;
Messrs. Talmadge, McGovern, Huddleston, Helms, and Hayakawa from the Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry,
solely for the consideration of matters within the jurisdiction of
that committee;
Messrs. Nunn, Byrd of Virginia, and Jepsen from the Committee
on Armed Services, solely for the consideration of matters within
the jurisdiction of that committee;
Messrs. Cannon, Exon, Packwood, and Mrs. Kassebaum from the
Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation, solely for
the consideration of matters within the jurisdiction of that committee;
Messrs. Randolph, Bentsen, Burdick, Stafford, and Pressler from
the Committee on Environment and Public Works, solely for the
consideration of matters within the jurisdiction of that committee;
Messrs. Long, Talmadge, Boren, Dole, and Roth from the Committee on Finance, solely for the consideration of matters within
the jurisdiction of that committee;
Messrs. Ribicoff, Glenn, Pryor, Percy, and Stevens from the Committee on Governmental Affairs, solely for the consideration of
matters within the jurisdiction of the committee;
Messrs. Williams, Randolph, Pell, Schweiker, and Stafford from
the Committee on Labor and Human Resources, solely for the consideration of matters within the jurisdiction of that committee; and
Messrs. Cranston, Talmadge, and Simpson from the Committee
on Veterans' Affairs, solely for the consideration of matters within
the jurisdiction of that committee.
97th Congress, 1st Session-1981
H.R. 3982--RECoNCIUAmN AcrT OF 1981, OMNIBUS
Senate Conferees:
Messrs. Domenici, Armstrong, Mrs. Kassebaum, Messrs. Boschwitz, Hollings, Chiles, and Biden.
Title I (Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry Committee): Messrs.
Helms, Hayakawa, Lugar, Cochran, Huddleston, Leahy, and Zorinsky.
Title II (Armed Services Committee): Messrs. Tower, Humphrey,
Jepsen, Exon, and Levin.
Title III (Banking, House and Urban Affairs Committee): Messrs.
Garn, Heinz, Lugar, Proxmire, and Riegle.
Title IV (Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee):
Messrs. Packwood, Goldwater, Schmitt, Cannon, and Inouye.
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Title V (Energy and Natural Resources Committee): Messrs.
McClure, Hatfield, Wallop, Jackson, and Johnston.
Title VI (Environment and Public Works Committee): Messrs.
Abdnor, Stafford, Chafee, Symms, Randolph, Moynihan, and Mitchell.
Title VII (Finance Committee): Messrs. Dole, Danforth, Chafee,
Long, and Harry F. Byrd, Jr.
Title VIII (Foreign Relations Committee): Messrs. Percy, Mathias, Mrs. Kassebaum, Messrs. Pell and Biden.
Title IX (Governmental Affairs Committee): Messrs. Roth, Stevens, Mathias, Eagleton, and Pryor.
Title X (Judiciary Committee): Messrs. Thurmond, Mathias,
Lairalt, Biden, and DeConcini.
Title XI (Labor and Human Resources Committee): Messrs.
Hatch, Stafford, Quayle, Nickles, Denton, Mrs. Hawkins, Messrs.
Kennedy, Randolph, Pell, Eagleton, and Metzenbaum.
Title XII (Small Business Committee): Messrs. Weicker, Boschwitz, Hayakawa, Nunn, and Bumpers.
Title XIII (Veterans' Affairs Committee): Messrs. Simpson,
Kasten, Murkowski, Cranston, and Randolph, except: Mr Matsunaga in lieu of Mr. Randolph strictly for consideration of class II
dental benefits, (Sec. 1302 in the Senate amendment and Sec. 14003
of H.R. 3982.)
Title XIV (Select Committee on Indian Affairs): Messrs. Cohen,
Andrews, Gorton, Melcher, and Inouye.
Budget Committee for considerations of the entire bill and
Senate amendment: Messrs. Jones of Oklahoma, Mineta, Solarz,
Panetta, Gephardt, Aspin, Latta, Regula, Shuster, and Ms. Fiedler.
Committee on Agriculture, solely for the consideration of-Title
1, Sec. 7001(12), Sec. 7002(10), Sec. 7003(9), Sec. 8002, Sec. 5112, Sec.
8007, Sec. 15452 of the House bill, and Title I (except Pt. G), Title
V, Subtitle B, Sec. 1117(e), Title VI, Subtitle B, Pt. B of the Senate
amendment:
Messrs. de la Garza, Foley, Jones of Tennessee, and Brown of
California (on all matters except as listed below).
Messrs. Bowen, Richmond, and Rose (in lieu of Mr. Brown of
California on secs. 1027 and 1029 of the House bill, and sec. 112
of the Senate amendment (tobacco inspection and related services)).
Mr. Weaver (in lieu of Mr. Brown of California on secs. 1015
and 8002 of the House bill and secs. 511 through 513 and 516
through 510 of the Senate amendment (forestry and energy)).
Mr. Harkin (in lieu of Mr. Brown of California on sec. 1021
of the House bill (dairy)) and in lieu of Mr. Bowen on secs.
1001-1014, 15452 of the House bill, and secs. 151-169 of the
Senate amendment:
Messrs. Wampler, Findley (on all matters except as
listed below), Jeffords (on all matters except as listed
below), Hagedorn (on all matters except as listed below),
Thomas (in lieu of Mr. Findley on secs. 1015, 7001 through
7003 of the House bill and secs. 131 through 133 of the
Senate amendment P.L. 480), and in lieu of Mr. Jeffords on
secs. 1023 through 1026 and 1029 of the House bill, and
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sec. 111 of the Senate amendment (cotton classing and related services)).
Mr. Hopkins (in lieu of Mr. Jeffords on secs. 1027 and
1029 of the House bill and sec. 112 of the Senate amendment (tobacco inspection and related services)).
Mr. Coleman (in lieu of Mr. Hagedorn on secs. 1001
through 1014 and sec. 15452 of the House bill and secs. 151
through 169 of the Senate amendment (food stamps)).
Mr. Marlenee (in lieu of Mr. Hagedorn on secs. 1015 and
8002 of the House bill and secs. 1015 and 8002 of the
House bill and secs. 511 though 513 and 516 through 519 of
the Senate amendment (forestry and energy)).
Committee on Armed Services, solely for the consideration ofTitle II, of the House bill, and Title H, of the Senate amendment:
Messrs. Price, Bennett, Stratton, White, Nichols, Brinkley, Dickinson, Whitehurst, Spence, and Mitchell of New York.
Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, solely for
the consideration of-Title III, Title VI, Subtitle B, of the House
bill, and Title HI, (except Pt. B), Title V, Subtitle E, of the Senate
amendment: Messrs. St Germain, Reuss, Gonzalez, Minish, Annunzio, Mitchell, Stanton, Wylie, McKinney, and Evans of Delaware.
Committee on the District of Columbia, solely for the consideration of-Title IV, of the House bill, and sec. 904, of the Senate
amendment: Messrs. Dellums, Fauntrty, Mazzoli, Leland, Gray,
Dymally, McKinney, Parris, Bliley, and Mrs. Holt.
Committee on Education and Labor, solely for consideration ofTitle V, Title XV, Subtitle C, ch. 5, Title XV, Subtitle C, ch. 4, Title
XV, Subtitle E, secs. 15427, 15428, and 15429 of the House bill, and
Title I, Pt. G, Title VII, Pt. I, sec. 1002, Title XI, Pts. B and C
(except for sec. 1117(e)), Ti,,le XI, Pt. D (except for sec. 1137), sec.
1104-5(aX2), Title XI, Pt. F (except for sec. 1163), Title XI, Pt. G,
secs. 757, 758, and 759, Subsecs. 1101-8(16) through 1101-8(19) of
the Senate amendment: The following groups of conferees, each
group to confer only on the provisions indicated, to the extent consistent with .the overall designation indicated above:
A. Elementary, Secondary, Vocational, Refugee Education
and Consolidation of Programs-Messrs. Perkins, Ford, Andrews, Miller of California, Corrada, Kildee, Ashbrook, Goodling, Erlenborn, and Jeffords.
B. Federal Employees' Compensation-Messrs. Perkins, Phillip Burton, Miller of California, Murphy, Williams of Montana,
Ratchford, Ashbrook, Erlenborn, Mrs. Fenwick, and Mr. Johnston.
C. Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, Poverty
and Older Americans, Vocational Rehabilitation and Handicapped-Messrs. Perkins, Hawkins, Clay, Biaggi, Andrews,
Murphy, Ashbrook, Jeffords, Erdahl, and Petri.
D. Higher Education, Libraries, Museums, and Arts and Humanities-Messrs. Perkins, Ford, Simon, Weiss, Peyser, Eckart,
Ashbrook, Coleman, Erlenborn, and DeNardis.
E. Child Nutrition-Messrs. Perkins, Ford, Andrews, Miller
of California, Corrada, Kildee, Ashbrook, Goodling, Jeffords,
and Craig.
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F. Juvenile Delinquency-Messrs. Perkins, Andrews, Corrada, Kildee, Williams or Montana, Washington, Ashbrook,
Petri, Coleman, and Bailey of Missouri.
G. Black Lung Clinics, Occupational Safety and Health Act,
Mine Safety and Health Act-Messrs. Perkins, Burton, Gaydos,
Miller of California, Murphy, Kogovsek, Ashbrook, Erlenborn,
Kramer, and Mrs. Fenwick.
H. Social Services Block Grants-Messrs. Perkins, Andrews,
Biaggi, Murphy, Corrada, Williams of Montana, Ashbrook,
Petri, Erlenborn, and Erdahl.
I. Energy Assistance to Low Income Families and WINMessrs. Perkins, Hawkins, Clay, Andrews, Corrada, Williams
of Montana, Ashbrook, Jeffords, Petr-i, and Mrs. Roukema.
Committee on Energy and Commerce, solely for consideration
of-Subsec. 3110(d), Title VI, Title V, Subtitle C, ch. 1, subch. A
and subch. D, Title XV, Subtitle C, chs. 4 and 5, sec. 8004, 8005,
8009, and 8010, sec. 10003, secs. 15600, 15602, 15614, 15615, 15616,
15622, 15623, 15624, 15631, 15651, 15643, 15644, 15645, 15647, 15632,
15633, 15634, 15636, 15641, 15642, 15648, 15649 of the House bill,
and Title XI, Part D, subpts. 2 and 3, Title XI, Part E, Title IV, pts.
A, B, and E, secs. 421, 422, 423, and 427, Title V, Subtitle D, pt. 3,
Title VII, pts. C, D, and I, sec. 1163, Title IX, pt. A (except sec.
1104-5(aX2) and sec. 1101-12), Title V, Subtitle G, sec. 622, secs.
711, 712, 714, 715, 716, 718, 719, 720, 720A-720H, 729, Title V, Subtitle B, pt. 2, such portions of Title V, Subtitle D, pts. 1 and 2, as
fall within the jurisdiction of the Committee on Energy and Commerce, of the Senate amendment: Messrs. Dingell, Ottinger,
Waxman, Wirth, Sharp, Florio, Scheuer, Moffett, Broyhill, Brown
of Ohio, Collins of Texas, Lent, Madan, and Moorhead.
Committee on Foreign Affairs, solely for the consideration ofThat portion of sec. 1015 entitled "International Programs" page
12 lines 32 through 41 and Title VII of the House bill, and Title
VIII, Title I pt. D of the Senate amendment: Messrs. Zablocki,
Fountain, Fascell, Rosenthal, Hamilton, Bingham, Broomfield, Derwinski, Findley, and Winn.
Committee on Government Operations, solely for the consideration of-Title XVI of the House bill, and secs. 905 and 906 of the
Senate amendment: Messrs. Brooks, Fountain, Fascell, Rosenthal,
Fuqua, Conyers, Horton, Erlenborn, Brown of Ohio, and McCloskey.
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, solely for consideration of-Title VIII, sec. 6101 of the House bill, and Title V, Subtitle A, Title V, Subtitle B, pt. 1, Title V, Subtitle C, Title V, Subtitles F and H, such portions Title V, subtitle D, pts. 1 and 2 as fail
within the jurisdiction of the Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs of the Senate amendment: Messrs. Udall, Phillip Burton,
Kastenmeier, Kazen, Bingham, Seiberling, Lujan, Young of Alaska,
Lagomarsino, and Marriott.
Committee on Judiciary, solely for consideration of-Secs. 13016
and 13017 of the House bill, and Title X, (except sec. 1002) Sec.
1137 of the Senate amendment: Messrs. Rodino, Kastenmeier, Edwards of California, Seiberling, Danielson, Mazzoli, McClory, Railsback, Fish, and Butler.
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Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, solely for consideration of Title XI, subtitle B, Ch. 4, Title IX, and the portions of
sec. 6531 on page 349, lines 25 through 37 and on page 350, lines 26
through 31 of the House engrossed bill, of the House. bill, and secs.
426 and 1101-4 of the Senate amendment: Messrs. Jones of North
Carolina, Biaggi, Breaux, D'Amours, Hubbard, Studds, Snyder,
McCloskey, Forsythe, and Pritchard.
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service, solely for consideration of-Title X, sec. 5397, sec. 15651 of House bill, and secs. 901903 of the Senate amendment: Mr. Ford of Michigan, Mrs. Schroeder, Ms. Ferraro, Ms. Oakar, Messrs. Clay, Leland, Derwinski,
Taylor, Gilman, and Corcoran.
Committee on Public Works and Transportation, solely for consideration of-Sec. 8003, sec. 8007, Title IX, Subtitle C, Title XI, the
portions of sec. 6531 of page 349, lines 26 through 37 and on page
350, lines 9 through 11 and lines 16 and 17 of the House Engrossed
bill, and Title V, Subtitle C, Title III, pt. B, Title VI, Subtitles A, B,
C, D, E, and F, secs. 424, 425, 427, and 431-437 of the Senate
amendment: Messrs. Howard, Anderson, Roe, Levitas, Oberstar,
Fary, Clausen, Snyder, Hammerschmidt, and Hagedorn.
Committee on Science and Technology, solely for consideration
of-Title XII, sec. 6101, the proviso in sec. 8004, lines 2 through 24
on page 381 of the House Engrossed bill and such portions of Title
V, Subtitle D, pts. 1 and 2 as fall within the jurisdiction of the
Committee on Science and Technology of the Senate amendment:
Messers. Fuqua, Roe, Scheuer, Harkin, Mrs. Bouquard, Messrs.
Glickman, Winn, Goldwater, Fish, Lujan, and Dymally.
Solely for consideration of secs. 1101-12 of the Senate
amendment: Messrs. Fuqua, Walgren, Bre- A of California,
Shamansky, Lundine, Winn, Mrs. Heckler, Me srs. Weber of
Minnesota, and Gregg.
Committee on Small Business, solely for consit. v-ition of-Title
XIH, of the House bill, and Title XII, of the Senate amendment:
Messrs. Mitchell of Maryland, Smith of Iowa, Addabbo, Gonzalez,
LaFalce, Bedell, McDade, Broomfield, Marriott, and Williams of
Ohio.
Committee on Veterans' Affairs, solely for consideration of Title
XIV, of the House bill, and Title XIII, of the Senate amendment:
Messrs. Montgomery, Edwards of California, Mottl, Edgar, Sam B.
Hall, Jr., Leath, Hammerschmidt, Mrs. Heckler, Messrs. Wylie,
and Sawyer.
Committee on Ways and Means, solely for consideration of-Title
XV, Title V, Subtitle C, Ch. 1, subch. A, Title V, Subtitle C, ch. 1,
subch. D, sec. 10003 of page 143. Title VI, Subtitle D, ch. 11, subchs.
B and C, sec. 6212 of the House bill, and Title VII, Pts. A, B, E, F,
G, H, I and J. Title XI, Part D, subpts. 2 and 3 of the Senate
amendment: Messrs. Rostenkowki, Gibbons, Pickle, Rangel, Stark,
Jacobs, Ford of Tennessee, Conable, Duncan, Archer, and Vander
Jagt.
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Senate Conferees:

Messrs. Domenici, Armstrong, Mrs. Kassebaum, Messrs.
Boschwitz, Tower, Hollings, Chiles, Johnston, and Exon.
Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry (for title I):
Messrs. Helms, Dole, Hayakawa, Lugar, Cochran, Huddleston, Leahy, Melcher, and Zorinsky.
Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs (for title III):
Messrs. Garn, Tower, Lugar, Riegle, and Proxmire.
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation (for secs.
402 and 403 of title IV):
Messrs. Packwood, Goldwater, Stevens, Cannon, and Ford.
Committee on Governmental Affairs (for title VI):
Messrs. Roth, Stevens, Mattingly, Eagleton, and Pryor.
Committee on Veterans' Affairs (for title VII):
Messrs. Simpson, Thurmond, Stafford, Cranston, and Randolph.
House Conferees:

Committee on the Budget, for consideration of the entire House
bill and Senate amendment:
Messrs. Jones of Oklahoma, Panetta, Gephardt, Latta, and
Frenzel.
And as additional conferees from the Committee on the Budget,
solely for consideration of Title I of the House bill and Title I of the
Senate amendment:
Messrs. Aspin, Donnelly, and Mrs. Martin of Illinois.
Committee on Agriculture, solely for consideration of Title I of
the House bill and Title I of the Senate amendment:
Messrs. de la Garza, Foley, Bowen, Richmond, Harkin, Wampler, Findley (on all matters except as listed below), and Hagedorn (on all matters except as listed below).
Mr. Coleman (in lieu of Mr. Hagedorn) on secs. 160-186 of the
House bill and secs. 101-150 of the Senate amendment (food
stamps).
Mr. Thomas (in lieu of Mr. Findley) on secs. 101-130 of the House
bill and sec. 151 of the Senate amendment (dairy).
Committee on Foreign Affairs, solely for consideration of sec. 130
of the House bill and that portion of sec. 101 of the House bill
which adds subparagraphs 201(dX8XDX)iii)Hv) to the Agricultural
Act of 1949, as amended by the Agriculture and Food Act of 1981,
and sec. 154 of the Senate amendment:
Messrs. Zablocki, Hamilton, Bingham, Broomfield, and Lagomarsino.

Committee on Banking, Finance, and Urban Affairs, solely for
consideration of Title
of te House bill and Title III of the
Senate amendment:
Messrs. St Germain, Gonzalez, Annunzio, Stanton, and
Wylie.
Committee on Energy and Commerce, solely for consideration of
secs. 402 and 403 of the Senate amendment:
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Messrs. Dingell, Wirth, Florio, Broyhill, and Lent.
Committee on Public Works and Transportation, solely for consideration of sec. 403 of the Senate amendment:
Messrs. Anderson, Rahall, Edgar, Clausen, and Shuster.
Committee on Post Office and Civil Service, solely for consideration of Title III of the House bill and secs. 601-604 and 606-610 of
the Senate Amendment:
Messrs. Ford of Michigan, Udall, Clay, Derwinski and
Taylor.
Committee on Government Operations, solely for consideration of
secs. 605 and 611 of the Senate amendment:
Messrs. Brooks, John Burton, Evans of Indiana, Horton, and
Walker.
Committee on Veterans' Affairs, solely for consideration of Title
IV of the House bill and secs. 701-706 and 708 of the Senate
amendment:
Messrs. Montgomery, Applegate, Leath, Hammerschmidt,
and Wylie.
98th Congress, 2d Session-1984
H.R. 4170-TAx
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Senate Conferees:
From the Committee on Appropriations, to consider those matters dealing with appropriations: Messrs. Hatfield, Stevens,
Weicker, Stennis, and Byrd; from the Committee on Finance, to
consider those matters within that committee's jurisdiction:
Messrs. Dole, Packwood, Roth, Danforth, Chafee, Long, Bentsen,
Matsunaga, and Baucus; from the Committee on the Budget, to be
general conferees: Messrs. Domenici, Armstrong, Mrs. Kassebaum.
Messrs. Boschwitz, Tower, Chiles, Hollings, Sasser, and Johnston.
House Conferees:
From the Committee on Ways and Means, solely for consideration of Titles I through VIII, sec. 1002, and Title XI of the Senate
amendment, and Division A of the House amendment to the
Senate amendment: Messrs. Rostenkowski, Gibbons, Pickle, Rangel,
Stark, Conable, Duncan, and Archer.
From the Committee on Ways and Means, solely for consideration of Title IX (except for secs. 921 through 926, 943, 944, 952,
and 958) and sec. 1611 of the Senate amendment, and pt. A of Title
III and Title VI of Division B of the House amendment to the
Senate amendment: Messrs. Rostenkowski, Jacobs, Rangel, Russo,
Ford of Tennessee, Stark, Pease, Conable, Duncan, Moore, and
Campbell.
From the Committee on the Budget, solely for consideration of
Title IX, sec. 1001, and Titles XII through XVI of the Senate
amendment, and Division B of the House amendment to the Senate
amendment: Messrs. Jones of Oklahoma, Panetta, Gephardt,
Nelson, Donnelly, Derrick, Williams of Montana, Latta, Shuster,
Frenzel, and Loeffler.
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From the Committee on Appropriations, solely for consideration
of Title XIV and sec. 1606 of the Senate amendment: Messrs. Whitten, Boland, Natcher, Smith of Iowa, Conte, and McDade.
From the Committee on Armed Services, solely for consideration
of such portions of sec. 1201 of the Senate amendment, and such
portions of sec. 201 of Division B of the House amendment to the
Senate amendment, as relate to cost-of-living adjustments for military retirees, and Title XV of the Senate amendment: Messrs.
Price, Nichols, Aspin, Dickinson, and Hillis.
From the Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs,
solely for consideration of secs. 1301 through 1314 of the Senate
amendment: Messrs. St Germain, Annunzio, Hubbard, Barnard,
Ms. Oakar, Messrs. Wylie and McKinney.
From the Committee on Energy and Commerce, solely for consideration of Title IX (except for secs. 905, 909, 917, 919, 951, 955, 956,
957, subsecs. (a), (b), and (c) of secs. 965, 966, 971 through 976, 981
through 985, and 992 through 997) and sec. 1611 of the Senate
amendment, and Title III (except for secs. 308, 339, 340, and 342)
and secs. 650 and 661 of Division B of the House amendment to the
Senate amendment Messrs. Dingell, Waxman, Scheuer, Luken,
Walgren, Ms. Mikulski, Messrs. Broyhill, Madigan, and Dannemeyer.
From the Committee on Government Operations, solely for consideration of Title XV and secs. 1603, 1605, 1609, and 1610(b) of the
Senate amendment: Messrs. Brooks, Fuqua, Mrs. Collins, Messrs.
English, Levitas, Horton, Erlenborn, and Clinger.
From the Committee on the Judiciary, solely for consideration of
sec. 1604 of the Senate amendment: Messrs. Rodino, Brooks, and
Fish.
From the Committee on Post Office and Civil Service, solely for
consideration of Title XII and secs. 1604 and 1607 of the Senate
amendment, and Title II of Division B of the House amendment to
the Senate amendment: Messrs. Ford of Michigan, Clay, Mrs.
Schroeder, Messrs. Garcia, Leland, Albosta, Ms. Oakar, Messrs.
Taylor, Gilman, Corcoran, and Courter.
From the Committee on Rules, solely for consideration of Title
XIV (except for subsec. 1401(f) of the Senate amendment: Messrs.
Pepper, Long, Beilenson, Frost, Quillen, and Lott.
From the Committee on Small Business, solely for consideration
of Title IV of Division B of the House amendment to the Senate
amendment: Messrs. Mitchell, Smith of Iowa, Addabbo, McDade,
and Conte.
From the Committee on Veterans' Affairs, solely for consideration of Title V of Division B of the House amendment to the
Senate amendment: Messrs. Montgomery, Edwards of California,
Edgar, Applegate, Leath, Shelby, Hammerschmidt, Wylie, and
Hills.
House disagreed to Senate amendment to the title of the bill
May 24, 1984. House insisted on its disagreement to Senate amendment to the title of the bill May 24, 1984.
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Senate Conferees:
From the Committee on Appropriations, to consider those matters dealing with appropriations: Messrs. Hatfield, Stevens,
Weicker, Stennis, and Byrd.
From the Committee on Finance, to consider those matters
within that committee's jurisdiction: Messrs. Dole, Packwood, Roth,
Danforth, Chafee, Long, Bentsen, Matsunaga, and Baucus.
From the Committee on the Budget, to be general conferees:
Messrs. Domenici, Armstrong, Mrs. Kassebaum, Messrs. Boschwitz,
Tower, Chiles, Hollings, Johnston, and Sasser.
From the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, to
consider those matters within that committee's jurisdiction:
Messrs. Garn, Tower, and Proxmire.
From the Committee on Governmental Affairs, to consider those
matters within the committee's jurisdiction and in addition, from
the Committee on Armed Services to consider only those sections
dealing with competition in contracting: Messrs. Roth, Stevens, Mathias, Cohen, Quayle, Eagleton, Bingaman, and Levin.
From the Committee on Veterans' Affairs, solely for the consideration of Title V of Division B of the House amendment to the
Senate amendments: Messrs. Thrumond, Simpson, and Cranston.
As additional conferees, solely for consideration of Title IV of Division B of the House amendment to the Senate amendments:
Messrs. Weicker, Gorton, and Bumpers.
As additional conferees from the Committee on Governmental
Affairs, for subconference 6, concerning Civil Service issues:
Messrs. Eagleton, Chiles, and Bingaman; and for subconferences 7
and 11 concerning Titles XV and XVI: Messrs. Eagleton, Chiles,
and Levin.
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